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0 
INTRODUCTION 

The title of this thesis "Semigroups, luvarianee and Time-invariant Linear Systems" 
refers to the key concepts of the study presented here. 

For a proper understanding of the motives and ideas leading to the analysis described 
in the next chapters, we focus on the third key item in the title. Many people working 
in the field of mathematica! system theory regard systems as mathematical roodels of 
real-world phenomena, formulated in termsof sets of equations. Well-known and often 
used in control theory is the classica! state space model. In this model, the evolutions 
of states x enforced by inputs u and causing outputs y of an inputfoutput system Z::, 
is described by 

{ 
±(t) A(x(t)) + B(u(t)) 
y(t) = C(x(t)) 

t > 0, x(O) = xo, 
(0.1) 

Here at each time-instance t, x(t) is the state of Z:: at timet, u(t) the input and y(t) 
the output at timet. Furthermore, A, BandCare (linear) operators (often matrices) 
of appropriate dimensions. So heuristically, the inputfoutput behaviour of the system 

described by .the statespace model (0.1), is 

(t > 0). (0.2) 

In spite of being a natural starting point in control theory, this classical approach to 
systems in terms of inputfoutput representations is not always possible. Given the 
external variables, it is not always possible to classify them as inputs and outputs. 
This was recognized by Willems (see [Wil]) and therefore, he introduced the so-called 
"behavioural approach". In the behavioural approach to dynamical systems, one starts 
from the behaviour of a system, i.e. the collection of all possible time-evolutions of 
the external (measurable) variables, and not of one of its representations such as the 
state space model (0.1), where an internal state variabie has to be introduced. For 
convenience and further reference, we reeall the definition of dynamical system in the 
behavioural approach ( cf. [Wil]) 
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Defi.nition 0.1 A dynamica! system Eis a triple (T, W, 8), where T is the time-axis, 
where W, an abstract set, is the signal alphabet, and where 8, a subset of WT, is the 
behaviour of ,E. 

Naturally, inputfoutput systems E fit in the behavioural set-up. To this extent, let 2: 
be an inputfoutput system. Let Wu be thesetin which the inputs u(t) toE take their 
values at each time, and let Wy be thesetin which the outputs y(t) take their valnes 
at each time. Let U be the set of all possible input-evolutions and let Y be the set of 
all possible output-evolutions. Then, the inputfoutput system E can be regarcled as 
a mapping, say b:,, from U into Y. So, the behavioural description of E is the triple 
(T, Wu x Wy, 8), where the behaviour Bis a subset of U x Y (Ç W~ x Wf), satisfying 

(u,y) E 8 # fr:.(u) y. 

From the behavioural point of view, representation forms for mathematica! systems 
E (T, W, B) are expressed in terms of intrinsic properties of their behaviours B. For 
instance, a system E = (T, W, B) is linearif and only only if its behaviour Bis a linear 
set. 

For discrete-time systems E = (T, W, 8), where T :tt or T = JN0 , a complete 
axiomatic set-up has been developed for · the behavioural approach using algebraic 
methods. In his thesis [Soe], Boethoudt stuclied the behavioural set-up for continuons
time systems E = (T, W, 8), where T = JR. His study focussed on so-called AR
systems E = (JR, .IR"', 8), i.e. systems which can be represented by a colleètion of 
ordinary differential equations. Hence for each AR-system E = ( JR, .IR"', 8), there 
exists a polynomial matrix P such that 

y E 8 # (0.3) 

Soethoudt encountered a typical problemi for continuons-time systems, namely, the 
problem that in most mathematica! models concerned with a continuons-time evolu
tion, restrictions are imposed on the type Of evolution. For instance, consiclering only 
L2(JR)-type of signals, one assumes some kind of energy restrietion on the evolutions. 
This yields the paradox that each restrictii:>n or extension of the class of signals leads 
to a different type of system. In [Soe], systems are stuclied in which the external vari
ables are continuons functions of time and where, as a consequence, the behaviours 
are subspaces of G(JR, IR!'), the space of aH continuons functions from the time-axis 1R 
into the signal alphabet IR!'. In [Soe], a solution is presented to the following problem: 
"What are necessary and sufficient conditions on behaviours 8 in G(JR, IR!') such that 
8 can bedescribed in termsof an AR-relation (cf. (0.3))?" 

Since AR-systems arelinearand time-invariant, they correspond to linear subsets of 
G ( JR, 1Rn) satisfying 

Y E 8 # 'VtEJR (}'tY E 8, 

where ((}'t)tEJR denotes the translation group on G(JR, JRn), i.e. 

((}'tY)(s) := y(t + s) (y E G(JR, JRn), s, tE JR). 
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Hence, a behaviour of an AR-system is a (a1)tEJR -invariant subspace of C(JR, IR!'). 

It is recognîzed in [Soe] that an assumption has to be made wîth considerable con
sequences; the natural topological structure of C(JR, IR!') has to be involved in the 
definition of a continuons-time behaviour. Thîs natura! topology is the topology of 
uniform convergence on compact subsets of JR. Equipped with this topology, C(JR, JRn) 
is a Fréchet space. 

There may be criticism on the use of topological methods in system theory. One may 
argue that in dealing with real-world pJ:oblems, the use of topology leads to topolog
ical difficulties which may seem rather artificial. Despite this argument, the author 
believes that, in dealing with infinite-dimensional structures, it is inevitable and useful 
to invoke topological concepts. In all kinds of mathematica! theories, one can see that 
solutions of mathematica} problems are given not in purely algebrak terms (sums), 
but by a sequence of more and more accurate approximations (series). So, a topology 
or, at least, a concept of convergence is neerled for a proper interpretation of these 
solutions. Moreover, when dealing with differential equations, the often used concept 
of weak-solution has indeed a topological nature, although it is not always recognized 
as such. 

After this rather philosophical intermezzo, let us praeeed with the mathematics. For 
the natural (Fréchet) topology of C(JR, JRn), behaviours of AR-systems are closed 
(at)tEJR -invariant subspaces of C(JR, IR"). The topology of C(JR, IR") has the ad
ditional property that the translation group (at)tEJR is a strongly continuons arre
parameter group (briefiy c0-group ), i.e. each of the operators o-1 is linear and continu
ous, satisfying a1a. = O"t+•• o-0 equals the identity mapping, and 

lim O"tY 
t~o 

y 

This explains our interest in one-parameter c0-groups on Fréchet spaces and our inter
est in closed subspaces of a Fréchet space which are invariant under a c0-group. With 
the intention to replace the Fréchet space C(IR, JRn) in [Soe] by other Fréchet spaces, 
we introduce in Chapter 4 the class of transiatabie Fréchet spaces of E(JR)-type. 

The second motivation for studying the functional analytic concepts, as presented in 
this thesis, is Yamamoto's work ([Yl, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5]) on the subject of realization 
theory for continuons-time inputjoutput systems. Realization deals with the question 
whether an inputjoutput system can be represented by a state space model. The 
realization problem for discrete-time systems has been solved completely by Kalman 
[Kal]. As for the discrete-time case, Yamamoto focus on systems with input and output 
signals with support bounded in the past, in fact, inputjoutput systems with signals 
from Lfoc,+(JR). The space Lfoc,+(JR) consistsof alllocally square Lebesgue integrable 
functions y on IR, for which there exists T E IR such that supp(y) Ç [T, oo ). Consirl
ering inputjoutput systems E which arelinearand time-invariant, their inputjoutput 
mappings h:; are linear mappings on Lfoc,+(JR), satisfying 

O"t 0 Jr. = h 0 O"t (tE JR). 

By demanding h:; to be continuous, Yamamoto also introduced the natural topological 
structure of Lfoc,+{JR). The natural topological structure of Lfoc,+(JR) is more involved 
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than the one of O(IR, IRn): it is a strict LF-topology and nota Fréchet topology (see 
Chapter 1). Correspondingly, when equipped with thls strict LF-topology, Lfoc,+(IR) 
is a strict LF-space. With respect to the stJ:ict LF-topology, the translation group is a 
c0-group on Lfoc,+(IR). In [Yl], the realization space, i.e . .the collection of all possible 
state evolutions in the state space model, turns out to be a closed subspace of the 
Fréchet space L[oc(IR+) which is invariant under the translation co-semigroup (ut)t>o 

2 ( +) -on Lloc IR . 

This explains our interest in one-parameter eo-groups on strict LF-spaces, our interest 
in continuons linear operators on strict LF-spaces which are invariant with respect to 
a c0-group and our interest in eo-semigroups on Fréchet spaces. With the intention to 
replace the strict LF-space Lfoc,+(IR) in Yamamoto's work by other strict LF-spaces, 
in Chapter 4, we introducethe class of transiatabie strict LF..;spaces of V+(JR)-type. 

Summarizing, exploring the subjects of eo-group and eo-semigroup, of closed subspaces 
and continuons linear operators invariant under a eo-group, in the framework of Fréche1l 
spaces and strict LF-spaces, has been the leading motive for writing this thesis. How
ever, presenting an extensive study of these' functional analytic subjects is not the only 
goal. We shall focus especially on those strict LF-spaces V which are related to Ya
mamoto's signal space Lfoc,+(JR), in the sense that translation invariant operators on 
V have a similar form as translation invariant operators on Lfoc,+(JR). To this extent, 
in Chapter 4, we introduce the dass of transiatabie strict LF-spaces of V+(IR)-type, 
i.e. translation invariant subspaces V of V~(JR) with a strict LF-topology such that 
the translation group is a eo-group on V 8.lJ.d the Cco·domain of the translation group 
on V is V+(IR). 

Yamamoto restricted the attention to inpl;:ttfoutput systems E, whose inputfoutput 
mapping /r; is a convolution operator. In particular, these convolution operators are 
of the form 

/z:;(y) = IL * Y (y E L~oc,+(IR)}, (0.4) 

where p, is a Radon measure with support in [0, oo) and where * denotes convolution 
in V~(IR). This measure p, is the impulse response of the system :E. The convolution 
mapping (0.4) extends toa much larger class of function spaces. In particular, for each 
transiatabie strict LF-space V of V+(IR)-type and each Radon measure with support 
in [O,oo), the mapping 

y E V 1-t 1L * y, (0.5) 

is a continuons linear operator from V into V, whlch is invariant with respect to the 
translation group on V. So, (0.5) can he viewed as an inputfoutput mapping of an in
.putfoutput system with signals in V. Thus, we obtain classes, say Cp., .of inputfoutput 
systems haVing the same form being generated by the same impulse response ·p,, but 
each based on another signal space V. · 

Now, assuming that a statespace realizatiön for an inputfoutput system with signals 
in Lfoc +(IR) is available by Yamamoto's set-up, the natural question arises whether a 
state s'pace realization exists also for the other systems in the corresponding class C,., 
i.e. replacing Lroc,+(/R) by another transiatabie strict LF-space of V+(IR)-type. And 
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if so, the subsequent question arises whether these state space realizations are of the 
same form. We shall solve a part of this realization probiem for all transiatabie strict 
LF-spaces of V+(R)-type. In fact, we shall solve the so-called factorization problem. 
In case the factorization problem yields a finite-dimensional state space for one ele
ment of C11 , then the realization problem is solved completely for allelementsof Cw 

Concluding, this thesis is about three main subjects, two with a functional analytic 
nature, and one with a system theoretica! nature. As far as the functional analysis 
is concerned, first, we study c0-semigroups and c0-groups on sequentially complete 
Iocally convex topological vector spaces, such as Fréchet spaces and strict LF-spaces. 
Secondly, we introduce classes of Fréchet spaces and strict LF-spaces, so-called trans
Iatabie spaces, on which the translation group is defined and deduce characterization 
results on translation invariant subspaces and operators. As far as the system theory 
is cóncerned, we consider the factorization problem, being a part of the realization 
problem, for transiatabie strict LF-spaces of V+(R)-type. 

We end this introduetion with a description of the chapters of this monograph. Since 
a rather detaiied introduetion is attached to each chapter, each description of the 
chapters is kept short. At the beginning of the Chapters 2, 3 and 4, there is a short 
summary of the material needed in the subsequent chapters. 

Chapter 1 is preliminary. Amongst others, we introduce the concepts of Fréchet space 
(briefly F-space), of strict inductive limit of Fréchet spaces (briefly strict LF-space), 
of weak topology and of locally equicontinuous set of operators. We give a brief intro
duetion to the theory of locally convex topological vector spaces and focus on the case 
that the topology of a locally convex topological vector space is metrizable. Classica! 
functional analytic results such as the Closed Graph Theorem and the Open Mapping 
Theorem are mentioned. 

In Chapter 2, we focus on one-parameter c0-groups and c0-semigroups on sequentially 
complete locally convex topological vector spaces. This is not a new subject to lit
erature. But, the existing theory on this topic is developed merely for the purpose 
of finding alternatives for the celebrated Hille-Yosida Theorem (see [Yos], p.246). In 
particular, one wants to obtain necessary and sufHeient conditions for operators such 
that these operators genera te a c0-semigroup ( or c0-group ). The reader is referred to 
[Bab] [Dem], [Liu], [Kom], [Ou] and [Wae]. 
Since we want to investigate invariance aspects of operators and of subspaces with 
respect to c0-(semi-)groups, our intentions are different. It has turned out that there 
is need for new theory dealing with this type of invariance. This has resulted in the 
theory for c0-semigroups as presented in Chapter 2. Meanwhile, we present a func
tional analytic calculus for the infinitesimal generator of a c0-semigroup and prove that 
polynomials in this operator are closed when equipped with their natura! domain. In 
a separate section, we study c0-groups and c0-semigroups on F-spaces and strict LF
spaces. The c00-domain of the infinitesimal generator of a c0-semigroup on an F-space 
is an F-space again. However, fora strict LF-space the problem how to find a suitable 
strict LF-topology for the c00-domain is more involved. We suggest a natura! solution 
to this problem. 
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In Chapter 3, we discuss bMic types of convolution: distributional convoiutions on 
the Schwartz spaces 1Y+(JR), V'_(JR) and &1(1R) are introduced. Our introduetion 
differs from the cl88Sical one, as presented by Schwartz (see [Schw2]). Indeed, show
ing that these distribution spaces are in one-one correspondence with the continuous 
linear translation-invariant operators on V_(JR), V+(JR) and &(JR) respectively, prod
uct structures on V~( IR), 1Y_(JR) and &'(IR) are introduced. Similarly, the spaces of 
Radon meMures M+(JR), M_(JR) and Mc(lR) are treated and put in one-one con
respondenee with continuons linear translation-invariant operators on the spaces of 
continuons functions C_(JR), C+(JR) and C(JR). 

In Chapter 4, we introduce three types of transiatabie spaces; transiatabie strict LF
spaces of V+(JR)-type and of V(JR)-type, and transiatabie F-spaces of &(JR)-type. 
Forthese clagses of spaces, we characterize translation-invariant closed subspaces and 
translation-invariant (closed) linear öperators. Additionally, for the ciags of transiat
abie F-spaces of &(JR)-type, we have found Kahane-Schwa.rtz...type cha.racterizatioDB 
of translation-invariant closed subspaces in terms of exponential-poiynomials. 

Chapter 5 deals with the factorization problem for continuons-time systems. lmposing 
mild conditions on transiatabie strict LF-spaces V of V+(JR)-type, we prove that the 
factorization problem can be solved in Yamamoto's sense replacing Ltoc,+(JR) by V. 
Adopting Yamamoto's concept of pseudo-rational approximately coprime systems, we 
present a condition, which yields that the state space resulting from a factorization is 
the closed linear span of exponential polynomials for any V. 

For convenience, we summarize in Appendix A all function spaces, distribution spaces 
and meagures spaces that are used, without further introduction, in this thesis. 



1 
ON LOCALLY CONVEX 

TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR 
SPACES 

In this thesis, topological concepts like Fréchet spaces (F-spaces) and strict induc
tive limits of Fréchet spaces {strict LF-spaces) are frequently used. In fact, we are 
interested especially in closed subspaces of, and closed operators on these types of 
topological vector spaces. 

In this chapter, a brief introduetion into the concept of locally convex topological vec
tor spaces is given (§1.1). Insection §1.2 and §1.3, we focus on two classes of locally 
convex topological vector spaces concepts. The first class consistsof pre-Fréchet spaces 
and their complete versions, the so-called Fréchet spaces. The second class consists 
of strict inductive limits of pre-Fréchet spaces and their complete versions, strict in
ductive limits of Fréchet spaces. For each of these two classes, we investigate various 
topological concepts, such as continuons or closed linear operators, graph topologies, 
completion, relative, and quotient topology. Furthermore, we mention the existence 
of classica! functional analytic theorems such as the Closed Graph Theorem and the 
Open Mapping Theorem for these classes of topological vector spaces. 

This chapter is not intended to be complete. For non-specialists in this area of math
ematics, it gives a short introduetion into the field of Fréchet spaces and strict LF
spaces, which occur frequently in this thesis. For the specialists in this area, the 
interesting points are the emphasize laid on the families of seminorrus generating such 
topologies (also in the case of strict LF-spaces!), the discussion of continuons linear 
operators on non-complete spaces such as pre-F-spaces and strict pre-LF-spaces and, 
finally, the fact that the completion of a strict inductive limit of pre-F-spaces is in
deed a strict LF-space. However, fora more transparent introduetion of these kind of 
topological vector spaces, we refer to the monograph of Conway [Con]. Other stan
dard references are the monographs of Köthe [Kötl], Schaeffer [Sch], Robertson and 
Robertsou [R-R] and Treves [Tre]. 



2 CHAPTER 1. ÜN LOCALLY CONVEX TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES 

1.1 SEMINORMS AND LOCALLY CONVEX 
TOPOLOGIES 

In this section, we discuss the concept of locally convex topological vector space. Em~ 
phasize is laid especially on the point of view that a locally convex topology is gener~ 
ated by a family of seminorms. Furthermore topological manipulations as completion, 
relative topology, quotient topology and graph topology pass in review. 

A topological vector space endowed with a linear topology T is called locally conveJ: 
if T is Hausdorff and for every null-neighbourhood W E T there exists U E T with 
U Ç W such that 

VÀ:IÀI9 [AU Ç U] 
'<h099 'v'x,yEU ( Àx + (1 À)y EU j 

'v'xeV 3À>0 [)..-I x E U] 

(U is balanced), 
(U is convex), 
(U is absorbing). 

All locally convex topological vector spaces over the real or complex field arise in the 
following way. Let V be a vector space, and let II be a family of seminorms on V. Let 
Tn be the topology on V in which the convex sets 

Xo + Up,• := xo + {x E V I p(x} < €} (e > O,p E II,xo E V), . (1.1} 

form a sub basis. Thus a subset U of V is o,pen if and only if for every x0 E U there are 
p1, .•. ,pn E II and e > 0 such that x0 + nf::1 Up;,• Ç U. We say that thefamily of 
seminorms II generat es the topology Tn on V. The topology Tn is linear on V, i.e. the 
algebrak operations addition and scalar multiplication are continuous with respect to 
Tu. Therefore, (V, Tn) is a topological vector space. The topology is Hausdorff if and 
only if the family of seminorros II is separating on V , i.e. x= 0 {::} VpenP(X) = 0. 
Summarizing. 

Theorem 1.1 Let V be a vector space and let II be a separating set of seminorms on 
V. Let Tu be the linear topology on V generated by II (cf. {1.1)). Then, (V, Tn) is 
an HausdorjJ, locally convex topological vector space. Conversely, every locally conveJ: 
topology is generated by a set of seminorms IT. 

Proof. 
The first assertion is readily checked. The proof of the converse statement is based on 
s~called Minkowski-functions or Gauges (see [Con]) . 

•• 
We have to be cautious in the relation between a locally convex topology and a gener~ 
ating family of seminorms. Sealing and combining the generating seminorms generates 
the same topology, so the relation is not one-to-one. 

Definition 1.2 A set of seminorms II on a vector space V is called directed, if for 
each p, q E II, there is an r E II and a C > 0 such that p :::; C · r and q :::; C · r. 

We restriet ourselves in this thesis to locally convex topological vector spaces with a 
directed set of generating seminorms. 
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Assumption 1.3 Every locally convex topological vector space (V, T) in this thesis 
has a directed set of seminorms rr generating its topology T. 

The notion of convergence of a net in a locally convex topological vector space (V, Trr) 
can be expressed in termsof the family rr of generating seminorms. The net (x.,)vEllJ 
in V converges to x E V if and only if lim p(xv x) 0 for all p E IT. A net 

V 

(y.,)vElD is called a Cauchy net iff lim p(yv yp) = 0 for all p E II. A locally convex 
v,p 

topological vector space V is called complete iff every Cauchy net is convergent within 
V. Similarly, the concepts of convergence of a sequence, Cauchy sequence can he 
introduced, replacing the net (x",)",ElD hy the sequence (xn)neW· A locally convex 
topological vector space V is called sequentially complete iff every Cauchy sequence is 
convergent within V. 

As for normed spaces, the notion of continuity of linear mappings on locally convex 
topological vector spaces can he translated into terms of each family of seminorms 
generating the locally convex topology. We quote the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.4 Let (V, Trr) and (W, Tr) be locally convex topological vector spaces whose 
topologies are generated by the directed families of seminorms rr and r, respectively. 
Th en 

i. a seminorm p is continuous on (V, Trr) if and only if q E II and C > 0 exist such 
that p(x) 5 C · q(x) for all x EV. 

ii. A linear mapping L : (V, Trr) -+ (W, Tr) is continuous if and only if for each 
seminorm q Er the seminorm x H< q(Lx) is continuous on (V, Trr). 

iii. A set of linear mappings { L; : (V, Trr) -+ (W, Tr) I i E I} is equicontinuous if and 
only ij jor each seminorm q E r the seminorm x r-+ SUP;er q( L;x) is continuous 
on (V, Trr). 

Given a locally convex topological vector space (V, Trr), its topological dual, denoted 
hy (V, Trr)' consists of all continuons linear lunetionals on (V, Trr). Applying Lemma 
1.4 yields that a linear functional F : V -+ (jj is continuons on (V, Trr) if and only if 
C > 0 and q E I1 exist such that for all x E V, 

IF(x)l 5 C·q(x). (1.2) 

Next, we mention some consequences of the classica! Hahn-Banach Theorem for locally 
convex topological vector spaces. 

Lemma 1.5 Let (V, Trr) be a non-triviallocally convex topological vector space and let 
M be a subspace of V. Th en the following statements hold. 

• (V, Tn)' is non-trivia[. 

• Let F a l-inear functional on lvf which is continuous with respect to the relative 
V-topology (see 1.20}}. Then Fext E CV, Tn)' exists such that Fext IM= F. 
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• Let E V be such that x fj. M, i.e. the etosure of M. Then F E (V, Tn)' exists 
such that FIM= 0 and F(x) = 1. 

If Mis a subspace of (V, Trr), its polar M" equals the collection 

Mo = {FE (V, Trr)'l F(x) 0 for all x E M }. (1.3) 

The polar M 0 of Mis a subspace of (V, Trr)'. Similarly, wedefinefora subspace N of 
(V, Trr)' the subspace N" of V by 

N° = {x E V I F(x) = 0 forallF EN}. (1.4) 

Notice that we did not equip (V, Tn)' with a topology, so No is, strictly spoken, not 
the polar of N. In fact, N". is the polar of N only if (V, Tn) is reflexive, Le. (V, Tn)' 
is a topological vector.space satisfying V == ((V, 70 )')'. Nevertheless, we call No the 
polat of N. 
Taking the polat of apolar of a subspace Mof V, an application of Hahn-Banach's 
Theorem yields 

(1.5) 

where the ciosure is in (V, Trr)-sense. Hence the bipolar of a closed. subspace M of 
(V, Tn) is M itself. 

A concept closely related to the concept of (topological) dual is the purely algebraic 
concept of dual system. 

Definition 1.6 Let V and W be vector spaces over the samefield (real or complex). 
Th en V and W are said to be in duality by means of the bilineat form < . , . > if 

i. < xo,Y > 0 for all y E W implies x0 = 0, 

ü. < x,yo > = 0 for all x E V implies yrj = 0. 

We call the triple (V, W, < ., . >) a dual system. It is customary to write < V, W > 
insteadof (V, W, < ., . > ). 

Obviously, if V and W are in duality, then also W and V are in duality. Furthermore, 
every locally convex topological vector space (V, Tn) and its topological dual form a 
canonical dual system defining the bilinear form < ., . > on (V, Tn) x (V, Tn)' by 

<x, F > := F(x) (x E V, F E (V, Tn)'). 

An example of two vector spaces that are fu duality, but not each others topological 
duals are the locally convex topological vector spaces V( IR) and V+(JR). ·· In fact, 
defining the biline.ar form < ., . >on V(JR) x V+(JR) by 

< rp,t/J > := L rf>(r)f/;(r)dr, 

< V(JR), V+(JR) > forms a dual system. Although V(JR) and V+(JR) are no topolog
ical duals of one another, the mapping < ., . > is continuons in both arguments, so 
that V+(JR) <;;; V'(JR) and V(JR) <;;; V~(JR). 
Although the concept of dual system is purely algebraic, it induces the so--called weak 
topology. 
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Definition 1.7 Let V and W be vector spaces over the samefield (IR or <D) and let 
< V, W > be a dual system. Th en the weak topology on V induced by W, · denoted 
as o-(V, W), is the locally convex topology generated by theseminorros {Py I y E W} 
with for each y E W 

P11(x) := I< x, Y >I (x E V}. 

Corollary 1.8 The topology o-(V, W) is the coarsest locally convex topology on V such 
that the linear functional 

x E V ~--~o < x,y >, 

is continuous for each y E W. 

Recalling that any locally convex topological vector space (V, Trr) is involved in the 
duality < V, (V, Trr)' >, we observe that the weak topology o-(V, (V, Trr)') on V is 
coarser than Tri· It is customary to call the weak topology o-((V, Tn)', V) on (V, Trr)' 
the weak-star topology. 

Lemma 1.9 Let (V, Trr) be a locally convex topological vector space, then V is the dual 
of the vector space (V, Tn)' endowed with the weak-star topology o-((V, Tn)', V). 

Proof. 
See, for instanee [Con], p.l25 . 

•• 
Besides the weak-star topology on the dual of a locally convex topological vector space, 
often the so-called strong topology is used. 

Definition 1.10 Let (V, Tn) be a locally convex topological vector space. A subset 
U of V is called Tn-bounded if for each continuous seminormpon (V, Tn) 

sup p(x) < oo. 
x EU 

Definition 1.11 Let (V, Trr) be a locally convex topological vector space with dual 
(V, Tn )'. A net ( F)nEIN is said to convergence strongly to zero if it converges uniformly 
to zero on every bounded subset in (V, Trr). 

Obviously, the weak-star topology on the dual (V, Tn)' is coarser than the strong 
topology on (V, Trr)'. Sometimes, convergence of sequelices coincide for both topologies 
(cf. [Tre], p.358). 

Lemma 1.12 For the dual spaces 1Y(IR) and E1(IR) of the spaces E(IR) and V(IR) 
(see Appendix A}, a sequence ( Gn)nEIN converges in weak~star-sense ij and only if 
(Gn)nEIN converges strongly. 

An interesting result for a polar set is the following. 
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Lemma 1.13 Let M be a closed subspace of the locally convex topological vector space 
(V, Tn). Then M 0 is closed in (V, TnY endowed with the weak-star topology. 

An important example of a weak (star) topology is given in the case of the distri bution 
space V'(JR). 

Example 1.14 Let V'(IR) be the set of all continuous, linear functionals on V(IR). 
The (bilinear) mapping < ., . > on V'(IR) x V( IR) 

<L,x> L(x) (L E V'(JR), x E V(JR)), 

induces a duaJ system < V'(IR), V( IR) >. So, the weak-star topology a(V'(IR), V( IR)) 
on V'(IR) is the locally convex topology on V'(JR) generated by theseminorros {p., I 
x E V(JR)} with for each x E V(IR) . 

p.,(L) :=I< L,x >I= IL(x)l (L E V'(JR)). 

The space V(IR) is the duaJ of the topological vector space V'(JR) with weak-star 
topology. 

Next, we consider closed linear operators. 

Definition 1.15 Let V and W be locally convex topologicaJ vector spaces. Then the 
mapping L: V--!> W with domain Dom(L) is closed if one of the following equivalent 
statements holds true. 

i. The set {(x,Lx) I x E Dom(L)} is closed in V x W with product topology. 

ii. Let (x.,)veJD be a net in V. Then 

x.,--!> x and Lx11 --!> y =? x E Dom(L) and Lx = y. 

If the set {(x, Lx) I x E Dom(L)} is sequentially closed in V x W or equivalently (ii) 
holds true only for sequences, then L is called sequentially closed. 

In case of a closed linear mapping on a locally convex topologicaJ vector space its 
domain can be topologized as a locally convex topological vector space, also. 

Defi.nition 1.16 Let (V, 'Tn) he a locally convex topological vector space whose topol
ogy is generated by the family of seminorros IT. Let L be a closed linear operator on 
V with domain Dom(L). Then the seminorros {p +poL I p E II} are separating 
and generatea locally convex topology on Dom(L). This topology is called the graph 
topology of L. 

Proposition 1.17 Let (V, 'Trr) and L be as in Definition 1.16 (sequentially) closed 
linear operator on V with domain Dom(L). IJ (V, Tn) is (sequentially) complete, then 
Dom(L) _equipped with the graph topology is (sequentially) complete. 

An important notion, frequently used in this thesis, is the notion of continuously · 
embedded. 
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Definition 1.18 Let (V, 7) and (W, 8) be locally convex topological vector spaces. 
By writing 

(V, 7) <-+ (W, 8), 

we mean that there is a continuons linear injection from (V, 7) into (W, 8). We say 
(V, 7) is continuously embedded in (W, 8). 
In case V= W, we eaU the topology 7 on V finer (or stronger) than 8, or equivalently 
8 coarser ( or weaker) than 7 on V. 

Next, we discuss the concept of completion. From [Köt1], §18.4, we quote the following 
result. 

Theorem 1.19 For every locally convex topological vector space (V, 7rr), there exists 
a, up-to topological isomorphism unique, smallest complete locally convex topological 
vector space (V, in which (V, Trr) is embedded. Ij the topology 7rr is generated 
by the colZeetion seminorms {Pv I v E 1D}, then is generated by the colteetion 
{p" I v E 1D}, where Pv is the uniquely determined continuous extension from Pv to V. 
The locally convex topological vector space (V, 7 u) is called the completion of (V, 7n). 

We end this section discussing the subjects of relative topologies and quotient topolo
gies. 
Let M be a closed subspace of some complete locally convex topological vector space 
V. Then, the relative topology for M is the coarsest locally convex topology on M 
such that the canonical inclusion of M into V is continuous. 

Definition 1.20 Let M be a closed subspace of some locally convex topological vector 
space (V, 7rr) with topology generated by the seminorms TI. Then the relative (or 
induced) topology on M is the locally convex topology generated by the seminorms 
{PIMI p E TI}. 

For a closed subspace M of some complete locally convex topological vector space V, 
we consider the quotient space VIM consisting of all cosets 

x+ M (x E V). 

The quotient topology for V I M is the finest locally convex topology on V/ M such that 
the quotient mapping cjJ : V -+ V I M, defined as 

cp(x) := x+M (x E M), 

is continuous. 

Definition 1.21 Let M be a closed subspace of some locally convex topological vector 
space (V, 7rr) with topology generated by the directed family of seminorrus TI. The 
quotient topology of V I M is the locally convex topology generated by the seminorrus 
{p I p E 11}, defined as 

p(x + M) := inf p(x + y), 
yEM 

where x E V and p E TI. 
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Remark 1.21.1 The directedness of the generating family of seminorros II is essentiaJ: 
in Definition 1.21. If II is not directed, then the topology generated by the above
seminorms is not necessarily the quotient topology in the classica! sense. We refer to 
[Kötl] and Bourbaki [Bou2]. 

1.2 PRE-F-SPACES AND F-SPACES 

Some locally convex topologies are generated by an uncountable number of seminorms. 
However, many of the locally convex topological vector spaces used in this thesis have 
a topology generated by a countable number of seminorms. We call such a topological 
vector space a pre-Fréchet space, and if the space is also complete, we call it a Fréchet 
space. So, in the case of (pre-) Fréchet spaces the 0-subbasis can be taken countable. 
Pre-Fréchet spaces are considerably more structured than arbitrary locally convex 
topological vector spaces. Amongst others,, they are metrizable. The converse is true 
also; every mètrizable locally conveX: topological vector space is a pre-Fréchet space. 
Furthermore, classica!. results in functional analysis as the Closed Graph Theorem and 
Open Mapping Theorem have their versions in the context of Fréchet spaces. 

Definition 1.22 Let (V, Tn) be a locally convex topological vector space. If Tu is 
generated · by a countable number of seminorros we call (V, Trr) a pre-Fréchet space, 

. or briefiy pre-F-space. If, in addition, (V, Tn) is (sequentially) complete then we call 
(V, Trr) ·a Fréchet space, or briefiy F-space. 

Remark 1.22.1 Some authors distinguish Fréchet spaces from F-spaces. From Rudin 
[Rud] p.8, we rocall that an F-space is a complete metrizable topological ve-ctor space 
and·a Fréchet space is a locally convex F-space. Since we consider locally convex topo
logical vector spaces only, the use of F -space instead of the more correct terminology 
Fréchet space leads to no confusion. 

Each normed space is an example of a pre-F-space, where its topology is generated by 
one (semi-)norm. Examples of F-spaces are all Banach spaces, and the spaces &(IR.), 
G(IR) and L}oc(IR) (see Appendix A). 

Remark 1.22.2 In order to distinguish the class of pre-F-spaces from the more gen
eral class of locally convex topological ve-ctor spaces, we use, in this thesis, the symbol 
F to designate a pre-F-space, and.we use the symbol V for an arbitrary locally convex 
topological vector space. 

Remark 1.22.3 For each pre-Fréchet space F, we can always choose an ordered count:.. 
able generating set of seminorros (Pn)neJN, i.e. Pn(x) ::; Pn+1(x) for all x E F, n E /N. 
To this extent, if (qn)neiN generates the t0pology Tn on F, then the family of or
dered seminorros (Pn := L:;=l qi)neiN generates the same topology. From now on, 
unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, we assume generating sets of seminorms for a 
pre-Fréchet space to be ordered. 
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Pre-F-spaces are always metrizable. In fact, if (Pn)nEIN is a generating family of semi
norros for the pre-Fréchet space (F, Tn), then, for instance, the mapping d: F x F-+ 
[0, oo) defined by 

d(x,y) f: Tn Pn(x- y) 
n=l 1 + Pn(X- Y) 

(x, y E F), 

defines a metric on F generating the topology Tn. 

We return to the concepts introduced in the previous section. 

Lemma 1.23 The completion of a pre-F-space is an F-space. 

For the concepts of relative topology and quotient topology for (pre-) F -spaces we have 
the following permanence properties. 

Proposition 1.24 Let F be a pre-F-space and let M be a closed subspace of F. Then 
the following statements hold true. 

• The space M equipped with relative topology is a pre-F-space. If F is an F-space, 
then M with relative topology is an F-space. 

• The space F I M equipped with quotient topology is a pre-F-space. IJ F is an 
F-space, then F I M is an F-space. 

For the graph topology in F-spaces we obtain the following result .. 

Proposition 1.25 Let L be a closed operator ontheF-space F with domain Dom(L), 
then Dom(L) endowed with graph-topology is an F-space. 

A classical result on F -spaces is the Open Mapping Theorem. 

Theorem 1.26 (Open Mapping Theorem) Let L be a continuous linear surjec
tion from an F-space F onto an F-space G. Then L is open, i.e. for each open subset 
U of F, its image L(U) is open. 

Corollary 1.27 Every continuous linear bijeetion from an F-space F onto an F-space 
G is an homeomorphism. 

Next, we consider continuous linear mappings on pre-F-spaces. Since every 
space is metrizable, sequentia! continuity equals continuity. We quote the following 
classical result from [Tre], Proposition 8.5. 

Proposition 1.28 Let F be a pre-F-space and V a locally convex topological vector 
space. Then a linear mapping L from F into V is continuous if and only if it is 
sequentially continuous. 

For F-spaces, Proposition 1.28 can be extended with the so-called Closed Graph The
orem. 
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Theorem 1.29 (Closed Graph Theorem) Let F and G beF-spaces and let L be 
an everywhere defined linear mapping from F into G. Then the following statements• 
are equivalent. 

i. The mapping L is continuous. 

ii. The mapping L is sequentially contin'IJ,ous. 

iii. The mapping L is closed. 

iv. The graphofLis sequentially closed in FxG with respect to the product topology. 

Proof. 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.28. The 
equivalence of (i) and (iii) can be read as the Glosed Graph Theorem for F-spaces 
(see Yosida [Yos], p.79}. The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) is due to the equivalence 
of the notion closed subspace and sequentially closed subspace in case of metrizable 
topological vector spaces (see [Tre], Chapter 8) . 

•• 
1.3 PROJECTIVE AND: INDUCTIVE LIMITS 

OF F-SPACES 

In this section we focus on (countable) pJ;ojective, and (countable) strict inductive 
limits of (pre-) Fréchet spaces. A ( countable) pro jective limit of (pre-) F -spaces is 
again a (pre-) F-space. A strict inductive limit of (pre-) F-spaces is generally not 
metrizable, ho wever it will be shown that its (locally convex) topology is connected 
closely to à countable collection of seminorms. Most results we mentioned for (pre-) F
spaces have their equivalences in the case of a strict inductive limit of (pre-) F -spaces. 

First, we discuss the concept of a (countable) projective limit of (pre-) F-spaces. 
Suppose the pre-F-spaces (F;, 1i), iE IN, satisfy 

(1.6) 

Then, the sequence ((Fn, Tn))neiN is called a (countable) left-sided chain of pre-F
spaces. Similarly, right-sided and two-sided chains of pre-F-spaces are introduced. 

Left-sided chains of locally convex topological vector spaces ((Fi, 1i));eiN invoke the 
natural question whether there exists a "largest" topological vector space ( F, T), w hich 
is continuously embedded in every (F;, 'Ji). If i';. denotes the embedding of Fi in F1; 

then the problem is equivalent to searching for a suitable topology for the intersection 
of the vector spaces F; (i E JN ). Therefore, we may consider only the case that 
Fi+1 ç;; F; for all i e JN. 

Definition 1.30 Let ((Fn, 'I;.))neiN be a left-sided chain of (pre-) F-spaces with the 
property that Fn+l ç;; Fn for each n E 1N. Then the projective limit of ((Fn, Tn))neJN, 
denoted by projn Fn is the vector space F := nnelN Fn endowed with the so-called 
projective limit topology Tproj, i.e. the coarsest locally convex topology for F such that 
each inclusion of F into Fn is continuous. 
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Proposition 1.31 Let projn Fn a projeelive limit of pre-F-spaces, where Fn+l Ç Fn 
for each n E IN . Let each topology 7;, be generaled by the family of seminorms IJ(n) = 
{p!;:l I m E IN} on Fn, n E IN. Then the projeelive limit topology 'Tr,roj of projn Fn is 
generated by the separating set of seminorms UnEIN IJ(n} = {p!;:l I n, mE IN}, where 
eaeh seminorm is restricted to F. 

Corollary 1.32 The projective limit of a (countable!) left-sided chain of (pre-) F
spaces is a {pre-) F-space. 

An example of a projective limit of F-spaces is the F-space C(JR). In particular, we 
have C(JR) = projn cn(IR). 
Dual to the concept of projective limit of a left-sided chain is a (countable) inductive 
limit of a right-sided chain. 

Definition 1.33 Let (Fn)nEIN be a family of (pre-) Fréchet spaces with associated 
topologies 7;,. Then this collection is called a (countable) strict inductive system of 
(pre-) Fréchet spaces if 

• Fn is a closed subspace of Fn+h n E IN, 

• the topology 7;, for Fn equals the relative topology 7;,+1 1Fn· 

The vector space u:=I Fn is called the strict inductive limit of the system (Fn)nEIN· 
The sequence (Fn)nEIN is called a defining sequence for the strict inductive.limit. 

This leaves us the problem how to find a "natural" locally convex topology for a strict 
inductive limit, the so-called strict inductive limit topology. In literature often the 
more general case of an inductive limit and inductive limit topology is treated. In case 
of inductive limit the conditions of Definition 1.33 are weakened, requiring that Fn is 
a (proper) subspace of Fn+I and requiring that the topology 7;, is finer than relative 
topology 7;,+1 IFn. Although the strict inductive limit topology as presented below is 
nothing else but an inductive limit topology (see for example [Con]; §IV.5), the given 
definition is not in the usual form. In fact, the definition of a strict inductive limit 
topology as presented below is a consequence of the usual definition. We restriet our 
attention to strict inductive systems of (pre-) F -spaces. 

Definition 1.34 Let (Fn)nEIN be a strict inductive system of (pre-) Fréchet spaces. 
Then the strict inductive limit topology for u:=l Fn is the Hausdorff locally convex 
topology generated by the collectîon of all seminorros p on u:=l Fn with the property 
that p IFn is continuons on Fn for every n E IN. The vector space u:=I Fn endowed 
with its strict inductive limit topology is denoted by ind Fn. We call a ( countable) 

n 

strict inductive limit înd Fn of (pre-) Fréchet spaces a strict {pre-) LF-space. 
n 

Remark 1.34.1 Notice that the case that all Fn are equal may occur, contrary to 
most literature, where often it is assumed that each F .. is a proper closed subspace of 
Fn+l· Hence, in this set-up a (pre-) F-space is a strict (pre-) LF-space also. So all 
properties we derive for strict LF-spaces are true in partienlar for F-spaces. 
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Remark 1.34.2 The Hausdorff property of strict (pre-) LF-spaces is one of the great 
advantages of consiclering strict LF-spaces insteadof the more general concept of (pre
) LF-spaces. FUrthermore, we mention t~at every (countable!) strict LF-space is· 
complete (see [Kötl] §19.5). A strict (pre•) LF-space is metrizable iff it is a (pre-). 
F -space. In fact, if a strict LF -space ind F.,. is metrizable, then m E IV exists such 

n 
that Fk = Fm for all k 2: m (see for example Floret [Flo], p.209). 

Examples of strict LF-spaces are D(JR), D+(IR), Lfoc,+(IR) and L~omp(IR) (see Ap
pendix A). 

Although in general, a strict pre-LF-space is generated by an uncountable family of 
seminorms, its topology is closely related to a countable family of seminorms. To illus
trate this, consider a strict pre-LF-space indF.,., where for each n E IV the separating 

ll! 

set of seminorms Tin = {Pn,k I k E lV} generates the Fréchet-topology of Fn. So, a 
seminorm p is continuons on ind Fn if and önly if 

n . 

VnEIN 3qn)>O 3k(n)EIN 'rlxeF". [p(x) ::::; C(n) • Pn,k(n)(X) ]. 

lnstead of the countable collection {Tin I n E .IN} of families of generating seminorms, 
we can construct a single countable, separating family of seminorrus on ind Fn strongly 

n 
related to (but not generating!) the strict inductive limit topology. To do so, we apply 
the following Lemma (cf. [Con], Corollary 5.15). 

Lemma 1.35 Let (Fn)neiN be a strict induptive system of{pre-) F-spaces and let no E 
1V be fix ed. Then for every continuous se~inorm p on F nn, there exists a continuous 
seminorm jj on ind Fn such that PIFno = p. 

n 

Now extend for every k, n E lV, Pn,k toa ct>ntinuous seminorm Pn,k on indFn. Define 
n 

for every k E 1V the seminorm Pk by 

Pk := max{fJu,··· ,fJ~c.~.:}, 

then the family ft {Pk I k E lV} inducès the topology of ind F., in the sense that 
n 

ft IFn := {Pk IFnl k E lV} generates the topology of Fn for each n E lV. We have 
obtained the following result. 

Proposition 1.36 Let ind Fn be a strict (pre-) LF-space. Then there exists an count-
n 

able separating family of ( ordered) continuous seminorms ft on ind Fn such that for 
n 

each n E 1V the seminorms {PIFniP E ft} generate the topológy of Fn_-

Again we emphasize that, in general, ~t is not true that ft generates the inductive limit 
topology of ind Fn. Of course, ft does genera te a pre-Fréchet topology on u~= I Fn. The 

n 
reader should be warned, the constructed pre-Fréchet topology ft is far from unique. 
To illustrate this we give the following example. 
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Example 1.37 Consicier the vector space of real valued sequences JRIN. Let V; denote 
the subset of all finite sequences, i.e. 

The space V; admits a strict inductive structure if we write it as follows 

'1/J u '1/Jm, where '1/Jm := { (xn)nEIN E IRJN I vk?.m Xk 0 }. 
mE IN 

Each is a finite dimensional subspace of V;. Let 11.11 be an arbitrary norm on V;. En
doweach '1/Jmwith the restricted norm, denoted by ll.llm· The sequence (('1/Jm, ll·llm))mEIN 
is a strict inductive system of Banach spaces. Since all norms on a finite dimensional 
space are equivalent, the strict LB-space ind ('1/Jm, ll·llm) does notdepend on the choice 

m 
of the norm 11.11. Obviously, we have that 

ind ('1/Jm, ll·llm) '-+ ('1/J, 11.11). 
m 

However, the normed space ('1/J, 11.11) depends heavily on the choice of the norm 11·11· 
For example, taking 

00 00 

L I X; I and ll(xn)nEINIIz .- (L I X; 1 2 )~, 
i=l i=l 

it is easily seen that 

but the converse is not true. In fact, the completion of ('Ij;, 11.111) is the Banach space 
hand the completion of ('Ij;, ll·lb) is the Banach space 12 • 

Proposition 1.38 Let (Fn)nEIN be a strict inductive system of (pre-) F-spaces with 
associated topologies Tn. Then a pre-Fréchet tapology T exists for U:::"=1 Fn, such that 

00 

ind Fn '--' (U Fn, T), 
n 

n=l 

and T IFn = 'Tn for each n E IN. 

Since the completion of a pre-F-space is an F-space (Lemma 1.23), Corollary 1.38 
yields the following result. 

Proposition 1.39 Let (Fn)nEIN be a strict inductive system of (pre-) F-spaces with 
associated topologies 'Tn. Then an F-space F exists with the following properties 

00 

• U Fn is densein F, 
n=l 

• lf T denotes the topology of F, then T 'Tn, 
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• F,. is closed in F ij and only ij F,. is an F-space. 

We use Proposition 1.39 to investigate the completion of a strict pre-LF-space. 

Theorem 1.40 Let (F,.)neJN be a strict inductive system of pre-F-spaces. Then 4 

strict inductive system of F-spaces (F,.)neiN exists such that 

Fm <--> Fm and Fm n indF,. = Fm 
n 

for each m E IN. In particular, we have 

indF .. <--> indF,., 
n n 

where the embedding is dense. The strict LF-space ind F n is a completion of the strict 
n 

pre-LF-space ind F,.. 
n 

Proof. 
Let (F,.)neiv be a strict inductive system of pre-F-spaces with associated topologies 
T,.. Then, by Proposition 1.39, there is an F-space F with Fréchet topology 'T such 
that 

Fm <--> ind F,. <--> F, 
n 

and 'TIF".= 'Tm. Now, let Fm be the dosure of Fm withîn F. With induced F-topology 
( = Tlp ".!) each Fm is an F -space, satisfying 

(1.7) 

Since Fm is closed in F, equality (1.7) implies that Fm is closed in F m+l· So (F .. )neiN 

is a strict inductive system of F-spaces which satisfies the inclusions of the statement. 
lt remaîns to prove that Fm n ind F,. = Fm. Therefore, let x E Fm n ind F ... Then 

n n 
x E Fm+k for some k E JN. Moreover, there is a sequence (xdteiN in Fm(Ç Fm+k), 
such that Xt -+x in Fm· So, Xt -+x in F m.f.k, and since (xzhiN, x E Fm+k this yields 
that Xt -+x in Fm+k· Since Fm is closed in Fm+k• we conclude that x E Fm. Hence 
Fm n ind Fn Ç Fm. Conversely, it is obvious that Fm n ind F,. 2 Fm, which proves the 

n n 
statement . 

•• 
For strict LF-spaces, the performance of relative topologiesis not that good. 

Proposition 1.41 Let ind F,. be a strict LF-space. Let M be a closed subspace of 
n 

ind F ... Then the.following statements hold true. 
n 

• The family (F,. n M)neiN is a strict inductive system of F-spaces. 

• ind ( F,. n M) <--> M, where M is equipped with the relative ind F,. -topology. 
n n 
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Proof. 
The proof of the first statement is straightforward and therefore omitted. 
Now, let p be a continuous seminorm on M equipped with relative ind Fn-topology. 

n 

Th en there is a continuous seminorm q on ind Fn such that p ~ q I M. Hence, for all 
n 

n E IN we have that 

Since q is continuous on every F-space -M n Fn, this yields that p is continuous on 
ind (Fn n M). So the identity mapping from ind (Fn n M) onto M is continuous, 

n n 

which proves the assertion . 

•• 
Remark 1.41.1 Closed subspaces M of a strict LF-space ind Fn satisfying 

n 

M = ind(FnnM), 
n 

where M and each M n Fn are equipped with induced topology, are called limit
subspaces. In [Ptal], Pták gave a suflident condition on a closed subspace of a strict 
LF-space to he a limit subspace and in [Pta2], Pták gave an example of a strict LB
space with a closed subspace, which is not a limit-subspace. For more details we refer 
also to [Flo]. 

Next, we discuss the performance of quotient topologies. Although a quotient topology 
of a complete locally convex topology is not necessarily complete, many classes of 
locally convex topologies are closed under the action of making a quotient topology. 
For strict LF-spaces we quote the following result from Saxon and Narayanaswami 
[S-N], Theorem 2. 

Proposition 1.42 Let V be a strict LF-space. Let M be a closed subspace of V. Th en 
V/ M, endowed with quotient topology, is a ( not necessarily strict) LF-space. 

Takinga closer look at strict LF-spaces, we find the following result. 

Proposition 1.43 Let ind Fn be a strict LF-space. Let M be a closed subspace of 
n 

ind Fn. Then the following assertions hold true. 
n 

1. Fk/(M n Fk) <-+ Fn/(M n Fn) <-+ (ind Fn)/ M for each k ~ n, 
n 

ii. the family (Fk/(M n Fk))kEIN is a strict inductive system of F-spaces, 

where Fk/(M n Fk) and ind Fn/ M are equipped with respective quotient topologies. 
n 
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Pro of. 
(i). Define for each k,n E IN, k;:::: n the mapping id~c,n: H/(MnF~c)--+ Fn/(MnFn) 
by 

Then each id~c,n is a well-defined linear injection. To show that id~c,n is continuou~ 
let II be a (in general non-countable) family of seminorms generating the topology of 
ind Fn. Let k, n E IN be fixed, k :::; n. Reeall from Proposition 1.24 that the topology 

n 
of F~c is generated by the seminorms II~c := {PIFk I p E ll}. Define for each p E II the 
seminorm ·fik on F~c/(M n F~c) by 

By definition the family of seminorms Ïh := {Pk I p E ll} generates the quotient 
topology of F~c/ (M n F~c). Similarly, we have that the family of seminorms fin := {.Pn I 
p E ll} generates the quotient topology of Fn/(M n Fn)· For each x E F~c and each 
p E ll we have that 

Pn(id~c,n(X + M n F~c)) =: inf p(x + m) :::; inf p(x + m) 
mEMn~ mEMn~ 

.P~c(x + M n F~c), 

proving the first part of the assertion. To prove the second part, define for each k E IN 
the mapping id~c: F~c/(M n F.r.:)--+ (indFn)/M by 

n 

id.r.:(x+MnFk) := x+ M (x E Fk). 

Then idk is a well-defined linear injection. To prove that id.r.: is continuons observe 
that the family of seminorms fi :={.PIp E ll}, defined for each pEn by · 

p(x + M) := inf p(x + m) 
mEM 

(x E indFn), 
n 

generates the quotient topology of (indFn)/M. So, for each p E fi, x E F.r.: we have 
n 

that 

p(idk(x + M n F~c)) :::; inf p(x + m) = Pk(x + M n F~c), 
mEMnFk 

so idk is continuous. 
(ii). Here we have to he careful since the F-spaces {Proposition 1.42) F~c/(M n Fk), 
k E IN, are not subspaces nor super-spaces of one another. Therefore a m.ore general 
definition of inductive system has to be used. We follow the definitio~ used by Floret 
[Flo], §1, wliich states that (F,.j(M n F.r.:))keJN is an inductive system if continuons 
linear mappings 11'k,n : F~c/(M n Fk)--+ Fn/(M n Fn) exist for k:::; n such that 

11'k,k = id and 11'n,l o 11'k,n = 11'k,l for all k :S n :S l, 

where id denotes the identity mapping. Observing that the mappings idk,n satisfy 
these conditious, the assertion follows. 
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(iii). Again we have to be careful in this slightly different concept of inductive system. 
Notice that 

(ir;_d Fn)/M = U id" ( Fk/(M n Fk)), 
k 

and reeall from (i) each of the mappings idk is continuons from Fk/(M n Fk) into 
(indFn)f.i\1/. Furthermore, we have idn o idk,n idk for each k :::; n. Then, by 

n 
definition (see [Flo]), the inductive limit of the inductive system (Fk/(M n Fk))kEIN is 
the collection UnEIN Fn/ M endowed with finest locally convex Hausdorff topology, such 
that each of the mappings idk is continuous, we have that 

'--f {ind Fn)/ M. 
n 

However, since (ind Fn)/ M is an LF-space already, the Open Mapping Theorem 1.46 
n 

yields that 

(indFn)/M. 
n 

•• 
Finally, we consider continuons linear mappings on strict LF -spaces. Since a strict 
(pre-) LF-space has in general a non-countable generating family of seminorrus the 
characterization of continuons linear mappings in terms of this family (Lemma 1.4) 
is not satisfactory. In fact, we can do better. Particularly, the following extension of 
Theorem 1.29 is due to Grothendieck [Gro]. 

Theorem 1.44 Let ind Fn and ind Gm be two strict LF-spaces and let L be an every-
n m 

where defined linear mapping from ind Fn into ind Gm. Then the following statements 
n m 

are equivalent. 

i. The mapping L is continuous. 

ii. The mapping L is sequentially continuous. 

iii. For each n E IN, there is an mE IN such that L(Fn) Ç Gm and LIFn: Fn __, Gm 
is continuous. 

iv. The mapping L is closed. 

v. The graph of L is sequentially closed in ind Fn x ind Gm with respect to the product 
n m 

topology. 
Proof. 
For the equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) we refer to [Con], §IV.4. To prove the fa.ctor
ization result (iii) a Baire-Category argument has to be used. The equivalence of (i) 
and (iv) can be read as the Closed Graph Theorem for strict LF-spa.ces (see [Köt2], 
§34.8). The equivalence of (iv) and (v) is due to the equivalence of the notion closed 
subspace and sequentially closed subspace (see [Kötl], §6.19) . .. 
An immediate consequence of the latter remark is the following. 
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Corollary 1.45 Let V and W be two strict LF-spaces. Then the linear mapping L 
from V into W is closed ij and only ijL is sequentially closed. 

Th ere is an Open Mapping Theorem for strict LF -spaces too, see Dieudonné[Die], p. 71. 

Theorem 1.46 (Open Mapping Theorem) IjL is a continuous linear surjection 
from a strict LF-space V onto a strict LF-space W, then L is open. 

Köthe extended the Open Mapping Theorem to the case of ( not necessarily strict) 
LF-spaces (see [Kötl], p.43). 

Theorem 1.44 can be extended to some extent to strict pre-LF -spaces. 

Theorem 1.4 7 Let ind Fn and ind Gm be two strict pre-LF-spaces. Let L be a linear 
n m 

mapping from indFn into indOm. Then the jollowing statements are equivalent. 
n m ~ 

i. The mapping L is continuous. 

ii. L extends continuously to a continuous linear operator L from ind F n into indOm, 
n m 

the respective completions of ind Fn and indOm. 
n m 

iii. For all n E 1N there is an m E IN such that 

L(Fn) Ç Om and LIF,.: F,. -4 Om is continuous. (1.8) 

Proof. 
We prove (i)::::;.. (ii) ::::;.. (iii)::::;.. (i). 
First, let L be a continuous linear mapping from ind Fn into indOm. Since ind F .. 

n m n 

and indOm are sequentially densein indF .. and indOm, respectively, and since the 
m n m 

latter spaces are complete, the mapping L extends to a sequentially continuous linear 
mapping L from ind Fn into ind Gm. In fact, L is continuous, because of Theorem 

n m 
1.44. So (i) ::::;.. (ii). 
To prove that ( ii) => ( iii), suppose L has a continuons linear extension L from i~d F" 

n 

into indOm. Now, let n E IN be fixed, then by Theorem 1.44, there is an mE IN such 
m 

that L(F .. ) Ç Om. In particular, applying Theorem 1.40 yields 

L(Fn) ç Gm n indOm (l~l Om, 
m 

and L IF,.: F .. - Om is continuous. 
To prove (iii) ::::;.. (i), let q be a continuons seminorm on indOm. Then, for each 

m , 
mE IN, qla~ is a continuons seminorm on Om. Applying (1.8) yields for each n E IN 
that ( q o L) IF,. is a continuous seminorm on F ... Hence, q o L is a continuous seminorm 
on ind Fn. We conclude that L is continuons linear mapping from ind Fn into indOm. 

n n m 

•• 



2 
ONE-PARAMETER 

(SEMI-)GROUPS ON 
SEQUENTIALLY COMPLETE 

TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR 
SPACES 

In this chapter, we focus on one-parameter groups and semigroups of continuons linear 
mappings on sequentially complete locally eonvex topological vector spaces such as F
spaces and strict LF -spaces. 

In section §2.0, we summarize the most important terminology and results deduced 
in this chapter. These results will be used in the remairring part of this thesis. The 
reason for separating these statements and definitions from the theory in which they 
arise, is that the theory presented in this chapter is a separate subject. For a good 
understanding of this thesis the reader has to take notice of section §2.0 only. However, 
we believe that the theory developed in this chapter presents a fruitful approach to 
general c0-(semi-)groups. 

In section §2.1, we investigate the theory of c0-semi-groups (a:t)t>o on locally convex 
topological vector spaces by exploring the mapping t E JR+ ~--+- ÓtX for all x E V. 
In section §2.1.1, we establish the link between local equicontinuity of ( a:t)t>o and 
the continuity of this mapping. In case of a locally equicontinuous eo-semigroup on 
a non-complete locally convex topological vector space (V, Trr) the semigroup extends 
to a locally equicontinuous c0-semigroup on the completion of (V, Trr). In section 
§2.1.2, we restriet ourselves to locally equicontinuous c0-semigroups on sequentially 
complete locally convex topological vector spaces (V, Trr). In that case, the mapping 
t E JR+ ~--+ atx defines for all x E V a continuons function from JR+ into V, a 
so-called C(JR+, V)-function. We consider the translation c0-semigroup on C(JR+, V) 
and its relation to the co-semigroup (a:t)t>o. In §2.1.3, we characterize the infinitesimal 
generator of the translation c0-semigroup on C(JR+, V) by introducing the conceptsof 
integration and differentlation on C(JR+, V). In §2.1.4, we show that any polynomial in 
the differentlation operator is a closed linear operator on C(JR+, V). As a consequence 
of this result any polynomial in the infinitesimal generator of (at) t>o is closed also. 
In §2.1.5, we introduce a class of convolution operators. These operators are used to 
show that the c00-domain of the infinitesimal generator of any eo-semigroup is dense. 
Subsection §2.1.6 presents some results on operators and subspaces invariant under 
the action of the elements of a semigroup. 
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In section §2.2, we reformulate the theory developed in section §2.1 for c0-groups. It 
turns out that the main results and concepts from §2.1 have analogues in the context 
of CQ-groupS. 1 

Finally, insection §2.3, we investigate the theory developed both for eo-semigroups and 
for c0-groups on strict LF-spaces and F-spaces. · An important result, due to Dixmier 
and Malliavin [D-M], on the c00-domain of the infinitesimal generator of a eo-group on 
strict LF -spaces is given. 

2.0 SCOPE OF THE MAIN RESULTS 

Definition 2.1 Let (o:t)teiR be a family of continuous linear mappings on a locally 
convex topological vector space (V, Tn) having the following properties 

i.· o:0 is the identity mapping on (V, Tu), 

iii. lim O:tX = x 
t-o 

for all s, tE JR, 

for all x EV. 

Then (o:t)teiR is called a strongly continuous group of continuons linear mappings, 
briefly a eo-group, on (V, Tn). 

Dealing with families of continuons linear operators, the concept of equicontinuous 
· subsets becomes interesting. 

Definition 2.2 A one-parameter group ( O:t)tEIR on (V, Tn) is said to be locally equicon
tinuous if for all compact K Ç IR the collection 

is equicontinuous, i.e. for each p E II, where II is a family of seminorrus generating 
the topology Tn, the seminorm 

is continuons on (V, Tn). 

x E V ~--+ sup p(o:tx), 
t€K 

In §2.2, we show that in a barrelled space any eo-semigroup is loca.lly equicontinuous. 
For a definition of barrelled space, we refer to Treves [Tre], §33. 

Theorem 2.3 Let (at)telR be a eo-group on the barrelled locally convex topological 
vector space (V, Ta). Then ( o:t) telR is locally equicontinuous .. 

For non-complete loca.lly convex topological vector spaces V the following result is 
deduced (see Theorem 2.25). 

Theorem 2.4 Let (o:t)telR be a locally equicontinuous eo-group on the locally convex 
topological vector space V. Then ( O:t)tEIR extends continuously toa locally equicontin
uous eo-group (at)teiR on the completion V of V. 
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An important concept associated to a c0-group is its infinitesimal generator. 

Definition 2.5 Let (a:t)tEJR be a c0-group on a locally convex topological vector space 
(V, 711 ). The infinitesimal generator Óa of ( a:1) 1ElR is defined as 

O:tX X 
ÓaX := lim (x E Dom(ó")), 

t-+0 t 

where Dom(ó") :={x E V jlim1...,o t{o:tx x) exists}. 

Remark 2.5.1 An important aspect of the infinitesimal generator Óa of a c0-group 
(a:t)tElR on V is in the following observation. Suppose Xo E Dom(óa)· Then a salution 
of the evolution equation 

{ 
:i:(t) = Óa(x(t)) + j(t) 
x(O) = xo, 

where f : IR -+ V is continuous, is 

(tE IR) 

(tE IR). (2.1) 

In advance, it is not clear that the salution (2.1) is unique. However, if (a:1) 1E1R is 
jointly equicontinuous, i.e. the mapping 

(t,x) r-+ O:tX, 

is continuous on IR x V, then uniqueness is guaranteed. A family of operators ( Ot)tEJR 

is jointly equicontinuous if and only if it is a Iocally equicontinuous c0-group. In case 
of a barrelled space, each c0-group is jointly equicontinuous (see Theorem 2.3). 

Naturally, we can apply the operator 6" more than once. However, since the operator 
Ó01 need not be defined everywhere, we have to be cautious. In fact, the operator ó! is 
defined recursively, i.e. for each k E IN 

(x E Dom(ó!)), 

where 

is the domain of the operator 6! on V. Furthermore, the subspace 

Dom""(óa) n Dom(ó!), 
kEIN 

is called the c00-domain of the operator ó". 

For the remainder of this section we restriet ourselves to the case of a sequentially 
complete locally convex topological vector space. In §2.2, the following result is proved 
(Theorem 2.57). 
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Theorem 2.6 Let V be a sequentially complete locally convex topological vector space. 
Let (a:1)tEJR be a eo-group on V with injinitesimal generator fi"'. And let p E <r:[z] be a 
polynomial with k = degtee(p). Then the linear operator p(fia) with domain Dom(fi!); 
is a closed linear mapping in V. 

An important class of operators closely connected to a locally equicontinuous co-group 
(a1)teJR arises by introducing the space. M(JR) of Radon measures, i.e. the dual of 
the strict LF-space Cc(IR) (cf. Bourbaki [Boul], p.47). For each compact K Ç IR, the 
restrietion of p, E M(JR) to Cc(K), i.e. the collection of all </> E Cc(IR) with support 
in K, has bounded variation, denoted by varK(Jt). So, 

[ lp,(dt) I. (2.2) 

By Mc(IR), we denote the subspace of M(JR) consisting of all Jt E M(JR) with 
compact support. The space Me( IR) equals the dual of C(JR) (cf. Gaal [Gaal], p.135). 
For p, E Mc(IR), we denote by var(p,) the total variation of p,, i.e. 

var(p,) := sup varK(Jt). (2.3) 
Kç;;JR, compact 

Since the mapping t ~--+ O:tX is continuons for each x E V and since V is locally convex 
and sequentially èomplete, for each p, E Mc(IR), the integral 

a[p,]x := L a'~"x p,(dT), (2.4) 

is properly defined. In fact, each a[p,] is a continuons linear operator on (V, Tn). In 
partienlar, · for each p E rr there are q E IT and C > 0 suèh that 

p(a[p,]x) :5 var(p) · max p(atx) :5 C · q(x), 
. tEsupp(.Mc( IR)) 

where the latter inequality is due to the local equicontinuity of (at)teJR. 
Notice that for each tE JR., the Dirac measure at t, êt E Me( IR), defined by 

êt(x) := x(t) (x E C~(JR)), 

satisfies a:[et] O:t-

We list some properties of the operators a:[p,], p, E Me( IR). 

(2.5} 

Lemma 2.7 (cf [Bou1], p. 72} For each p, E Mc(IR) there exists (Jtk)keiN in span{ et I 
· tE JR.} suchthat for every co-group (at)te6~ on (V, Tu), 

lim a[p,k]x = a[p,]x 
k-.oo 

for all x E V. In other words; the linear span, span{ O:t I t E JR}, is strongly sequentially 
densein the collection {a!JL]IIL E Mc(IR)}. · . . 

Lemma 2.8 For allp,11 p,2 E Me( IR), we have a[p,1]a[p,2] = a[p,2]a[p,1] In particular, 
we have a[p,dat O:tO:[Jtl] for all t E JR. 
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The space V(IR) can be regarcled as a subspace of Mc(IR) in the following way: Let 
qy E V(IR). Then f.l<t> E Mc(IR) is defined by 

f.l<t>(x) := L x(t)qy(t) dt (x E Cc( IR)). 

In the sequel, ~e shall write qy instead of f.l<t> and correspondingly a[c/J] instead of a[tJ<t>l 
For qy E V(JR) and for each k E IN, we have 

8~a[c/J] = (-1/a[qy(kl]. 

In particular for each x E V, we have a[cfJ]x E Dom""(80 ). 

Lemma 2.9 (approximate identity) There exists a sequence (cPk)kEIN in V(IR) such 
that for all x E V, a[cfJk]x-+ x as k -+ oo. 

As an immediate consequence of the latter result we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.10 Let V be a sequentially complete locally convex topological vector 
space. Let ( llt)tEJR be a locally equicontinuous co-group on V with infinitesimal gener
ator 80 . Then Dom""(8a) is densein V. 

So, the operators from Theorem 2.6 are densely defined. In §2.3, we present the 
following important result for strict LF-spaces. 

Theorem 2.11 Let (at)tEIR be a c0-group on the strict LF-space V, with infinitesimal 
generator 8". Th en 

span{ a[cfJ]x I cjJ E V( IR), x E V} = Dom""(8a), 

In fact, for each x E Dom""(8a) there are y E Dom""(8a) and c/J1, cP2 E V(JR) such that 
x= a[c/J1]x + a[cfJ2]y. 

Remark 2.11.1 The proof of Theorem 2.11 is based upon a result due to Dixmier 
and Malliavin [D-M]. Although Dixmier and Malliavin proveda similar result in the 
more general context of Lie-group representation theory, they proved their result for 
F -spaces only. 

Remark 2.11.2 The veetors a[c/J]x, qy E V(JR), x E V, are called Garding veetors 
(see Warner [War]). 

Throughout this thesis, invariance under a c0-group or c0-semigroup plays an important 
role. 

Definition 2.12 Let ( at)tEJR be a locally equicontinuous c0-group on the sequentially 
complete locally convex topological vector space V. Th en the su bspace M of V is called 
( at)tEJR -invariant if 

for all t E JR. 
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We mention the following results from §2.2. 

Lemma 2.13 Let M be a sequentially closed, (at)t>o -invariant subspace of V. Then 
a[p,](M) Ç M for each tt E Mc(JR). -

Theorem 2.14 Let M be a sequentially closed, (at)tEIR -invariant subspace of V. 
Then Dom00(6,.) n M is sequentially densein M. 

For linear operators, we introduce (at)tEJR -invariance likewise. 

Definition 2.15 The operator L with domain Dom(L) in V iS called (at)tEIR -invaria'R,t 
ifDom(L) is (at)te.IR·inv;uiant and 

for all x E Dom(L) and all tE JR. 

For (sequentially) closed linear (at)tE.IR -invariant operators we have the following re
sult. 

Theorem 2.16 Let L be a (sequentially) closed linear (at)tE.IR -invariant operator on 
V with domain Dom(L). Then the following assertions hold. 

• For all p, E Mc(lR) and for all x E Dom(L), we have a[p,]x E Dom(L) and 
La[p,] = a[p,]L. 

Next, assume Dom00 (6,.) Ç Dom(L). Then 

• L(Dom""(ó,.)) Ç Dom""(ó,.), and 

• graph(L) is the ciosure in V x V (with product topology) of 

graph(LIDom .. (Óa)) '= { (x,Lx) I x E Dom00(ó,.)}, 

i.e. Dom""(ó,.) is a core for L. 

2.1 SEMIGROUPS: GENERAL THEORY 
Contrary to the previous section, where we· considered c0-groups of continuons lin~ 
ear operators on locally convex topological vector spaces, we focus in this section Olll 

one-parameter c0-semigroups. In fact, weneed hoth concepts; eo-groups in all follow
ing chapters.and c0-semigroups in Chapter 5. The reason for presenting the theory 
for eo-semigroups here, is that eo-groups can he regarcled as a special suhclass ·of Co· 
semigroups. Indeed, if (at)tEIR is a eo-group on V, then it is fully characteriZed hy 
the eo-semigroup (at)t;::o with the property that every operator at has a continuons 
inverse. 
Besides that · JR must he replaced by JR+ in their definition, the most essential differ
ence hetween co-groups (at)tEIR and eo-semigroups (at)t;::o is that for c0-groups strong 
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continuity means that for all x, lim1_ 0 O:tX = x, where as for c0-semigroups strong 
continuity means that for all x, limt1o o:1x = x. In literature, one often encounters 
another strong continuity concept for semigroups that is more closely connected to 
the group-strong continuity, namely for all x and all s > 0 

Using the latter concept of strong continuity, one can copy the theory on semigroups 
presented in this section largely from the theory of one-parameter semigroups. Only 
the theory presented in the first subsection (§2.1.1) becomes (a bit) less involved. 

2.1.1 Semigroups and flows 

Definition 2.17 Let (a:t)t>o he a family of continuous linear mappings on a locally 
convex topological vector space (V, Trr) having the following properties 

i. a:0 is the identity mapping on (V, Trr), 

iii. lim a1x = x 
ILO 

for all s, t ;:?: 0, 

for all x EV. 

Then (a1) 1>o is called a strongly continuous semigroup of continuous linear mappings, 
briefl.y a c0:semigroup, on (V, Trr). 

Let (V, Tn) be a locally convex topological vector space, where the collection of semi
norros II generates the topology of V. Let (a1) 1>o be a c0-semigroup on (V, 111). 

Notice that strong continuity of (a1) 1>o means that for every x E V, the mapping 
t E JR+ r-> a 1x is continuous from tbe right as a function from JR+ into V. The 
following question arises: 

What are (necessary and sufficient) conditions on (a1) 1>o (and V) for the mapping 
t E JR+ H a1x to be a continuous function 1or each x E V? 

Let us introducesome terminology flrst. Let C(JR+, V) denote the vector space of all 
continuous functions from JR+ into V. Hence, f E C(JR+, V) if 

By the triangle inequality for seminorms, the mapping 

tE JR+ H p(f(t)) 

is continuous for all p E II and f E C(JR+, V). So, we can define the following 
seminorms on C(JR+, V) 

PK(/) := max p(f(t)) 
tEK 

(f E C(JR+, V)), (2.6) 
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where K Ç JR+ is a compact subset and p E IT. Consequently, we equip C(JR+, V) 
with the locally convex topology Tea generated by the seminorm collection 

{PK I p E rr, K ç JR+ compact}. 

So a net.in C(JR+, V) is convergent if it converges uniformly on each compact subset 
K of JR+. Tbe topology Tco is called the compact-open topology. 

Define the flow operator :Fo:: V-+ C(JR+, V) with domain 

Dom(:Fo:) .- {x E V I t ~--+ O!tX E C(JR+, V)} (2.7) 

by 

(tE JR+, x E Dom(:Fo:)), (2.8) 

The following lemma shows that the answer to our question is connected with the 
concept of local equicontinuity. 

Lemma 2.18 Let (a1)t>o be a co-semigroup on the locally convex topological.vector 
space (V, Trr). Then, (ät)t>o is locally equicontinuous if and only if Dom(:Fo:) = V 
and :Fo:: V-+ C(JR+, V) is-continuous. 

Proof. 
First, suppose (at)t>o is locally equicontinuous. Let to > 0, x E V. Then, the mapping 
t E JR+ ~--+ atx is right-continuous at to. Now for 0 :5 t :5 to and p E IT we have 

p(atx - O!t0 X) = p(at(X - O!t0 -tX)). 

Since (at)t;::o is locally equicontinuous, q EITand C > 0 exist sucb that 

p(O!tX - O!toX) :5 C • q(x - O!to-tX), 

for all t E [0, to]. So, the mapping t E JR+ ~--+ O!tX is left-èontinuous at any t = t0• 
Hence, x E Dom(:F")x. In particular, Dom(:F<>) = V Furthermore, knowing that 
Dom(F") =V, we have :F" is continuons if and only if (at)t>o is locally equicontinuous. 
Indeed, if one of these assertions is true, then for all p E If and all compact K Ç JR+, 
there exist for all p E IT and all compact K Ç JR+, a constant C > 0 and some q e n, 
such that for all x E V 

•• 
Lemma 2.18 proves that loca.l equicontinuity of (a1) 1>o is suffi.cient for the image of 
F<> to be in C(JR+, V). lt is also necessary if we impose the additional condition that 
V is barrelled. We reeall the following result from [Tre], Theorem 33.1. 

Proposition 2.19 Let V and W be locally convex topological vector spaces, where 
V is barrelled. Then, a subset 1i of continuous linear operators from V into W ia 
equicontinuous if and only if 1i is bounded for the topology of pointwise convergence. 
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Now, suppose V is barrelled and let W =V. Let (o:t)t>o be a c0-semigroup on V such 
that Fox E C(JR+, V) for all x E V. Let K Ç JR+ be compact. Then for all p E II 
and x E V 

sup p(o:tx) < oo, 
tEK 

because t f-+ p( o:1x) is continuous on JR+. So, the set 1t = { o:1 I t E K} is bounded for 
the topology of pointwise convergence, whence equicontinuous according to the above 
proposition. Thus we derived the following result ( cf. Kömura [Kom], Proposition 
1.1). 

Lemma 2.20 Suppose V is a barrelled locally convex topological vector space. Let 
(o:1) 1>o be a co-semigroup on V such that the flow Fox E C(JR+, V) for all x E V. 
Theiï, Fo is continuous from V into C(JR+, V). 

Combining Lemma 2.18 and 2.20 yields the following result. 

Theorem 2.21 Let ( o:1)t>o be a c0 -semigroup on the barrelled locally convex topolog
ical vector space (V, Trr). -Then Fox E C(JR+, V) for all x E V if and only if (o:1) 1>o 
is locally equicontinuous. Moreover, if (o:1) 1>o is locally equicontinuous, then the flow 
operator Fo maps V continuously into C ( If[+, V). 

Examples of barrelled locally convex topological vector spaces are F-spaces and strict 
LF-spaces ([Tre], §33). Normed spaces, thus pre-F-spaces and strict pre-LF-spaces, 
are not necessarily barrelled (see Floret and Wloka [F-W], §10.1.3). Conversely, not 
every barrelled space is complete (see Khaleelulla [Khal], p.38). 

Remark 2.21.1 The result of Theorem 2.21 is not so surprising. Let us approach 
the problem from another angle. From literature (see [Köt2], §34), we reeall that for 
barrelled spaces often a version of the Closed Graph Theorem exists. Now, let {o:1)t>o 
be a c0-semigroup on the locally convex topological vector space V. It is easily shown 
that the operator Fo : Dom(Fo) ----+ C(JR+, V) is linear and closed. Now, suppose 
we can apply a Closed Graph Theorem to the operator F0 • Then, the condition 
Fox E C(JR+, V) for all x E V is equivalent to the operator Fo being everywhere 
defined, thus continuous. So, in this particular case, Lemma 2.18 yields the condition 
Fox E C(JR+, V) for all x E V to be equivalent to (o:1) 1>o being locally equicontinuous 
(cf. [Kom], Proposition 1.1). -

Corollary 2.22 Let (V, Trr) be an F-space or a strict LF-space and let ( o:1)t>o be a 
co -semigroup on (V, Trr). Th en Fox E C ( JR+, V) for all x E V if and only if ( o:~) t>O is 
locally equicontinuous. Moreover, if ( o:1) 1>o is locally equicontinuous, the flow operator 
Fo: V----+ C(JR+, V) is continuous. -

If (V, Trr) is (sequentially) complete, we have the following result. The proof is straight
forward and therefore omitted. 

Lemma 2.23 Let V be a (sequentially) complete locally convex topological vector 
space. Then the locally convex topological vector space C(JR+, V) is (sequentially) 
complete. 
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Next, consider a eo-semigroup (a:1)t>o on à non-complete locally convex topological 
vector space V. Let V be the compl;tion of V (Theorem 1.19). We may assume that 
V Ç V without loss of generality. So for each t 2:: 0, a:1 is continuons as a mapping 
from V into V. From [TreJ, Theorem &.2, we reeall the following result. 

Proposition 2.24 Let V, W be locally convex topological vector spaces and suppose W 
is complete. Let V be the completion of V. Then ~o every continuous linear mapping 
L: V--+ W there is a unique continuous linear mapping L: V--+ W extending L. 

Applying Proposition 2.24 to the mappings O:t yields extensions ä 1 of a:1 to V. Obvi
ously, the collection {ä1 I t 2:: 0} is a semigroup of continuons linear operators, but at 
thîs point it is not clear whether (ä1k::o is strongly continuous. 

Theorem 2.25 Let (a:t)t>o be a locally equicontinuous co-semigroup on the locally 
convex topological vector space V. Then '( O:t)t>O extends continuously to a locally 
equicontinuous eo-semigroup (ä1)t>O on the completion V of V. 

Proof. 
We assume without loss of generality that V Ç V. Let (ät)t;::o he the semigroup of 
extensions of (a:t)t>o. By Lemma 2.18, the ftow operator Fo. : V --+ C(JR+, V) is 
everywhere defined-and continuous. So, the flow operator Fo. is everywhere defined 
and continuons as a mapping from V into C(JR+, V). Since C(JR+, V) is complete 
(Lemmà 2.23), applying Proposition 2.24 to Fo. yields that there is a continuons linear 
mapping Fo. from V into C(JR+; V) extending Fo.. Obviously, we have for all t ;::: 0, 
XE V 

so' Fo. = Fa:. Since Fo. is everywhere defined, (ä1)t>o is a eo-semigroup. Moreover, 
since F <> is continuons also, Lemma 2.18 yields (ä1) 1; 0 to he locally equicontinuous . 

•• 
2.1.2 The translation semigroup on C(JR+, V) and its relation 

to arbitrary semigroups on V 

In the sequel we consider locally equicontinuous c0-semigroups (a:1) 1>o on a sequentially 
complete locally convex topological vector spaces (V, Tn). Hence; flow operators Fa 
are everywhere defined and continuous. 

So far, we have not exploited the special structure of a flow operator Fo.. Let t, s;::: 0, 
x EV. Then 

(Fo.x)(t + s) 

So, if we introduce the translation semigroup (o-t)t;::o on C(JR+, V), 

(o-d)(s) := f(t + s), (f E C(JR+, V), s 2:: 0), (2.9) 
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where t ~ 0, then the above relatîon can be written as 

(t ~ 0). (2.10) 

The importance of equation (2.10) is that it relates all locally equicontinuous c0-

semigroups ( o:1) 1>o on V by means of its flow to the one translation semigroup on 
C(JR+, V). In fact, by deriving properties of the translation semigroup (cr1) 1>o on 
C(JR+, V), we obtaingeneral properties for c0-semigroups on V exploiting (2.1ö). 

Let us study the translation semigroup (cr1) 1>o on C(JR+, V). For all p E TI, K Ç JR+ 
compact, we have -

Px(crd) = Px,(f) (f E C(JR+, V)), 

where K 1 K +{t} compact. Hence, each cr1, t ~ 0, is a continuons linear operator on 
C(JR+, V). To show that (cr1) 1<::0 is strongly continuons weneed the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.26 For K Ç JR+ compact and each f E C(JR+, V), the restrietion f lx is 
uniformly continuous from K into V, i.e. 

Proof. 
The proof of this statement is completely analogous to the classical situation with 
V <D . 

•• 
Proposition 2.27 The translation semigroup (cr1)t>o on C(JR+, V) is strongly con-
tinuous and locally equicontinuous. -

Proof. 
Let to E JR+, p E TI, K Ç JR+ compact. Then for all f E C(JR+, V) 

lim Px(crtf - O'tof) 
t-+to 

lim max p(f(t + s) - f(to + s)) = 0, 
t-to sEK 

due to the uniform continuity of f on compact subsets of JR+ (Lemma 2.26). lt 
follows that :Fuf E C(JR+,C(JR+, V)) for all f E C(JR+, V), so (cr1) 1>o is strongly 
continuous. To show that (cr1) 1>o is locally equicontinuous, it is sufficient to show that 
:F" is continuons (Lemma 2.18}. Therefore, let Kil K2 Ç JR+ compact and let p E TI, 
then K1 + K 2 compact and for all f E C(JR+, V) 

max Px,((:Faf)(t)) max Px2 (crd) = max max p(f(t + s)) 
tEK1 tEK1 tEKt sEKz 

proving the assertion . 

•• 

< mKaxK p(f(T)) = PK,+Kz(f), 
TE 1+ 2 

Kow, let 8" denote the infinitesimal generator of ( cr1)t>o with domain Dom( 8.,. ). Let 8"' 
denote the infinitesimal generator of the locally equlëontinuous c0-semigroup ( o:1)t<::O 
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on V. Then, we define the operators 8! and 8! recursively. In particular, for tlb.e 
operators 8! we have 

(x E Dom(8!)), 

where 

is the domain of the operator 8! on V. 
We apply equation (2.10) to conneet 8u with 80 • 

Lemma 2.28 For each k E IN the following two assertions are equivalent. 

• x E Dom(8!). 

• Fox E Dom(8!). 

For x E Dom(8!) we have :Fo8!x = 8!:F0 x. 

Proof. 
We prove this lemma by induction to k. 
For k = 1, let x E Dom(80 ). Then by the,continuity of :F0 

lim O"t - O"o (:Fox) (2~0) lim :F"' (at - ao x) = :F"'8"'x. 
t!O t t!O t 

So, :F"'8"'x E Dom(8u) with 8u:F<>x = :F0 80 x. 
Conversely, suppose :F"'x E Dom(8u)· Then 

lim atX - x = lim (:F. (atX - x)) (O) = (J: -r )( ) 
t!O t t!O <> t Uu.r<>X 0 ' 

proving the assertion for k = 1. 
Now, let k ~ 2. and suppose the assertion holds for alll = 1, ... , k- 1. Then, 

x E Dom(8!) 

ind~ion :F0 x E Dom(8/-1) and 8!-1:F"'x = :Fo8!-1x E Dom(8u) 

{:} :F"'x E Dom(8!). 

In particular, we have for x E Dom(8!) 

:F"'8!x = :F"'8"'(ó!-1x) = óu:Fo(ó!-1x) = Óuó!-1 :F"'x = ó!:F"'x . 

•• 
Obviously, Lemma 2.28 extends to the C00-domains of (O"t)t~o and (at)t~o. 

Corollary 2.29 The following two assertions are equivalent. 

• x E Dom00-(8"') = nk Dom(8!). 
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• Fnx E Domoo(6.,.) = nk Dom(ó~)-
For each k E IN and each x E Dom(ó~) we have Fnó~x = ó;Fax. 

We conclude from Lemma 2.28 that the intertwining relation (2.10) extends to the 
respective infinitesimal generators. However, since the infinitesimal generator ó" of 
the translation semigroup on C(JR+, V) is unknown up to this point in the discussion:, 
Lemma 2.28 seems rather academie. In the next subsection we characterize the op
erator Óu- Moreover, we show in subsection §2.1.4 that every polynomial p(ó.,.) in the 
infinitesimal generator Óu with domain Dom(ó;), with k the degree(p), is a closed linear 
operator on C(JR+, V) (see Theorem 2.35). Taking Theorem 2.35 for granted for the 
moment, we can apply Lemma 2.28 to obtain the following analogue of Theorem 2.35 
for alllocally equicontinuous c0-semigroups on the sequentially complete topological 
vector space (V, Tu). This theorem is one of the main results of this chapter. 

Theorem 2.30 Let p: <D <D be a polynomial. Then the linear operator p(óa) with 
domain Dom(ó!), k = degree(p), is a closed linear mapping in V. 

Proof. 
By definition x E Dom(ó!) implies that x E Dom(ó~) (l = 0, 1, ... k), and so p(óa) is 
well defined. Let (x.,) be a net in Dom( ó!) for which there are x, y E V such that 

x., ...,.. x and p(6a)x" ...,.. y 

in V-sense. Then the continuity of Fn ensures tbat 

Fo:Xv ...... Fax and Fap( Óa)Xv ...... Fo:Y 

in C(JR+, V)-sense. Notice that for eacb v, Faxu E Dom(ó".) and Fap(óa)X11 = 
p(óa)FnX11 (Lemma 2.28). So, tbe bypothesized closedness of the operator p(óa) 
with domain Dom(ó;) in C(JR+, V) (see Theorem 2.35) yields that Fax E Dom(ó;) 
and p(ó.,.)Fax = FaY· Consequently, Lemma 2.28 yields that x E Dom(ó!) and 
y (p(ó.,.)Fax)(O) = p(óa)x . 

•• 
2.1.3 Integration and differentiation in C(JR+, V) 

In this subsection, we investigate the infinitesimal generator of the translation c0-

semigroup (o-1) 1>0 on C(JR+, V) as promised. It will come as no surprise that this 
operator is a differentiation operator on C(JR+, V). Before we can formalize differ
entiation on C(JR+, V), we introduce a concept of integration. In fact, we introduce 
integration on C(JR+, V). This is where sequentia} completeness of V is needed. 

The space Mc(JR+) is the subspace of Mc(lR) consisting of all p, E Mc(lR) with sup
port in [0, oo). The space Mc(JR+) can also beseen as the dual of the F-space C(JR+) 
consisting of all continuous functions on [0, oo ). 

Since V is locally convex and sequentially complete, we can introduce the integral 
operator I[p,]: C(JR+, V)...,.. V for each p, E Mc(JR+) by 

I[p,]f l+ f(t) p,(dt). (2.11) 
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lt follows that for each J.L E M.,(JR+) and for each continuons seminormpon V 

p(l[J.L]f) S var(J.L) · Psupp(p)(/) (! E C(JR.+, V)). 

So, /[J.L] : C(JR+, V) -+ V is continuous. By taking a suitable J.La,b E Mc(JR+), we cOO:t 
obtain 

1[/.La,b]/ = { l(t) J.La,b(dt) 
11R+ 1 l(t) dt =: 1b l(t) dt, 

[a,b] a 

for all I E C(JR+, V), where the latter integral can be introduced also in the Riemann
Stieltjes-sense (see [vEdRI]). 

We proceed by introducing the integral operator J froiD. C(JR+, V) into C(JR+, V). 
Let J I : JR+ -+ V for each I E C(JR+, V) be defined by 

(Jf)(t) = fot f(r)dr, (tE JR+). (2.12) 

Notice that J f(O) 0. Since for all a > 0, s, t E [0, a], p E TI 

p(Jf(t)- .JI(s)) S I t- SI ·P[o,aj(/), 

each Jl E C(JR+, V), and the operator J is continuous. 

Next, we show that J is injective. To this extent, suppose J I = 0. By the construction 
of the integral, we have for each continuons linear functional F E V' and each t E JR+ 

F(Jf(t)) = fot F(f(r))dr. 

Siil.ce F(Jf(t)) = 0 we get from ordinary calculus F(f(t)) = 0 for all FE V' and all 
t E JR+. We coneinde that I = 0. 

Next, we introduce the concept of differentiation on C(JR+, V). 
By C 1(JR+, V) we denote the subspace of C(JR+, V) consisting of all IE C(JR+, V) 
for which there exist x0 E V and g E C(JR+, V) such that 

f(t) = xo + Jg(t) (t ~ 0). 

If I canbe represented in this way, then this representation is unique. Indeedl suppose 
xo + Jg(t) = 0 for all t ~· 0. Since Jg(O) = 0 we have x0 = 0, and herewith g = 0 (J 
is injective). · 

Definition 2.31 The operator D in C(JR+, V) with domain Dom(D) C 1(JR+, V) 
is defined by 

Dj = g :{;> f = <Poi(O) + Jg, 

where </Jo(t) = 1 for all t;:::: 0. Here iflof(O) denotes the C(JR+, V)-function tE JR+ ~--> 
f(O). The operatorDis called the differentiation operator in C(JR+, V) 
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From the definition of D and J we see that J maps C(JR+, V) into Dom(D) and 
DJ I (the identity operator). 
Now, we can characterize the infinitesimal generator of the translation semigroup 
(at)12:0 on C(JR+, V). 

Theorem 2.32 The infinitesimal generator of the translation semigroup (a1) 1>o on 
C(JR+, V) is the differentiation operator D with domain C1(JR+, V). -

Pro of. 
Let 6(! denote the infinitesimal generator of ( a1) 1>o . Let f E C 1(JR+, V) with D f = g. 
Put differently, we have for all s :;::: 0 -

f(s) f(O) + 1' g(r) dr. 

Therefore, for all t E [0, 1] and all s:;::: 0 we have 

t 
lls+t 

g(s) = - (g(r) 
t s 

g(s)) dr. 

Now, let p E II and K Ç JR+ be an arbitrary compact subset. Then 

(
ad- f 

PK t max max p(g(r + s) - g(s)) 
sEK 'tE(O,t) 

max max p(g(r + s) g(s)) . 
.,.E(O,t) sEK 

(2.13) 

Sirree g is uniformly continuous on [0, 1) + K, the right-hand side term tends to zero 
fort l 0, sof E Dom(6u) with 6(ff = g =Dj. 
Conversely, let f E Dom(ó.,.) with Óuf = g. Sirree for all s:;::: 0 

llt+s 
f(s) = lim- f(r)dr 

t!O t s 

in V, we have 

f(s) - f(O) 1 (it+• 1t ) lim- f(r)dr - f(r)dr 
t!O t s 0 

1 1' 1. lim - (ad - f)(r) dr g(r) dr. 
t!O t 0 o 

Hence, f E C1(JR+, V) with Dj g . 

•• 
Remark 2.32.1 The differentiation operator D is the ordinary differentiation op
erator on C(JR+, V), as is to be expected. Sirree point-evaluation on C(JR+, V) is 
continuous, we have 

(Df)(t) = (llffi' ahf h- f) (t) = 

where tE IR and f E C1(JR+, V). 

1
. f(t + h) f(t) 
liD ::.....;;_--':--..::.....0.-'-
t!O h 
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2.1.4 Polynomials inthe Differentiation Operator 

In the previous subsection, we considered integration and diHerentiation. In this sub
section, we investigate how to apply these actions more than once. We follow a similat 
set up as in the previous subsection. Eropbasis iS put on the operator J"'. In particu ... 
lar, we introduce the spaces of all k-times differentiable C(JR+, V)-functions as k-times 
integrated C(JR+, V)-functions (see (2.15)). 

Since the integration operator J is injective and continuous, the operator Jk is injec
tive and continuons for ea.ch k E N. Moreover, because for each F E V1 and each 
f E C(JR+, V) 

k . t r . (tk-1 t (t - r)k-1 
F(J f(t)) = Jo Jo .. Jo F(f(tk)) dtk ... dt1 = Jo (k _ 1)! F(f(r)) dr, 

we see that 

k r (t - r)k-1 
J j(t) = Jo (k 1)! f(r)dr. (2.14) 

For arbitrary k E N, we denote by Ck(JR+, V) the subliPace of C(JR+, V) consisting 
of all f E C(JR+, V) for which there exists:a V-valued polynomial q of degree less or 
equal to k - 1, i.e. 

( ) k-1 q t = xo + tx1 + ... + t Xk-1 (t ~ 0), 

with xo,Xt. ... ,Xk-1 E V, and for which there exists a gE C(JR+, V) such tha.t 

f = q + Jkg. 

Analogous to the case k = 1, this representation, when it exists, is unique. lndeed, 
suppose q + Jkg = 0, then for all t ~ 0 and FE V 1 we have 

0 = F(q(t)) + F((J~<g)(t)) <2~4) ~ F(xi)fÎ + 1t (~k-:;)~1 
F(g(r)) dr. 

Differentiating the above expression k times yiélds that F(g(t)) 0. So g = 0 and 
therewith q = 0. 
Let us return to differentiation. The operators [)k with domain Dom(Dk) are defined 
recursively, i.e. 

Dom(Dk) = {f E Dom(Dk-t) I Dk-1! E Dom(D)} and Dkf = D(D"-1!). 

Since Dom(D) = C1(JR+, V), an induction argument yields for all k E l'V 

k-1 

Dom(D,.) = Ck(JR+, V) and Dk f = g :{::} f = L <PJ(Di f)(O) + Jkg, 
i=O 

(2.15) 

where <P}(t) j!-1 ti (cf. the Rlemann remainder formula). Obviously, for all f E 
C(JR+, V) we have DkJkf = f. . 
An immediate observation from equation (2.15) is the following. 
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Lemma 2.33 For each k E IN, we have 

{ f E C"(JR+,V) I Dk f = 0} = span{ 1>1x I x E V, j 0, ... , k 1}. 

Put differently, ker(Dk) 1Pk_1(V), the space of all V-valued polynomials with deyree 
at most k 1. 

We intend to prove that for each polynomial p the differential operator p(D) with 
domain Ck(JR+, V), k degree(p), is closedas a linear mapping in C(JR+, V). The 
closedness of p(D) is used to prove closédness of p( 8a), where Óo: denotes the infinites
imal generator of a locally equicontinuous semigroup (a:t)t~o. 

Lemma 2.34 Let k E IN be fixed. Then 

span{ 1>1 x I x E V, j = 0, ... , k- 1} 

is closed in C(JR+, V). 

Proof. 
We need the following result. 

Claim 2.34.1 The matrix (4>1(i + l))f,j~o is invertible. 

Proof Claim 2.34.1. 
We calculate the determinant of the matrix ( 1>i (i + 1) )f,j~0 • 

( 

1 1 

k-1 1 1 2 
) = rr-. det 

l! : : 
1=1 . . 

1 zk-1 JJ 
In the latter matrix we recognize a Vandermonde matrix, with well known determinant. 

k-1 

rr ~ rr (j 
1=1 k~j>i~1 

k-1 k 

i)= II~·ITU-1)! = 1. 
1=1 j=2 

•• 
Now, let Uv) be a net in span{ 1>ix I x E V, j = 0, ... , k- 1} converging to f E 
C(JR+, V). Th en, there are X 11,1 E V, l 0, ... , k - 1, such that 

k-1 

f"(t) = L fjlz(t)xv,l 
1=0 

Let (a;,1)f . .i~o denote the inverse of (4>i(i + 1))f,j~0 . Since 

k-1 

L 1>1(i + 1) Xv,l fv(i+l) _,. J(i+1) (i O,l, ... ,k-1), 
1=0 
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we have for all j = 0, 1, ... , k- 1 

k-1 k-1 k-1 

Xv,j = L L aj,i 4>t(i + 1) Xv,l -...t L ai,d(i + 1) -. Xj E V. 
i=O 1=0 .i=O 

Consequently, 

k-1 k-1 

J = li~ L 4>1 Xv,l 
l=O 

= L 4>t Xt E span{ 4>i x I x E V, j = 0, ... , k 
1=0 

•• 
We co me to one of the main results of this chapter. 

1 }. 

Theorem 2.35 Let p E Q:[z] be à polynomial of degree k. Then, the di.fferential 
operator p(D); with domain Ck(JR+,V), is. a closed linear mapping in C(JR+, V), i.e 
the graph of p(D) is closed in the product vector space C(JR+, V) x C(JR+, V) with 
respect to the product topology. 

Proof. 
First, we. provethe statement for the monomials Dk. Let k E IN be fixed. Let (/11 ) be 
a net in Ck(JR+, V) for which tb.ere are f and gin C(JR+, V) such that 

!v -...t f and Dk !v -+ g 

in C(JR+, V)-sense. Then / 11 - Jk Dk fv E ker(Dk) and so, since ker(Dk) is closed by 
Lemma 2.34, we have f - Jkg E ker(Dk). It follows that 

and 

which proves the assertion for monomials. 

Now, let p E <D[z] be a polynomial of degree k. Since DJ f = f for all f E Ck(JR+, V), 
there is a polynomial q of degree k, such that 

p(D)f = Dkq(J)f (! E Ck(JR+, V)). 

Since q(J)(Ck(JR+, V)) Ç Ck(JR+, V) and since q(J) is continuous, the assertion fol-
1ows from tl).e closedness of Die . 

•• 
We reeall from §2.1.2 the following consequence of Theorem 2.35. For every se-
quentially complete locally convex topological vector space (V, Tn) and every locally 
equicontinuous eo-group (a:t)t>o on V, we have that each polynomial p(6,.) in the in
finitesimal generator Sa of (a:1)t>o with domain Dom(S!), k denoting the degree of p, 
is closed on V. -
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2.1.5 Translation invariant operators 

For every sequentially complete locally convex topological vector space (V, Tn), we have 
by Lemma 2.23 that C(JR+, V) is also sequentially complete. Hence we can apply 
the integration theory as developed in §2.1.3 also to the locally convex topological 
vector space C(JR+, V). Since for all f E C(JR+, V) the function t ~--+ad belongs to 
C(JR+,C(JR+, F)), we have its integral /[11] for each 11 E Mc(JR+), and define 

a[J.t]f l[J.t]Fuf { a,f J.t(dT). (2.16) 
JJR+ 

So a[J.t] is a linear operator from C(JR+, V) into C(JR+, V), which is continuous because 
/[J.t] and F 11 are continuous. By definition 11 1-+ a[J.t] is a linear mapping. Further, it 
can be checked that 

for all /11> 112 E Mc(JR+), where *is the classica! convolution in Me( IR+), i.e. 

(tL1 *tLz)(x) { f x(t+s)J.ti(dt)J.t2(ds) (xECc(JR+)). (2.17) 
JJR+ JJR+ 

Notice that for each t ?: 0, a[ct] = O"t, where e:1 E lvfc(JR+) is the Dirac measure at t 
(see (2.5). 

Lemma 2.36 The linear span, span{ at I t E JR+}, is strongly sequentially densein 
the collection {a[J.t]l 11 E Mc(JR+)}, i.e. for each J.t E Mc(JR+) there exists a sequence 
(J.tk)keJN in span{ et I tE JR+} such that 

for all f E C(JR+, V). 

Proof. 

lim a[J.tk]f = a[~-t]f 
k->oo 

Let J.t E Mc(JR+) with supp(J..t) Ç [0, T), T > 0. Let for each k E IN and l = 
0,1, ... ,k, t~c,1 tT. Define Ji.k E span{et I tE JR+} by 

k 

J.lk == L: 11( [tk,i-b tk,i)) 
i=l 

Th en 

( a[J..t] a[J.tk] )f(t) = t Lt.~: 1 (f(t + T) - j(t + tk,i-1)) J.t(dT). 

So, for all p E II and K Ç JR+ compact 

p(a[J.tlf a[J.tk]J) s; . max max max p(f(t + T) f(t + tk,i-1)). (2.18) 
tE{l, ... ,k} tEK TE[tk,i-l•tk,i] 

Since fis uniformly continuous on compact subsets of JR+ the right-hand side of (2.18) 
tends to zero as k -> oo which proves the assertion . 

•• 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 2.36 is that the operators a[J.t] commute mutu-
ally. So each a[J.t] is a translation-invariant operator on C(JR+, F). 
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Lemma 2.37 Let JLI> p,z E Mc(R+), then 

In particular, for all t ~ 0 we have O'tO'[p,r] = q(p,1]0't. 

The space 'D(R+) can be regarded as a subspace of Mc(R+) in the following way: 
Let c/J E 'D(R+). Then /J,q, E Mc(R+) is defined by 

p,q,(x) := L x(t)cjJ(t) dt (x EC(R+)). 

Again, we shall write cjJ instead of p,q, and correspondingly q[c/J] instead of o-[p,q,]. 

An important subspace of O'[p,]'s a.rises taking the Radon mea.sure p, E 'D(R+). For 
c/J E 'D(R+) and f E C(R+, V), we have 

(q[c/J]/)(t) = L+ c/J(r)f(t + r) dr = !"" cjJ(r- t)f(r) dr. 

Notice that the latter term resembles the classical convolution product of cjJ and f up 
toa reflection. Moreover, we see that Range(o-[c/J]) Ç nke.IN Ck(R+, V) =: C""(R+, V) 
with 

A sequence (c/Jn)ne.IN in 'D(R+) is said to be an approximate identity of regulizers 
whenever for all f E C(R+, V) 

lim o-[c/Jnlf = f. 
n-+oo 

Let cjJ E 'D(R+) with c/J(t) ~ 0 and JJR+ c/J(r)dr = 1. Define 

c/Jn(t) := ncjJ(nt) (tER, n EN). (2.19) 

Then fort~ 0 

(q[c/Jn]f - f)(t) JJR+ ( ncjJ(nr) f(t + r) - c/J(r) f(t)) dr 

= JJR+ cjJ(r) (!(t + ~) - f(t)) dr. 

So the uniform continuity of f on compact subsets of R+ ensures the right-hand side 
to tend to zero as n -t oo. Hence, there exists an approximate identity in 'D(R+). 
This is no surprising, since the existence of an approximate identity ha.s been proved 
for V = ((: cla.ssically (see [Schw2]). 

Lemma 2.38 The subspace C""(R+, V) is sequentially densein C(R+, V). 
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As we did in §2.1.2, we use the intertwining property (2.10) to deduce general results 
on arbitrary locally equicontinuous c0-semigroups ( a 1) 1>o on sequentially complete 
locally convex topological vector spaces (V, Tn) from results on the one translation 
semigroup on C(JR+, V). Let f.l E Mc(JR+) and a c0-semigroup (a1) 1>o on V be given. 
Define the linear operator a[J.l] on V by -

a[J.l]X := ( a[J.l].F,.x) (0) (x E V). (2.20) 

We can also introduce the operators a[Ji] by means of integration on V. In fact, we 
can write a[J.l]X as 

a[J.l]X = (L+ D"rFaXf.l(dr))(o) = L+ O:rXf.l(dr). 

Since point-evaluation on C(JR+, V) is continuous as a mapping from C(JR+, V) into 
V, a[J.l] is also continuous. Notice that by (2.10), we have for all t ~ 0 

Lemma 2.36 has the following analogue for the operators a[J.l]. 

Lemma 2.39 For each f.l E Mc(JR+) there exists (f.lkhEJN in span{êt I tE JR+} such 
that for every locally equicontinuous c0-semigroup ( a1 ) 1~0 on (V, Tn) we have 

lim a[J.lk]x = a[J.l]X 
k-oo 

for all x E V. In other words; the linear span, span{ a1 I t E JR+}, is strongly 
sequentially densein the collection {et[f.l]l J.l E Mc(JR+)}. 

Proof. 
Let f.l E Mc(JR+). Choose the sequence (J.l~.:)kEIN in span{êt I tE JR+} as in Lemma . 
2.36. Let (at)t::>:o be a locally equicontinuous c0-semigroup on V. Then for all x E V 

lim a[f.l~.:]x = lim (a[J.l.~:].F,.x) (0) = (a[J.l]F,.x) (0) = a[J.l]x . 
.k_.oo k.....,.oo 

•• 
Using Lemma 2.39 we derive the following intertwining results. 

Lemma 2.40 For all J.l E Mc(JR+), we have a[J.l]F" .F"a[J.l]. 

Proof. 
Let (f.lk)kEIN as in Lemma 2.39. Then for all x E V 

a[J.l]F"x = lim a[J.lk]Fox (
2
d:,O) lim F"a[J.lk]x = Fo:a[J.l]X. 

k-oe k-oo 

•• 
Recalling the definition of f.ll * f.l 2 from (2.17), we have the following consequence of 
Lemma 2.40 
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In case <jJ E V(m+), we have F .. a[</J]x = u[</J]F .. x E C00(JR+, V). So by Corollary 2.29,: 
a[</J] E Dom""( 6 .. ). In fact, 6!a[</J] = ( -l)ka[<j;(k}] for each k E JN. 

Lemma 2.42 Let (<Pn)neJN in V(m+) be an approximate identity. Then, for all x E V, 
a[</Jn]x E Dom""(6a) -+ x as n -+ oo. As a consequence, the subspace Dom00 (6a) is 
sequentially dense in V. 

We conclude that the closed linear operators p( 6.,) on V from Theorem 2.30 are densely 
defined. 

In Chapter 1, we introduced the graph topology fora closèd linear.operator. In fact, by 
Proposition 1.17, each subspace Dom(6!) of (V, Tn) equipped with the graph topology, 
i.e. the topology generated by the seminorros {po ó! + p I p E 11}, is sequentially 
complete. The following result shows that the family (Dom(ó!)).~:eJV forms a left-sided 
chain. 

Proposition 2.43 Let (V, Tn) be a sequentially complete locally convex topological vec
tor space. Let (at)t>o be a locally equicontinuous eo-semigroup on V with infinitesimal 

. generator Óa. Then- each Dom(8!) equipped with graph topology satisfies 

Dom(ó!+1) ._... Dom(ó!) ._... V. 

As a consequence, the graph topology of each Dom(ó!) is generated by the seminorms 
{p 0 ó~ I p E II, j = 0, 1' ... , k}. 

Proof. 
Let k E IN be fixed. By definition, we have Dom(ó!+l) Ç Dom(ó!) Ç V. Now, 
suppose the net (x.,) converges to x in Dom(ó!+I), i.e. x.,-+ x and ó!+1x.,-+ ó!+lx in 
V-sense. Reeall from equation (2.15) that for each t ~ 0 and each v we have 

( )( ) 
~ ti ( . ( ft ( t - T )k ( k+l 

FaXv t = f:o j! IYFax.,) 0) + Jo k! D F,.x.,)(r)dr, 

or equivalently, applying Lemma 2.28 

.1: ' 
ti . t· t (t ~ r)k 

CttXv = L 1 Ó~Xv + • k' a.,.ó!+lxv dr. 
j=O J· 0 . 

Letting v -+ oo we find for all t ~ 0 

k ti . 
-+ L 16~x, 

j=O J. 

so applying Claim 2.34.1, we find for each j = 0, ... , k 
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In particular, xv -+ x in Dom(6~), proving the first assertion. The latter assertion is 
an immediate consequence of the above argument also . 

•• 
By Proposition 2.43 it seems natura! to endow Dom=(6a) nkDom(6~) with the 
projective limit topology of the left-sided chain (Dom(6~))kEJN· For this topology we 
have the following result. 

Proposition 2.44 Let (V, Trr), (a:1) 1>o and Óa be as in Proposition 2.43. Then the 
following assertions are true. -

i. The projective limit topology Tyraph of the left-sided chain (Dom( ó~) )kEIN for 
Dom00 (ón) is brought about by the seminorms {p 0 6! I p E rr, k E 1/Vo}. 

ii. (Dom00 (óa), 'Tyraph) is sequentially complete. 

iii. The operators (a1 IDom"'(6.,))t;?:O farm a locally equicontinuous c0 -semigroup on 
(Dom=(ó,.), 'Tyraph)· 

iv. For each J.l E McCJR+), the linear mapping a:[J.l] : Dom00 (6a) -+ Dom""(óa) is 
continuous with respect to Tyraph· 

Pro of. 
i. See [F-W], p.34. 
ii. Since each Dom(6!) is sequentially complete, proj Dom(ó!) is sequentially complete 

k 
(see [Kötl], §19.1). 
iii. Since (a:1)t>o is a c0-semigroup on each Dom(6!), (a:1)t>o is a c0-semigroup on 
(Dom(óa), 'Tyrap~). Since (a:t)tEIR is locally equicontinuous on (V, Trr), it is locally 
equicontinuous on (Dom(óa), 'Tyraph) by i. 
iv. Since the operators ó! are closed and since span{a:1 I tE .JR+} is strongly sequen
tially densein the collection {a:[J.l] I J.l E Mc(.JR+)} by Lemma 2.39, we have that each 
a:[J.l] commutes on Dom00 (ó,.) with each of the operators 6~, k E 1/V. So, the assertion 
follows by i and the continuity of a:[J.l] on (V, Trr) . 

•• 
2.1.6 c0-semigroups; invariance 

We conclude this section with the special topic of (a:1) 1>o -invariant closed subspaces 
of V and ( a:1) 1>o -invariant closed linear operators on V: Since the setting is that of 
an arbitrary locally equicontinuous c0-semigroup ( a:1 )t>o on an arbitrary sequentially 
complete locally convex topological vector spaces V, nö characterization result can be 
expected. 

Definition 2.45 Let ( O:t)t>o be a locally equicontinuous co-semigroup on the sequen
tially complete locally conVex topological vector space V. Then the subspace Mof V 
is called ( O:t)1;:::o -invariant if 

for all t 2: 0. 
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Let M, V and (a1)t>o as in the above definition. Let for each t ~ 0, f3t denote tie 
restrietion of Ctt to M, and equip M with induced V-topology. Then (/31)t;?:O is a 
locally equicontinuous c0-semigroup on M. Let 613 denote the infinitesimal generator 
of (t3t)t;?:o, then Dom(ó,a) ç; Dom(ó.,.) n M with 

Ópx = Óo.X (x E Dom(613 )). 

If, furthermore, Mis sequentially closed in V, then for all x E Dom(óo.) n M we have 

Óo.x = V-lim _at_x __ x = M-lim f3tx x 
t!O t t!O . t 

so that x E Dom(ó,a) with ó,ax ó()l.x; So, Dom(ó,a) Dom(ó()l.) n M and h,a óO<L'Il· 
In particular, we have Dom00 (6p) = Dom00(6,.) nM. Applying Lemma 2.42 we obtain 
the following result. 

Tbeorem 2.46 Let M be a sequentially closed, (at)t>o -invariant subspace of V. Then 
Dom""(ho.) n M is sequentially densein M. -

Every sequentially closed subspace M of V with induced topology is sequentially com
plete. Hence, we can introduce the operators /3[JL] on V for each JL E Mc(JR+) {see 
§2.1.5). In fact, choosing for fixed JL E Mc(R+) the sequence (JLk)kEIN in span{ et I tE 
m+} as in Lemma 2.39 we find for all x E M 

a[JL]x. 

Lemma 2.47 Let M be a sequentially closed, (at)t>o -invariant subspace of V. Then 
et[JL](M) ç; M for each JL E Mc(R+). -

A useful result on closed (a1)t>o -invariant subspaces of (Dom00 (6()1.), 'I;,rapt.) (see Propo
sition 2.44) is the following .. -

Lemma 2.48 Let M be a {sequentially) closed subspace of (Dom""(60 ), 'I;,rapk) anti 
suppose M is (at)t>o -invariant. Let M be its (sequential) closure in (V, Trr). Then 
M = M n Dom00(6:). 

Proof. 
It is clear that M ç; M n Dom00(6.,.). Take x E M n Dom00 (6.,.) and let </J E 
'D(R+). Then there is a net (x.,)"er in M converging to x in V-sense. Since o!a[<P] = 
(-l)ka[<!J<~<>] for each k E IN, we have that the net (a[</J]x")" converges to a[<P].x 
in (Dom00 (8()1.), Trrraph)· Further, for all v E /, a[JL]X., E M and therefore a[<P]x E 
M. Letting (<Pn)neiN he an approximate identity in 'D(R+), we get a[<Pn]x --+ x in 
(Dom00(Óa),'I;,rapt.), so that XE M . 

•• 
Corollary 2.49 Let M be a (Ctt)t?:O -invariant subspace ofDom""(ó()l.). Then 

-v -:-:oe 
M n Dom00(ó,.) = M , 

where F is the closure of M in (Dom00 (6,.), 'I;,raph) and where Mv is the dosure of 
Min V. 
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Corollary 2.50 Let M be a (at)t>O -invariant subspace ofDom00 (óa) such that Mis 
(sequentially} dense in V. Then JÏÏI is (sequentially} dense in Dom00

( Óa) with respect 
to 'Tgraph· 

For lihear operators, we introduce ( at)t;:o:o -in varianee likewise. 

Definition 2.51 The operator L with domain Dom(L) in V is called (at)t>o -invariant 
if Dom(L) is (n:1\~o -invariant and -

for all x E Dom(L) and all t 2:: 0. 

For (sequentially) closed linear (at)t;:o:o -invariant operators we have the following result. 

Theorem 2.52 Let L be a (sequentially} closed linear ( at)t>o -invariant operator on 
V with domain Dom( L). Then the following assertions hold.-

• For all JL E Mc(m+) and for all x E Dom(L) we have a[JL]x E Dom(L) and 
La[JL] = n:[JL]L. 

Assume Dom00 (6a) Ç Dom(L). Then 

• L(Dom""(óa)) Ç Dom00(óa), and 

• graph(L) is the dosure in V x V (with product topology) of 

graph(L loom~(ó,) {(x, Lx) I x E Dom""(óo;) }. 

Pro of. 
(i). Graph(L) = {(x, Lx) I x E Dom(L)} is a closed (at)t>o x (at)t>o -invariant 
subspace of V x V. So the result follows from Lemma 2.47. - -
(ii). Let (cbn)nEIN be an approximate identity in V(m+). Let x E Dorn00 (óa) and 
k E IN. Then we have 

Since ó! is closed we obtain Lx E Dom(ó!) and ó!Lx = Ló!x. Since k was arbitrary 
the assertion follows. 
(iii). Let x E Dom(L). Let (cbn)neJN be an approximate identity in V(Di+). Then 

(x, Lx) = lim (a[cf>n]x, a[cf>n]Lx) = lim (a[cf>n]x, La[cf>n]x). 
n---+oo n-oo 

•• 
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2.2 C0-GROUPS, IN SUMMARY 
In this section we sketch how the general theory developed for c0-semigroups on locally 
convex topological vector spaces can he a_pplied in the development of a general theoey 
for eo-groups. We mention two approaches. The first approach is to develop a theoey 
by analyzing the flow mapping tE IR~ a1x for each x EV. In fact, a theory alm0$t 
similar to the one presented in §2.1 can he obtained. We will not follow that approadl 
here. The interested reader is referred to Van Eijridboven [vEij2]. 
The approach we present bere arises from regarding eo-groups as a special subdaas 
of eo-semigroups. In particular, suppose (at)teJR is a eo-group on a locally convex 
topological vector space V. Then the family (at)t>O forms a eo-semigroup on V. 
Obviously, it bas some additional properties; -

i. each operator at bas a continuons inverse, and 

ii. Dom(Fa) =V, i.e. tE JR+ ~ a1x E' C(JR+, V) for each x EV. 

Notice that property (ii) is due to the concept of strong continuity for eo-groups that 
di:ffers slightly from the concept of strong continuity for semigroups (see the introdue
tion of§2.1). Conversely, if (a1)t>O is a eo-semigroup satisfying the conditions (i) and 
(ü), then it can be extended to ä one-par~eter c0-group of continuous, linear opera
tors (a1) 1em, where a_1 = (a1)-:1 for all t ~ 0. Therefore, we consider each c0-group 
to be a eo-semigroup satisfying (i) and (ii) additionally. 
In the sequel, we show tbat the main results from §2.1 have analogues in tbe case 
of co-groups. To do so, it is essential that the concepts of local equicontinuity .and 
infinitesimal generator for co-groups and eo-semigroups correspond. For the concept 
of local equicontinuity we have the following result. 

Lemma 2.53 Let (at)teJR be a co-group-on the locally convex topological vector space 
(V, Tn:). Let (f3t)t>o denote its corresponding eo-semigroup, i.e. f3t = at for all t ~ 0. 
Then the followi1Ïg two assertions are equivalent. 

i. (at)teJR is locally equicontinuous. 

ii. (f3t)r?;o is locally equicontinuous. 

Proof. 
The impHeation (i) => ( ii) is obvious. 
For (ii) => (i), let p E n and let K be a c9mpact subset of JR. Then t0 ~ 0 exists 
such that t0 + K Ç JR+. Since the seminorm x~ (po a_10)(x) is continuons on V, 
the local equicontinuity of (f3t)t?;O. guarantees that the seminorm 

maxp(atx) = max (poc:Lt0)(,8,x), 
tEK •Eto+K . 

is continuons on V. Hence, (at}teJR is locally equicontinuous . 

•• 
By Lemma 2.53 we condude that every result from section §2.1 concerning local 
equicontinuity has an analogue for eo-groups. So, we have the following analogues 
for Theorem 2.21 andTheorem 2.25. 
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Theorem 2.54 Let (V, Trr) be barrelled (for example, V is an F-space ar a strict LF
space) and let ( a1)tEJR be a c0 -group on (V, Trr). Th en (at)tEJR is locally equicontinuous. 

Proof. 
Let (/1t)t> 0 be as in Lemma 2.53. Since Dom(Fp) = C(JR+, V), Theorem 2.21 yields 
that (.81 )~?. 0 is locally equicontinuous. By Lemma 2.53 the statement follows . 

•• 
Theorem 2.55 Let (a1)tEJR be a locally equicontinuous c0-group on (V, Trr). Then 
( a1)tEJR extends continuously to a locally equicontinuous c0-group (a1)teJR on the com
pletion V of (V, Trr). 

Pro of. 
Applying Theorem 2.25 the restricted c0-semigroup (/11) 1:::_0 extends toa locally equicon
tinuous c0-semigroup (i31)t>o on the completion of V. Since each /11 is continu
ously invertible, (J1 is continuously invertible. Furthermore, it is easily shown that 
Dom(Fp) = C(JR+, V), proving the assertion . 

•• 
The infinitesimal generatorfora eo-group and its corresponding c0-semigroup are the 
same. 

Lemma 2.56 Let (at)tEJR, (!1t)t>o and V be as in Lemma 2.53 with corresponding 
infinitesimal generators ó" and -Óp respectively. Th en Da = 613 , in the sense that 
Dom(ó,.) = Dom(ó13) an:d Óax = ó13x for all x E Dom(o"). 

Proof. 
Obviously, we have Dom(ó") Ç Dom(óp) and OaX = o13x for all x E Dom(ó,.). So, let 
x E Dom(613 ). Then fort :;::: 0 and p E II we have 

Since x E Dom(6p) and since (a1)tEJR is locally equicontinuous, the first part of the 
right-hand side of (2.21) tends to zeroast--. 0. Furthermore, the strong continuity 
of (a1)1EJR guarantees the second part of the right-hand side of (2.21) totend to zero 
ast--. 0. We conclude that x E Dom(o,.), with Óax = 6i3x· 

•• 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.56, we have the following analogue of The-
orem 2.30. 

Theorem 2.57 Let (a1)tEJR be a c0 -group on the sequentially complete topological 
vector space V with infinitesimal generator 6"'. Let p be a polynomial with degree k. 
Then the linear operator p(óa) with domain Dom(ó~) is a closed linear mapping in V. 
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SimHar to the case of c0-semigroups on sequentially complete topological vector spaces 
V, we introduce "convolution" operators corresponding toa eo-group (o:t)tElR. 
Therefore, let J.L E Mc(IR) (for the definition see §2.0). with supp(J.L) Ç [-T,oo). 
Define J.LT E Mc(IR+) by 

Then the operator a[tt] on V is defined by 

a:[J.L] (2.22) 

It is not hard to show that the definition of a[J.LJ is independent of the particular choice 
of T;::: 0. We observe that every a:[J.L], J.L E Mc(IR), is a continuons linearoperator on 
V. Moreover, a[J.L]x = JJRa:-rxJ.L(dr) for all x E V, J.L E Mc(IR), since forT;::: 0 large 
enough; 

ü:[J.L]X = 0:T(1 0:-rXJ.LT(dr)) = 0:T(1 O:r-TXJ.L(dr)) = 1 O:,.XJ.L(dr). 
JR+ (-T,oo) 1R 

By definition (2.22), we have the following analogue of Lemma 2.39 for Mc(IR)
elements (see [Bou2], p.71). 

Lemma 2.58 For each J.L E Mc(IR) there exists (J.Lk)keiN in span{et I t E IR} such 
that 

for all x E V. In other words; the linear span, span{ at I t E IR}, is strongly sequentially 
densein the colteetion {a[J.L]I J.L E Mc(IR)}. 

The operators { a[J.L] I J.L E Mc(IR)} form a strong continuons representation of the 
convolution algebra (Me( IR),+,*). 

Lemma 2.59 Let J.L 1, J12 E Me( IR). Then 

a[J.Ll]a[J.L2] = a[J.Lt * J.L2J = a:[J.L2]a[J.Lt]· 

where * is the convolution product on Me( IR). 
In particular, for all t E IR and J.L E Me( IR) we have ata[J.L] = a[J.L]at. 

Also, the existence of an approximate identity in V( IR) is guaranteed by Lemma2.42. 

Lemma 2.60 There exists a sequence (<Pk)keJN in V(IR) such that for all x E V, 
a[cpk]x E Dom00 (óo:) --+ x as k --+ oo. As a consequence the subspace Dom00 (óo:) is 
sequentially dense in V. 

We end thls section by a brief discussion ofinvariance under a eo-group (at)tEJR. 

Theorem 2.61 Let M be a sequentially closed, (at)tEJR -invariant subspace of V. 
Then Dom00(6o:)-n M is sequentially densein M. 
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Proof. 
Any sequentially closed, ( o:1)tEJR -invariant subspace M of V is a sequentially closed, 
((31) 1>0 -invariant subspace of V, where ((31) 1>0 denotes the c0-semigroup conesponding 
to(~)tEJR' -

•• 
Lemma 2.62 Let M be a sequentially closed, ( o:1)tEIR -invariant subspace of V. Th en 
o:[fl](M) Ç M for each fl E Mc(JR). 

Pro of. 
Sirree Mis a sequentially closed, ((31 ) 1~ 0 -invariant subspace of V, we have 

o:[fl](M) = o:_r(o:[flr](M)) Ç o:_r(M) = M, 

where T ~ 0 is chosen as in relation (2.22) . 

•• 
Finally, there is the following analogue of Theorem 2.52. 

Theorem 2.63 Let L be a {sequentially) closed linear ( o:1)tEIR -invariant operator on 
V with domain Dom(L). Then the following assertions hold. 

• o:[fL]x E Dom(L) and Lo:[fl] = o:[fl]L for each fl E Mc(JR) and for each 
x E Dom(L), we have o:[fL]x E Dom(L) and Lo:[fl] = o:[fl]L. 

• Next, assume Dom00 (ó") Ç Dom(L), then 

- L(Dom00 (ó")) Ç Dom00 (ó"), and 

- graph(L) is the dosure in V x V {with product topology) of 

2.3 C0-SEMIGROUPS AND C0-GROUPS ON 
STRICT LF-SPACES 

For F-spaces F, the space C(JR+, F) is an F-space. 

Lemma 2.64 Let F be an F-space. Then C(JR+, F), equipped with compact-open 
topology, is an F-space. 

Pro of. 
Suppose that the coneetion of seminorms II = {Pn I n E IN} generates the F-topology 
of F. Then the countable collection of seminorms {qn In E IN}, where 

Qn(/) := maxpn(/(t)) 
tE[O,n] 

(! E C(JR+, F)), 

generates the topology of C(JR+, F), thus C(JR+, F) is an F-space . 

•• 
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In this section, we focus on the special case that V is a strict (pre-)LF-space. 

In case V is a strict inductive limit of F-spaces, the (sequentially) complete locally 
convex topology Tco is more complicated, in general Tco is not a strict inductive limit 
topology. For more details we refer to [vEij2], p.25-27. 

The structure of strict LF -spaces leads to the following properties of locally equicon
tinuous c0-semigroups. 

Theorem 2.65 Let V = ind Fn be a strict LF-space. Let ( Ct't)t>o be a locally equicon-
n -

tinuous c0-semigroup onV. Let bo: be the infinitesimal generator of(at)t>o. Then the 
following assertions hold true. -

i. 'v'compa.ctKÇm+ '<~neiN 3mEIN 'rlteK [ Ct't(Fn) Ç Fm]· 

ii. '<~compa.ctKÇJR+ '<~neiN3meiN'ri,..EMc(JR+),supp(J.<)ÇK [a[Jt](Fn) Ç Fm]· 

iii. '<~compactK'çm+ 'rlneiN 3meiN [(atiFJteK is an equicontinuous subset of L(Fn,Fm)]. 

iv. '<~keiN'<~neiN3meJN'rl.,eF"nDom(6/:)'r/jE{O,l, ... ,/c} [b~x E Fm]· 

V. '<~neiN 3mEIN 'rlxeF"îiDom""(6.,.) 'rljEIN [ b~x E Fm]. 

Proof. 
(i). Let K Ç JR+ he compact and let n E IN. Since for each x E Fn, :Fax is a 
continuons function from JR+ into V, the set (:F,.x)(K) = {atX I tE K} is a compact 
subset of V. Hence, m E IN exists such that (:F,.x)(K) Ç Fm (see [Con], Corollary 
5.17). Now, write · 

Fn = U {XE Fn I OitX E Fm for all tE K} =: U Am. 
. ~IN ~IN 

Since each Am is a closed suhspace of the F-space Fn and each F-space is of secoud 
category {[Tre] §10), mo exists such that Fn = Amo, proving the assertion. 
(ii). Recalling the proof of Lemma 2.36 and recalling Lemma 2.39, there is for each 
M E Mc(JR+), with supp(Jt) Ç K, a sequence (Jtk)keiN in span{et I t ;?:: 0}, with 
supp(Jt~c) Ç K for each k E IN, such that a[Jt~c]x --+ a[Jt]x for all x E Fn· So, the 
assertion follows directly from (i). 
(iii). Since (at)t>o is locally equicontinuous, the assertion follows directly from (i). 
(iv). Let k E IN and n E IN he fixed. Then hy (ii) there is m E IN such that 
a[Jt](Fn) Ç Fm for all Jt E M.::(fR+) with supp(Jt) Ç [0, 1]. In particular, let (<l>t)teiN 
be an approximate identity in V(R) with supp(</11) Ç [0, 1]. Let x E Dom(b!) n Fn. 
Then for each jE {0, 1, ... , k} we have 

where the operators a[</11] and {j~ can: he interchanged since {j~ is closed. The ahove 
sequence is intheF-space :Fm, hence we have 
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which proves the assertion. 
(v). Follows from the proof of (iv) directly . 

•• 
Remark 2.65.1 There is an analogue of Theorem 2.65 for c0-groups. In fact, since 
every strict LF-space is barrelled, every eo-group (at)tEIR on a strict LF-space is locally 
equicontinuous. So, admitting compact subsets from IR instead of JR.+, the statement 
can be copied directly. 

There is an analogue of Theorem 2.65 for locally equicontinuous c0-semigroups (and 
c0-groups) for strict pre-LF-spaces also. Reeall from Theorem 1.40 that the completion 
of a strict prè-LF -space V is a strict LF -space V and that every locally equicontinuous 
c0-semigroup on V extends to a locally equicontinuous c0-semigroup (Theorem 2.25) 
on V. So, applying Theorem 2.65 to (the extensions of) locally equicontinuous c0-

semigroups on strict pre-LF-spaces gives the following result. 

Lemma 2.66 Let V ind be a strict pre-LF-space. Let ( a 1) 1;:::o be a locally 
n 

equicontinuous eo-semigroup on V. Th en the following assertions hold true. 

'ttEK [ O:t(Fn) Ç Fm]. 

[(at!FJtEK is an equicontinuous subset of L(Fn, Fm)]. 

Pro of. 
i. Let V= i~dFn be the completion of V (cf. Theorem 1.40). Let (/31) 120 be the 

extension of (a1) 1>o to Let K Ç JR.+ be compact and let n E IN. Then, there 
exists m E IN, such that for all t E K 

by Theorem 2.65.i. In particular, we have for each tE K 

by Theorem 1.40. 
The assertion ii is an immediate consequence of i and Theorem 2.65.iii . 

•• 
Let (at)tEJR be a co-group on the sequentially complete locally convex topological 
vector space V. Reeall from §2.2 that for every J.t E M';'(JR.) and for every x E V 
we have a[f.l]x E Dom""(8.,). In case V is a strict LF-space we have the following 
remarkable result. 

Theorem 2.67 Let (a1)tEIR be a c0 -group on the strict LF-space V, with infinitesimal 
generator 8a. Th en 

span{ a[.P]x I.P E V(JR.), x E V} = Dom""(8 .. ), 

In fact, for each x E Dom""(ó .. ) there are y E Dom""(óa) and .P1, cP2 E V( JR.) such that 
x= a[.P1]x + a[.P2]y. 
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For the proof of Theorem 2.67, we refer to [vEij2], Theorem 3.11. lt is based on a 
result of Dixmier and Malliavin [D-M] in Lie-group representation theory. Their result 
deals with F-spaces only. In (vEij2], the result of Dixmier and Malliavin is extended 
in the special case of a eo-group on a strict LF-space. 

We end this chapter with a brief discussion of the problem how to impose a suitable 
topology on the c00-domain of the infinitesimal generator Óa of a eo-group (at)teiR (OI' 
semigroup (at)t>o) on F-spaces and strict; LF-spaces. 
Reeall from Proposition 2.44 the introduetion of the topology Tgraph for the eoo-domain. 
In case of a c0-group on an F-space, we have the following Fesult. 

Proposition 2.68 Let (at)tEIR be a eo-group on the F-space F with infinitesimal gen
erator Óa· Then (Dom""(ó .. ), Tgraph) = proj" Dom(ó~) is an F-space .. 

Pro of. 
By Proposition 1.25 each subspace Dom(8~) of F, equipped with the graph topology 
of the operator 6!, is an F-space. Hence, by Proposition 2.43 the family (Dom(ó!))~cel!Y 
forms a countable left-sided chain of F-spaces. Hence, proj" Dom(ó!) is an F-space by 
Corollary 1.32 . 

•• 
The topológical structure of (Dom""(ó"), Tgraph) in case of an F-space is satisfactory. 
Concepts as continuity and convergence are well described (see Chapter 1). 
In the case of a strict LF-space, the choÜ;e of a suitable topology for Dom""(óa) is 
more complicated. In fact, it will turn out that there are three natura! possibilities. 

Let V = ind Fn be a strict LF-space and let (nt)tEIR be .a eo-group on V with in-
n 

:finitesimal generator 601 • The first natura! attempt fora topology for Dom00 (8o:) arises 
applying Proposition 2.44 again. In particular, equip each Dom(ó!) with its graph 
topology and equip Dom""(ó .. ) with the projective limit topology arising from the 
chain (Dom(ó!))kEliV• i.e. 

proj Dom(ó!). 

" 
(2.23) 

The topology Tgraph is not very satisfactOFy for us. In the sequel, it will he shown 
that Tgraph is not a strict inductive limit topology. In fact, we do not even know 
whether Dom(ó!) is a strict LF-space. So, in descrihing convergence of 8equences anq 
continuity of operators in (Dom00 (Óo:), Tg,.aph), we loose all additional results for strict 
LF-spaces as presented in Chapter 1, such as the Grothendieck factorization result, 
the Open Mapping Theorem and the Closed Graph Theorem. We have to deal wfth 
an uncountable collection of seminorms. And what is even wórse, in most concrete 
examples, characterizations of these seminorros are unknown. 

In the second attempt for a suitable topology for Dom""(óo:), we solve this lack of 
a nice topological structure problem by the use of Theorem 2.65. In fact, define 
Dom(ó~) :=V. Then by Theorem 2.65.ii, we may decompose each Dom(ó!) as follows: 
Define for each n, k e IN 

{x E Dom(6!) ló~x E Fn (i 0, 1, ... , k)}. (2.24) 
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Th en 
00 

Dom(ó!) 

so we write Dom00 (6a) as 

00 00 co n Dom(6!) = n U Fk,n (2.25) 
k=O k=O n=l 

Obviously, we have for each k E JN0 , n E IN 

Fk+l,n Ç Fk,n Ç Fn and Fk,n Ç Fk,n+l Ç Dom(6!). 

Notice that each Fk.n is a closed subspace of Dom( 6!) endowed with graph topol
ogy. So, equip each Fk,n with restricted graph topology Tn,k· Since each Dom(ó!) is 
complete, it follows that (Fk,n, 1k,n) is complete. Furthermore, if {Pm I m E IN} is 
a collection of seminorros generating the Fréchet-topology of Fn, then the inclusion 
Fk,n Fn yields that the seminorros {Pm o 6~ I m E IN, i = 0, 1, ... , k} generate 
the topology 1k,n· Thus 1k,n is metrizable. We conclude that each (Fk,n, 1k,n) is an 
F-space. By the seminorm description of the topologies 1k,n it is seen directly that 

(2.26) 

and 

(2.27) 

Each family ((Fk,n. 1k,n))nEIN is a strict inductive system of F-spaces. Hence, for each 
k E IN we have 

Equipping Dom00 (8a) with the projective limit topology T;,roj of the family of strict 
LF-spaces (indFk,n)kE:JN, we obtain the second suitable topology for Dom=(6,.); 

n 

(2.28) 

The projective limit (Dom00(óa} T;,roj) is a complete locally convex topological vector 
space. Unfortunately, the topology Trroj has in general not the desirabie strict LF
structure. 
From now on, we write Fk,n insteadof (Fk,n, 1k,n)· 

The third possibility to topologize Dom00 (6.,), we obtain by applying Theorem 2.65.v. 
In fact, by Theorem 2.65.v we can decompose Dom=(óa) as follows 

00 00 

Dom00 (ó,.) = U n Fk,n· (2.29) 
n=l k=O 
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By the inclusion {2.26) the family (Fk,n)keiN is a left-sided chain of F-spaces. So, equip 
Foo,n := nkeiNoFk,n with the projective limit topology of the F-spaces H,n· Then Foo,a 
is an F-space also {Corollary 1.32). In fact, its Fréchet topology is brought about by 
the seminorms {{po 8~) IFoo,"l p E TI, i= 0, 1, ... }. Moreover, by the inclusion {2.27) 
we have for each n E IN 

In fact, the family of F-spaces (Foo,n)neiN is a strict inductive system. The associated 
strict inductive limit topology for Dom00 (c5a) we denote by Tind, i.e. 

{Dom00{8 .. ), Tind) = i~dFoo,n = ind proj Fk,n· {2.30) 
n n k 

We emphasize that {Dom00{8 .. ), Tind) is indeed a strict LF-space. So, in dealing with 
convergence ofsequences in (Dom00 (8a), Tind) and in dealing with continuity of lineax 
operators in (Dom00 (8 .. ), Tind), we can apply the results of Chapter 1. In fact, it is 
precisely the topology Tind for Dom00 (8 .. ) we will use in the sequel. 
Summarizing, we have introduced the following topologies for Dom00 (8 .. ). 

Definition 2.69 Let ( a 1) 1em be a c0-group on the strict LF -space ind Fn. Let 8a 
. . n 

denote the infinitesimal generatór of {a1) 1em. Then 

{Dom00{8 .. ), Tgraph) .- proj Dom{8!), 
k 

{Dom00{8 .. ), 'l;,roj) .- proj ind Fk,n, 
k n 

{Dom00{8 .. ), Tind) .- ind proj Fk,n, 
n k 

where for each n E IN, k E JN0 the F-space Fk,n is defined as 

Fk,n := {xEDom(8!)18~xEFn(i=O,l, ... ,k)}, 

equipped with restricted graph topology of Dom(8!). 

By definition the topology Tindis finer than the topology Tproi on Dom00{8 .. ), and the 
topology Tproj is finer than the topology Tindon Dom00 (8 .. ). 

Proposition 2. 70 Let 8 .. be the infinitesimal generator of the eo-group { at)tem on 
the strict LF-space ind Fn. Then 

n 

Although the topologies Tgraph, 'l;,roj and Tind are different in genera!, sequentia! con
vergence and therefore sequentia! continuity is the same for each of them. 

Proposition 2.71 Let 8a be the infinitesimal generator ojthe co-group (at)tem on 
the strict LF-space ind Fn. Then the jollotving statements are equivalent. 

n 
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• The sequence (xt)teiN converges to x in (Dom00 (óo:), Tgraph)· 

• The sequence (xt)teiN converges to x in (Dom00 (óo:), 'l;,roj). 

• The sequence (xt)tEIN converges to x in (Dom00 (ó0 ), '!inJ). 

Proof. 
We need to prove that a convergent sequence in (Dom00 (óa), 'Tgraph) is convergent 
in (Dom""(óo:), '!ind) only. Therefore, suppose that Xt ---> x in (Dom00 (ó"), Tgraph) 

proj Dom(8~). Then Xt ---> x in Dom(6~) for each k E IN0 . Particularly, Xt ---> x in 
k 

ind.Fm so m0 E IN exists such that Xt --->x in Fmo· Applying Theorem 2.65.v, there 
n 

exists m E IN such that Xt ---> x in F~c,m for each k E JN. Hence, Xz ---> x in proj .Fk,m· 
k 

We conclude that Xt .....,. x in ind proj .Fk,m or put differently, in 1ind-sense. 
n k 

•• 
By Theorem 1.44 we reeall that sequentia! continuity of an operator L on a strict 
LF -space is equivalent to continuity of L. So, applying Proposit.ion 2. 71 we obtain the 
following results. 

Proposition 2. 72 Let Óo: be the infinitesimal generator of the c0-group ( at)teJR on the 
strict LF-space indFn. Let L be a linear operator on Dom""(6a)· Then the following 

n 
assertions are equivalent .. 

• L is continuous with respect to '!ind· 

• L is sequentially continuous with respect to Tproj. 

• L is sequentially continuous with respect to Tgraph. 

Proposition 2. 73 Let Óa be the infinitesimal generator of the c0 -group (at)tEIR on the 
strict LF-space ind Fn. Let V be a strict LF-space and suppose L is a linear operator 

n 
from Dom00 (6a) into V. Then the following two assertions are equivalent. 

• L is continuous as a mapping from (Dom""(6"), '!ind) into V. 

• L is sequentially continuous as a mapping from (Dom""(6a), Tgraph) into V. 

Finally, we give an example where the topologies 'l;,roi and 1ind differ. 

Example 2.74 Consicier the strict LF-space C+(JR.) indC+,n(IR) with translation 
n 

group (O"t)tEJR. The infinitesimal generator of (<1t)tEJR equals the differentiation opera
tor ft with domain C~(JR.), i.e. all continuously differentiable complex valued functions 
on IR with support bounded on the left. Then the F-space Ck,n,+(IR), as in (2.25), is 
defined for each k, n E IN by 

Ck,n,+(JR) := {x E C!(JR.) I x(i) E C+,n(IR) (i 0, 1, ... , k)} =: C!,n(IR), 

endowed with the topology of uniform convergence up to the k-th derivative on every 
compact subset of JR. Besides, Dom""(6a) 'D+(IR) (see §3.0). In fact, we have 

proj ind C! n(IR) -. proj C!(JR.), 
k n ' k 
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so (Dom00 (6.,.), 'I;,roj) = C+(IR) n &(IR) with intersection topology. Moreover, we have 

(Dom00 (6.,.), 'Iind) = ind proj C~n(IR) =: ind 'D+,n(IR), 
n k ' n 

where 'D+,n(IR) consistsof all C 00-functions on IR with support in [-n, oo) endowelj 
with the topology ofuniform convergence on compact subsets of IR in every derivative. 
Since the topological duals of (Dom00 (6.,.), Tproj) and (Dom00 (6.,.), 'lind) are different, 
the topologies Tproi and 'lind differ. For example, define the functional L on 'D+(IR) by 

00 

Lx := L x( i)( -i) (x E Cf(IR)). 
i=l 

Then Lis continuous on (Dom00 (6.,.), 'lind), but not on (Dom00 (6.,.), Tproj)· 
Finally, it is not true that the topologies Tproj and 'Turaph differ in this partienlat 
example. In fact, it is not hard to show that for each k E IN, the space C!(IR) 
equipped with graph topology is homeomorph with C+(IR) (apply the homeomorphism 

ft,;). Hence, Ci(IR) equipped with graph topology is a strict LF-space, so that the 
Open Mapping Theorem for strict LF-spaces (Theorem 1.46) yields that Tgraph and 
Tproj equal for Dom00(6a)· 

The above example of a linear functional on Dom00(6a) that is continuons with respect 
to 'lind, but not with respect to Tproi• is al1 example from a class of linear functionals 
on Dom00(6a) with this property. In particular, let ind Fn be a proper strict LF-space, 

n 
proper in the sense that it is not an F -space. Let ( Ctt)te.IR be a c0-group on ind Fn with 

. n 
infinitesi.Inal generator 6a. Then by the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there is a sequence of 
continuous linear functionals on indFm say (Gn)new, with for each n E IN 

n 

Gn =I= 0 and GniF".: = 0 for m:::; n 1. 

Now, define the linear functional H on Dom00(6a) by 

00 

H := L Gno6:. 
n::;:l 

Then H is continuous with respect to 'lind .. but H is not continuons with respect to 
'I;,roj. For the latter H would he extendable to i~d Fk,n for some n E IN, which is 

obviously not the case. 



3 
CONVOLUTION ALGEBRAS 

AND THEIR IDEALS; CLOSED 
TRANSLATION-INVARIANT 

SUBSPACES 

This chapter presents three basic types of convolution algebras of distributions; in 
§3.1 convolution algebras consisting of distributions with compact support (V(JR) and 
t:'(IR)}, in §3.0 and §3.2 convolution algebras consisting of distributions with half
infinite support (V+(JR) and V'_(IR), V_(IR) and V~(JR)), and in §3.3 a convolution 
algebra consisting of distributions defined on a half-line (t:'(JR+)). Although each 
of these algebras is wel! known from literature (see Schwartz [Schw2]), the set-up 
presented here differs from the classica! set-up, as will be explained now. 
Indeed, let V be one of the spaces t:(JR), V+(IR), V_(IR)and let (llt)tEJR be the 
translation group on V. Then (llt)tEJR is a c0-group on V. Furthermore, define for 
each FE V' (Ç V'(JR)!) the continuous, linear, (ll1 )~EJR -invariant operator ll[F] on V 
by 

(ll[F]x)(t) = F(lltX) (x E V, tE IR). 

lt turns out that V' is in one-one correspondence with the collection of all continuous, 
linear (llt)tEJR -invariant operators on V via this definition. So, for each F1, F2 E V' 
there exists a unique F E V', such that 

Defining F1 * F2 := F, a product on V' is introduced herewith. Since the algebra 
of all continuous, linear ( O"t)tEJR -invariant operators on V is commutative, the alge
bra (V',+,*) is commutative over <C. The introduced product equals the classica! 
convolution product on V'. Therefore, t:'(IR), V'_(IR) and V~(JR) are commutative 
convolution algebras (cf. [Schw2]). The commutative convolution product on t:'(JR+) 
is introduced similarly, consiclering the translation c0-semigroup on t:(JR+). 
Within the perspective of the relation between the convol u ti on product and translation
invariance, we consider for each of the spaces t:(JR), V+(IR), V_ (IR) and t:(JR+), closed, 
translation-invariant subspaces. It is shown that each closed, translation-invariant sub
space corresponds to an ideal in the conesponding convolution algebra. 
Theset-upof this chapter is as follows; In §3.0, we investigate the convolution algebras 
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' 'Dl_ (IR) and the algebra 'D+(JR). These algebras arise as necessary tools in the factor-
ization theory presented in Chapter 5. The results in §3.0 are presented without proof, 
being straightforward analogues of the results proved in §3.2. Insection 3.1, we give a 
brief introduetion into the classica! theory of Schwartz-distributions. We present tbe 
convolution algebra E'(JR) and its subalgebra 'D(JR) and the Fourier-transformation on 
both. In §3.2, we investigate the convolution algebra 'D~(JR) and the algebra 'D_(JR}, 
following a similar set-up as in §3.1. However, there exists no Fourier transformation 
on these spaces. In §3.3, we focus on the convolut'ion algebra E'(JR+). This algebra is 
used in speetral considerations in Chapter 5. 

3.0 CONVOLUTION ON V+(JR) AND V'_(IR) 

Let e(JR) be the Fréchet space consisting of all arbitrarily many times differentiable 
functions on IR equipped with compact-open topology (see §3.1.1). Let 'D+(JR) be the 
subspace of the Fréchet space E(JR) defined by 

'D+(IR) = U{! E E(JR) I f(t) = 0 for all t:::; -n} =: U 'D+,n(IR). 
n n 

So f E E(JR) belongs to 'D+(IR) if f has support bounded on the left, i.e. supp(f) Ç 
[-n, oo) forsomen E IN. Each 'D+,n(IR) being a closed subspace of E(JR), the family 
('D+,n(IR))neiN is a strict inductive system. Correspondingly, 'D+(JR) is equipped with 
the relàted strict LF-topology (cf. Definition 1.33). 

(3.1) 

We have the following ( dense) inclusions 

(3.2) 

So, the topological dual of 'D+(IR) is a subspace of 'D'(JR): 

Definition 3.1 The subspace 'DI_(IR) of 'D'(JR) consistsof all FE 'D'(JR) with distri· 
butional support supp(F) Ç ( -oo, T] for some T E JR. The elements of 'DI_(IR) are 
called distributions with support bounded on the right. 

lndeed, we can extend each distribution F E 'D'(JR) continuously to 'D+(IR) if and 
only if F has support bourided on the right (see [Schw2], p.172). Hence, VI_(IR) = 
('D+(JR))'. Dual to the inclusion (3.2) we have 

E'(JR) ç . 'DI_(JR) Ç 'D'(JR), (3.3} 

if we identify E'(JR) with the subspace of'D'(JR) consisting of all distributions with 
compact support (see §3.1.1). 
Similar to 'D+(JR), the subspace 'D_(JR) of E(JR) is defined, 

'D_(JR) = U {4> E E(JR) I supp(<f>) Ç (-oo,n]} -. U 'D-,n(IR). 
n n 
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So, f E E(JR) belongs to V_(JR) if f has support bounded on the right. 
The vector space V_(JR) can he embedded into a subspace of V'_(JR): Let 
and <P E V+(JR). Define the pairing < </J, 'Ij;> by 

< </J,'Ij; > := L </J(r)'lj;(r)dr. 
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V_(lR) 

The mapping </J ~---*< tjJ, 1/Jo >is a continuous linear functional on V+(JR) for each fixed 
1/Jo E V_(JR). Hence, with this observation 

In addition to being a topological vector space, V+(JR) is a ring. Indeed, for each 
'l/J, (j) E V+(JR) the convolution product 'l/J *<Pin V+(JR) is defined as 

(1/J * <P)(t) := L 'lj;(t r)<P(r) dr (tE JR), (3.4) 

and satisfies ('Ij; * <P )' = 'l/-!1 * <P = ·1/J * 1>' and supp( 'Ij; * 1>) Ç supp( 'Ij;) + supp( 1>). 

Theorem 3.2 {Cf. {Schw2}, p.173) The vector space V+(JR) is a commutative algebra 
over 1R with respect to convolution. It has no zero-divisors. 

Next, we relate the convolution product on V+(JR) to the convolution product on 
V'_(lR} (see [Schw2]). To do so, we use the concept of translation group and the fa.ct 
that V+(JR) <-t V'_(JR). Define for each t E 1R the translation operator t:rt on V+(JR) 
by 

(at1>)(s) := <P(t + s) (3.5) 

Lemma 3.3 Thefamily (at)tEm farms a locally equicontinuous c0-group of continuous 
linear operators on V+(JR). The infinitesimal generator of (t:rt)tEHl is the everywhere 
dejined, continuous, linear differentiation operator ft on V+(JR). 

Rearrange the convolution product of 'Ij;, 1> E V+(JR) as follows 

V 

('l/J*1>)(t) = <t:rt'l/J,</J> (tEJR), (3.6) 

V V 

where the refiection operator is defined as 1>(t) = 1>( -t). Notice that 1> E V_(JR) Ç 
V'_(JR). So, the mapping 'l/J ~---* 1/J * 1> defines for each 1> E V+(JR) a continuous, linear, 

V 

(a1) 1Em -invariant operator on V+(JR). Now, replace 1> in (3.6) by a V'_(JR)-distribution 
F. 

Definition 3.4 Let FE V'_(JR). Then the convolution operator o-[F] on V+(JR) is 
defined as 

(a[F]r/>)(t) := F(at1>) (t E JR, r/> E V+(JR)). 
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Notice that each FE 'D'_(JR) gives rise toa unique convolution operator on 'D+(JR), 

The collection {a[F]I P E V_(JR)} consistsof alllinear, continuous, (at)teJR -invariani 
operators on V+(JR) (cf. Theorem 3.46). 

Theorem 3.5 A continuous linear mapping L on V+(JR) is (at)teJR -invariant if and 
only if L is of the form L a[F] forsome FE V'_(lR). 

Since for F1. F2 E V'_(lR), the product of a[F1]a[F2] is again a continuons linea.t 
(at)teJR -invariant mapping on 'D+(JR), Theorem 3.5 gives rise toa product structunt 
on V'_(JR). 

Definition 3.6 Let Ft, F2 E V'_(lR). Then the convolution product F1 * F2 of F1 and 
F2 is defined by the equation a[F1]a[F2] a[F1 * F2l· 

The convolution product from Definition 3.6 corresponds to the classica! convolution 
product on V'_(lR) (see [Schw21). So, a different angle in considering convolution 
products ifl starting from continuons linear (a1)teJR -invariant mappings on 'D+(JR). To 
investigate whether or not V'_(lR) has zero-divisors and to investigate commutativity 
of V'_(lR), we use the following lemma (cf. Lemma 3.48). 

Lemma 3.7 All non-zero convolution operators a[F] are injective on V+(lR}: 

We obtain the following well-known result ([Schw2], p.172). 

Theorem 3.8 The colledion {a[F] I F E 'D'_(JR)} is a commutative algebra over([! 
with respect to composition and addition. It has an identity (the identity operator) and 
no zero-divisors. 
Identifying each FE V'_(JR) with alF], the vector space V'_( .IR) forms a commutative 
algebra over <V with respect to convolution. V'_(lR) has an identity and no zero-divisors. 

The vector space M_(lR) consists of all Radon measures with half-infinite support 
bounded on the right , i.e. all p E M(JR) for which supp(p) Ç ( -oo, T] for some 
T > 0. The space Mc(lR), introduced in §2.0, is a subspace of M_(JR). The space 
M_(JR) can be defined as the dual of the strict LF-space C+(JR) from example 2.74, 
see for example [vEdR4], Theorem 1.12, where insteadof M_(JR) the corresponding 
set bvloc,-(JR) is used. 

The space M_(JR) can beseen as a subsp~e of V'_(JR) in the following way. 

Lemma 3.9 For even.) p E M_(JR) the mapping 

(3.7) 

defines a continuous linear functional on V+(JR). 
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Define for each f.1. E M_(IR), the convolution mapping o-[f.J.] by 

(a[f.J.]<P)(t) := < O't</1, f.1. > (</1 E 7J+(IR), tE IR). 

It is checked straightforwardly, that for f.J.I> f.1. 2 E M _ (IR) 

where *is the classica! convolution product in M_(IR), i.e. 

(x E Cc(IR)). 

Theorem 3.10 The space (M_(IR), +, *) is a subalgebra of (V'_(IR), +, *), relat
ing each f.1. E M_(IR) to the distribution Ijl E 7J+(IR) ...._.< Ijl, f.1. >. In particular, 
(M-(IR), +, *) is a commutative convolution algebra over <C. ft has an identity and 
no zero-divisors. 

An important subclass of M_(IR) is established by the Radon measures conesponding 
to V_(IR)-functions. The operators a[</1], where IjlE V_(IR), act by convolution. 

Theorem 3.11 Let IjlE V_(IR). Then 

a[</1]1/1 = ~ * 1{1 = L 1/!(t + r) <P(r) dr, 

From the theory of Chapter 2, we reeall that for each f.1. E Mc(IR) the mapping 

a[f.J.] := L O't f.J.(dt) 

defines strongly a continuous, linear, (a1)tEJR -invariant mapping on V+(IR). Further
more, for each f.J., IJ E Mc(IR), the convolution product of f.1. and IJ satisfies the equality 
(cf. Lemma 2.59) 

a[f.J.]a[IJ] = a[f.J. *IJ]. 

Notice that this product on M_(IR) corresponds to the classica! convolution product 
on M_(IR) (see [Schw2]). So, M_(IR) is a subalgebra of V'_(IR), with identity a[co], 
where t:o denotes the Dirac measure at 0. 

The discussion of closed (at)tEJR -invariant subspaces of V+(IR) is kept short; there are 
no non-trivial ones (cf. Theorem 3.53 and 3.54). 

Theorem 3.12 Let M be a closed (a1)tEJR -invariant subspace of'D+(IR). Then M = 
V+(IR) or M = {0}. Equivalently, let I be a weak-star closed ideal in V'_(IR). Then 
I= {0} or I= V'_(IR). 
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3.1 CONVOLUTION ON 1J(IR) AND &'(IR) 

We study in this section the F-space E(JR) and its topological dual E'(JR) and we 
study the strict LF-space V(JR) and its topological dual V'(JR) (§3.1.1). A convolution 
structure on E'(JR), extending the classical convolution product on V(JR), is introduced 
in relation with continuous, linear, (u1)teiR -invariant operators on E(JR) (§3.1.2). By 
means of this convolution product E'(JR) becomes an algebra. Introducing the classica! 
Fourier transform on V(JR) and E'(JR), it is proved that the algebras are integral, i.e. 
there are no divisors of zero. Furthermore, the space Mc(IR), introduced in Chapter 
2, is shown to be a subalgebra of E'(JR). In §3.1.3 we investigate the relation between 
closed (u1)teiR -invariant subspaces of E(JR) and weak-star closed ideals in E'(JR). 

3.1.1 The spaces E(IR) and V(JR) 

Let E(JR) denote the space of all arbitrarily many times differentiable functions on 
JR. Equipped with the topology gen:erated (for example) by the family of seminorms 
{qn I nE INo }, 

qn(f) := max I J<n>(t) I (! E E(JR), n E !No), 
tE[-n,n} 

E(JR) is an F-space. 

An important subspace of E(JR) is the s~ace V( IR) consisting of all f E E(JR) with 
compact support: 

Definition 3.13 Let I be a continuous function on JR. Then the support of f, 
supp(f), is the complement of the largest open set U in IR such that f is zero on 
u. 
Being closed, the support of a function is ~ompact, if it is bounded. 
The classica! way to topologize V(JR) is t~e following. Write V(JR) as 

V( IR) = U{! E E(JR) I supp(f) ç [-n, n]} =: U V,n(IR). (3.8) 
n n 

The family (V,n(IR))neJN is a strict inductive system of closed subspaces of E(JR). 
Therefore, V(JR) is equipped with the related strict LF-topology 

V(JR) = ind vln(IR) ~ E(JR), (3.!}) 
n ~ 

where the latter inclusion is dense. 

The topological duals of V(JR) and E(JR), denoted by V'(JR) and E'(JR), therefore 
-satisfy 

E'(JR) ç V'(JR). 

The dual space V'(JR) is well known fromliterature ([Schw2]) and called the distrir 
bution space of Schwartz. Accordingly, the elementsof V'(JR) are called distribution~. 
The dual space E'(JR) is a well-described subspace of V'(JR); it consists of all distri
butions with compact support ([Schw2], p.89). 
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Definition 3.14 Let F E V'(JR). The (distributional) support of F, supp(F), is the 
complement of the largest open set U in lR for which 

'Vq,er>(lR) : supp(ifl) Ç U =? F(ifl) = 0. 

Since the support of a distribution is closed, it is compact if and only if it is bounded. 

The spaces t:(JR) and V(JR) will be regarcled subspaces of V'(JR) and t:'(JR) in the 
following way. Define the pairing < ., . > on t:(JR) x V( IR) by 

lf(r)<fl(r)dr =: <f,<P> (JE f(JR), </l E V(JR)). 

We regard <P as the f'(JR)-distribution f E t:(JR) H< J, <P > and f as the V'(JR)
distribution <P E V(JR) H< j, cj> >. So, 

t:(JR) Ç V'(JR) and V(JR) Ç t:'(JR). 

Define for each tE IR the translation operator 0'1 on t:(JR) by 

(O'tj)(s) := j(t + s) (s E JR, f E f(JR)). (3.10) 

Lemma 3.15 The family (O't)telR is a c0-group of continuous linear operators on 
t:(JR). The infinitesimal generator of (O't)teJR is the (everywhere defined !} differ
entiation operator ft on t:(JR). 

The translation group (ut)teJR is locally equicontinuous, being a c0-group on an F
space (Theorem 2.54). 

Since u1(V(JR)) Ç V(JR) for all t E JR, restricting the translation group (u1)tElR to 
V(JR) defines the translation group on V(JR), which, for notational convenience, we 
denote again by (O't)telR. 

Lemma 3.16 The family (O't)tEJR forms a locally equicontinuous c0-group of continu
ous linear operators on V(JR). The infinitesimal generator· of (O't)tElR is the differen
tiation operator ft on V(JR). 

The topological vector space V( IR) has a ring-structure. lndeed, the convolution prod
uct '1/J *<Pin V(JR) is defined as 

('1/J*<P)(t) := l '1/J(t:--r)<fl(r)dr (tE JR), (3.11) 

satisfying ('1/J *ct>)'= '1/J' *ct>= '1/J *ct>' and supp('I/J * ifl) Ç supp(1,1;) + supp(ifl). 
Thus, V(JR) is a commutative algebra over <D (see [Schw2]). To deduce more proper
ties of the algebra (V(JR), +, * ), we introduce the classica! Fourier-transformation on 
V( IR). 
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Definition 3.17 For every 1> E V(JR) the Fourier transfarm :F</> of 1> is defined by 

(:F<I>)(w) := L </>(r)e_..., .. dT = < ew,</> > (wE <D), 

where ew(t) e-iwt for all tE JR. 

It is well known from literature that the Fourier transformation is an algebra homo
morphism from V(JR) into the oommutative algebra A(<D) of entire functions. So, 
since the algebra A(<D) has no zero-divisors, V(JR) has no zero-divisors. 
The following version of the famous Paley-Wiener-Schwartz Theorem presents a com
plete characterization of the Fourier-image of V( IR) in termsof a subalgebra of A(<D) 

Theorem 3.18 (Paley-Wiener-Schwa~tz I) An entire function h is the Fourier 
transfarm of some 1> E V(JR) with supp(fp) Ç [-a, a] if and only if there exists for 
each mE JN0 a constant C(m) > 0 such that 

I h(w) I :5 C(m) · (1 + I w n-"fea·IImwl (wE <D). 

3.1.2 A convolution structure for E'(JR) 

In this subsection, we extend the convolution structure of V(JR) to E'(JR), so that 
V( IR) is a subalgebra of E'(JR). We show that Me( IR) is a subalgebra of E'(JR). Also, 
we extend the Fourier transformation from V(JR) to E'(JR). 

Let us rewrite the convolution product tP*W in V(JR) a slightly. For '1/J, 1> E V(JR), we 
have 

f V . V 

('1/J * </>)(t) = }IR '1/J(t + r)<,h(r) dr = < O't'l/1, 4> >, (3.12) 

V V 

where 1> is the reflection of</>. In particular, we have '1/J * 1> = 0'[1>]'1/J. Moreover, for 
each 1>1, 1>2 E V( IR), we have 

i 
v vl 

11[1>1]11[1>2]'1/J = 1>1 * ( ~2 * '1/J) 

for all '1/J E V( JR.). So, if we identify each 1> E V( JR.) withits action 11[1>] as a continuous, 
linear, (11t)teiR -invariant operator on V(JR), then the convolution product tP*W in V(JR.) 
corresponds with the operator product 0'[</>]0'['1/J] on V(JR.). In fact, in the sequel we 
show that the convolution of E'(JR.)-elements corresponds to the product of continuous, 
linear, (at)teiR -invariant operators on V( JR.) in the same way. To avoid too many 
technicallties, we focus on continuous, linear, (O't)teiR -invariant operators on E(JR) 
insteadof V( JR.). 
Since (at)tEIR is a locally equicontinuous eo-group on E(JR), each 0'[</>] is a continuous, 
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linear, (at)teJR -invariant operator on E(IR) (see the theory of Chapter 2). Thus, the 
convolution * between t:(IR) and V(IR) can also be defined by; 

V V 

(f * t/>)(t) = <ad, <P > = (a[<P]f)(t) (f E E(IR), t/> E V(IR)). 

V V 

We loose none of the properties of the mapping a[<P] when replacing the function <P 

by an t:'(IR)-distribution F. In particular, define .for each F E t:'(IR) and for each 
f E E(IR) the function g by 

g(t) := F(ad) (tE IR). 

By the strong continuity of (a1)teJR, the function g is continuons on IR. In fact, we 
have that gE E(IR), with g'(t) = F(at~f). 

Definition 3.19 Let F E E'(IR). Then the convolution operator a[F] on E(IR) is 
defined as 

(a[F]f)(t) := F(ad) (tE IR, f E E(IR)). 

Translation operators are the simplest examples of convolution operators. Let the 
delta distribution ó1 in t E IR be defined by 

Ót(f) = f(t) (f E E(IR)), (3.13) 

then for each t E IR 

(3.14) 

Theorem 3.20 A mapping L on t:(IR) is a convolution operator ij and only if L is a 
continuous, linear, (a1)teJR -invariant operator on E(IR). 

Pro of. 
"If"-part. The functional f ~--+ (Lf)(O) is continuous on E(IR). Denote this E'(IR)
distribution by F, then for all f E E(IR) and all tE IR 

(Lf)(t) 

soL a[F]. 
"Only if" -part. Since the operator a(F] is closed, the Closed Graph Theorem for F
spaces (Theorem 1.29) yields that a[F] is continuous . 

•• 
Notice that the correspondence between FE E'(IR) and the convolution operator <r[F] 
is one-one. So, since the product of two continuous, linear, (a1)teJR -invariant operators 
on E(IR) is again continuous, linear and (a1)teJR -invariant on E(IR), Theorem 3.20 
gives rise to another way of introducing of the convolution structure on E'(IR) than 
the classica! introduetion ( cf. [Schw2]). 

Definition 3.21 Let F 1 , F2 E E'(IR). Then the convolution product F1 * F2 of F 1 and 
F2 is defined by the equation a[FI]a[F2] = a[F1 * F2]. 
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The following lemma will be used frequently. 

Lemma 3.22 Let F, G E f'(JR) and f E f(JR). Then (F * G)(f) = F(u[G]f). 

In [Soe], Corollary 2.4.27, Soethoudt deduced the following useful characteriza.tion for 
f'(JR). 

Proposition 3.23 A linear functional F on f(JR) is continuous if and only if 

F(f) := l (P(:t)f)(r) ~t(dr) (/ E f(JR)). (3.15) 

forsome 1t E Mc(lR) and some polynomial P. 

Remark 3.23.1 In the sequel we use the notation F = (lt, P) for the representation of 
FE f'(JR) in terros of (3.15). So, if wedefine lP to be the collection of all polynomials, 
then f'(JR) corresponds to Mc(lR) E9 lP. The reader should he warned that this 
correspondènce is not one-one. For example, let 4> E V(JR) he differentiahle, then for 
all f E f(JR) 

L f'(r)<f>(T)dr = - L f(r)ql(r)d(r). 

So (4>, D) a.nd (4>', -/) correspond to the same f'(JR)-functional. 

Applying the representa.tion result 3.23 to Theorem 3.20, we find the following repre-
sentation of convolution operators on f(JR). · 

Theorem 3.24 Every continuous, linear, (u1) 1eJR -invariant mapping on f(JR) is of 
the form 

(3.16) 

Theorem 3.24 relates the theory of Chapter 2 to the theory of convolution operators 
on f(JR). Reeall from Lemma 2.7, that the linear span of all translation operators Ut 

is strongly densein the collection of all u[p]. So, since the infinitesimal generator of 
(ut)teJR on f(JR) is the differentiation operator, we ohtain the following results. 

Lemma 3.25 Let L be a continuous, linear, (ut)teJR -invariant mapping on f(JR); 
Th en 

Lf E spantod I t E JR}, 

for each f E f(JR). 

Proposition 3.26 For every FE f'(JR), P E spa.n{6t I tE JR}, where the closure u 
in weak-star sense. 
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Proof. 
Let FE E'(JR). Then, Lemma 3.25 yields for each f E E(JR) 

F(f) (O"[F]f)(O) E span{ótf I tE JR}. 

•• 
Using the characterization of all convolution operators on E(JR) from Theorem 3.20, 
the convolution product on E'(JR) follows directly. Let Jlr, }l2 E Mc(lR). Reeall from 
Chapter 2 that O'[Jl1]0'[tt2] O'[Jl1 * tt2J, where * denotes the convolution on /vtc(lR). 
Th en 

We conclude that (Jl 1 , P1) * (Jl2 , P2 ) = (tt1 * }l2 , P1P2). Since the operators O'[Jld and 
O'[Jl2] commute (see Lemma 2.8), this yields the wel! known fact that the convolution 
product on E'(JR) is commutative (see [Schw2], p.172). To show that the convolution 
algebra E'(.JR) has no zero-divisors, one uses Fourier theory. Since (F.P)(w) =< ew, .P >, 
wE <C, .P E 'D(JR), Fourier transformation extends from 'D(JR) to E'(JR); 

Definition 3.27 For every FE E'(JR) the Fourier transfarm FF of Fis defined by 

(FF)(w) := F(ew) (w E <C), 

where ew(t) e-iwt, tE JR, wE ([;. 

The Fourier transformation the convolution product of E'(JR) becomes (function) mul
tiplication in A(([;). Some properties : 

Proposition 3.28 Let F, GE E'(JR), then the following statements hold true. 

i. Ij F is represented by (Jl, P) E Me( IR) ffi lP in the sense of Proposition 3.23, 
then 

(FF)(w) P(-iw) · L ew(r)p,(dr). (3.17) 

ii. F F is an entire function. 

iii. The Fourier transform F from E'(JR) into A(<C) is linearand injective. 

iv. For every wE([;, O'[F]ew = F(ew)ew = (FF)(w) · ew, i.e. ew is ari eigenvector 
of O"[F] with eigenvalue (FF)(w). 

v. F(F * G) = F(F) F(G) = F(G * F). 
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Proof. 
Assertions i, iv follow after straightforward calculation. 
ii. For each f1 E Mc(IR), wE <r:: and for each n E JN we have 

Combining this with (3.17) the statement follows. 
iii. Suppose :F(p,, P) = 0. Then by ii, } 18 tn p,( dt) = 0 for each n E JN. Since 
M"(IR) represents the dual of the F-space C(IR) by means of this integral and since 
the collection of all polynomials is densein G(IR) as a. consequence of the Weierstrass 
Approximation Theorem, the assertion follows. 

v. (:F(F * G))(w) = (a-[F]a-[G]ew)(O) gJ F(ew)G(ew) = (:FF)(w)(FG)(w) . 

•• 
Remark 3.28.1 Notice that if (/1, P) = (v, Q) E f 1(IR), then for all wE <D 

P(-iw)·i ew(r)Jt(dr) = Q(-iw)·i e..,(r)v(dr). 

So, the representation M.(IR) $lP for &'(IR) is unique up to exchangeable zeros in 
its Fourier image. 

The following version of the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz Theorem ([Schw2j, p~271) fully 
characterizes the Fourier transfarms of f 1(IR)-elements. 

Theorem 3.29 (Paley~Wiener~Schwartz II) An entire function <P E A(<D) is the 
Fourier transfarm of some F E &'(IR) if and only if there are C, a > 0, N E JN0 such 
that 

(w E <D). 

Remark 3.29.1 lf the entire function h fulfills the inequality of Theorem 3.29, h is 
the Fourier transform of a distri bution F supported in [-a, a]. If F = (p,, P) this 
implies that supp(f.l) Ç [-a, a], and degree(P) :5 N + 1 can be taken. 

Since the algebra A(<r::) has no zero-divisors, Proposition 3.28 yields the following. 

Theorem 3.30 The colteetion {O'[FJI FE &'(IR)} forms a commutative algebra over 
<r:: with respèct to composition and addition. It has an identity (the identity operator) 
and no zero-divisors. 
Identifying FE f'(IR) with a-[F], the vector space &'(IR) forms a commutative algebra 
over <r:: with respect to convolution. &'(IR) has an identity and no zero-divisors. 

As mentioned before, we could have introduced the convolution structure on &'(IR) 
consiclering continuous, linear and translation-invariant mappings on V(IR). This 
assertion is an immediate consequence of the following result. 
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Lemma 3.31 Every continuous linear (a1)tEIR -invariant operator on V(IR) can be 
extended uniquely to a continuous linear (a1) 1em -invariant operator on &(IR). 

Proof. 
Suppose L is a continuons linear translation-invariant operator on V(IR). Then F E 
v' (IR) exists such that 

F(ad) = (Lf)(t) (tE IR, f E V(IR)). (3.18) 

We show that F has compact support, so that F can be extended to an element of 
&'(IR). In that case L can be extended continuously to &(IR) by (3.18). 
SinceL is continuons on the strict LF-space V( IR) = l~R, V,n(IR) there is an mE JN, 

such that 

L(V,l(IR)) ç;; V,m(IR). (3.19) 

Writing every 4; E V,k(IR) as the sum of translatesof V,1(IR)-functions, (3.19) yields 
that 

L(V,k(IR)) ç;; V,m+k-l(IR) 

for each k E JN. Next, let 4; E V(IR). Then there are t E IR, l E IN such that 
supp(qll) ç;; [t -l, t + l]. Since a14; E V,l(IR), we obtain 

Lqy = CJ_tC!tL4Y = O"-t(Latq!i) E CJ_t(V,m+t-l(IR)). (3.20) 

Hence, for all !ti~ m + l - 1 we have 

F(q!i) = (Lq~i)(O) = 0. 

We conclude that for all qiJ E V( IR) with supp(4;) ç;; IR\ [-m + 1, m 1] we have 
F(qy) = 0. SoF has compact support, in partienlar supp(F) ç;; [-m + 1, m 1] . 
•• 
By Proposition 3.23, we obtain the following representation result for continuons linear 
translation-invariant operators on V(IR). 

Corollary 3.32 A mapping L on V( IR) is continuous, linearand translation-invariant 
if and only if L is of the farm L = CJ[p]P(ft) forsome J.l E Mc(IR) and some polyno
mial P. 

We conclude that the algebra of continuous, linear (a1)tEIR -invariant mappings on 
V(IR) and the convolution algebra E'(IR) are isomorphic. 

3.1.3 Closed, translation-invariant subspaces of &(IR) and 
V( IR) 

We end this section with a discussion of closed, (<Tt)tEIR -invariant subspaces of &(IR) 
and V(IR) and their relation with closed ideals in the convolution ring E'(IR) and 
modules over the convolution ring E'(IR). 
From Schwartz [Schwl], we mention the following characterization result for closed, 
(C!t) 1em -invariant subspaces of &(IR). 
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Theorem 3.33 A closed linear subspace M of &(IR) is (ut)te.IR -invariant if and onl'lf 
if there is a countable set E Ç <D and mappzng N : E -+ IN such that 

M = span{e.x,iiAEE,j=0,1, ... ,N(A)-1}, 

where e,xJ(t) := tie-i.\t, tE JR. 

Remark 3.33.1 In [Kah] and [Kah2], Kahane ha:;; given a simpler proof fora related 
statement in the context of mean periodic functions, i.e. e(JR)-functions for which 
the set of all its translates is not total in &(IR). In fact in [Kah2] p.29, the above 
assertion is proved for closed proper subspaces Mof &(IR) which are of the form M = 
span{ud I tE IR} forsome f E &(IR). The above proposition is then an immediate 
consequence of the Hahn-Banach Theorem. A posteriori, it follows that each closed, 
(ut)teJR -invariant subspace Mof &(IR) is of the form M =span{ ut! I tE IR}. 

We present the Schwartz-approach ([Schwl]) to this problem. Fora closed, (ut)teJR
invariant subspace M of &(IR), (M0

)
0 equals M (1.5), where (M0

)
0 is the bipolar of 

M. So, Mis characterized in termsof its polar M 0
• The subspace M 0 of t:'(IR) has 

the following properties. 

Lemma 3.34 Let M be a closed, (ut)teJR -invariant subspace of &(IR). Let Mo Ç 
&'(IR) be the polar of M. Then the following assertions are true. 

i. For each FE &'(IR) we have FE M0 if and only if u[F](M) = {0}. 

ii. For .each FE &'(IR) we have u[F](M) Ç M. 

Proof. 
i. The sufficiency of the assertion is obvious. Now, let FE M 0 and f E M. Since 
ud E M for all tE IR, we have (u[F]f)(t) = F(ud) 0. 
ii. Let FE t:'(JR) and f EM. Then, Lemma 3.22 yields for each GE Mo 

G(u[F]f) 3J? (G * F)(f) = (F * G)(f) = F(u[G]f) ~ 0. 

We conclude that u[F]/ EM . 

•• 
We come to the following characterization of closed, ( u1)te.IR -invariant subspaces of 
e(IR). 

Theorem 3.35 Let M be a (ut)te.IR -invariant subspace of t:(JR), then M0 is a weak+ 
star closed ideal in t:'(JR). Conversely, let I be an ideal in &'(IR), then JO = {! Ei 
&(IR) I 'Vpru F(f) = 0} is a closed, (ut)teJR -invariant subspace of &(IR). 

Proof. 
Let M be a (ut)te.IR -invariant subspace of&(JR). Then, Mo is a subalgebra of &'(IR} 
by Lemma 3.34.i. Moreover, the polar M 0 is weak-star closed by Lemrna 1.13. Now, 
let F E M 0 and let GE &'(IR). Then for all f E M 

(F * G)(f) = G(u[F]f) {3.~.ï) o. 
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Hence, F *GE M 0 and M 0 is anideal in &'(IR). 
Next, let I be an ideal in &'(IR). Then / 0 is a closed subspace of &(IR). Moreover, 
let f E / 0 and t E IR be fixed. Since I is an &'(IR)-ideal, we have for each F E /, 

F * Ót EI and 

F(CJd) = F(CJ[ót]j) = (F * ó1)(j) = 0, 

where ó1 denotes a delta-distribution. We conclude that CJtf E JO . 

•• 
Theorem 3.35 relates (CJ1)tEIR -invariant subspaces of &(IR) to weak-star closed ideals in 
&'(IR). The following result can be used to check whether a weak-star closed subspace 
of &' (IR) is an i deal. 

Lemma 3.36 Let I be a weak-star closed subspace of &'(IR). Then, the following two 
assertions are equivalent. 

i. I is an i deal in &' (IR). 

ii. For all t E IR and for all F E I, ó1 * F E I. 

Proof. 
i.=>ii. is true by definition. 
ii.=>i. is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.26 . 

•• 
Applying Theorem 3.33 and Lemma 3.34 we can be more precise about the structure 
of the i deal M 0

• 

A closed linear subspace M of &(IR) is (u1) 1EIR -invariant if and only if there is a 
countable set I; Ç <C and mapping N : I; --> IN such that 

M = span{eÀ,j I>. EL:, j = 0, 1, ... , N(>.)- 1}, 

Theorem 3.37 Let M be a closed, (CJ1) 1EIR -invariant subspace of &(IR) with polar 
M 0 Ç &' (IR). Then there is a countable set I; Ç <C and mapping N : I; --> IN such 
that the following assertions are equivalent. 

• FE M 0
• 

• 'v'ÀEE 'v'j=0,1, ... ,N(À)-1 [ F(eÀ,j) = 0 ]. 

• 'v'ÀEE 'v'j=0,1, .. ,N(À)-1 [ (:FF)Ul(>.) = 0 ]. 

Next, the closed, linear, ( CTt)tEIR -invariant subspaces of V(IR) are considered. Since 
there are no exponential-polynomials eÀ,j in V( IR), no characterization result like The
orem 3.33 is to be expected. In particular, there are no non-trivia! finite dimensional 
(closed) (CJ1) 1EIR -invariant subspaces of V( IR). For the polar of a closed (CTt)tEIR

invariant subspace of V(IR) we have the following result. 
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Lemma 3.38 Let M be a closed, ((}'t)teJR,-invariant subspace of 'D(IR). Let M 0 çi 
'D'(IR) be the polar of M. Then the following assertions are true; 

i. For each FE &'(IR) we have (}'[F](M) Ç M. 

ii. IJ M =J {0}, then Mo n &'(IR)= {0}. 

Proof. 
The proof of the assertion i is conform the proof of Lemma 3.34.ii. 
ii. Suppose M =J {0} and let F E M 0 n &'(IR). Let x E M \ {0} he fixed. Define 
XE &'(IR) by 

X(,P) = < ,p,f > (<!JE 'D(IR)). 

Then X =J 0 and for every ,P E 'D(IR) we h~ve by straightforward calculation 

0 = (}'[F]x * ,P. = u[F](J'[X],P, 

so F * X = 0. Since X =J 0 we conclude that F = 0 . 

•• 
The polar of a non-trivial closed, ( (}'t)teJR -in\rariant subspace of 'D(IR), does not contain 
any compactly supported distribution (Lemma 3.38.ii). From this observation, we 
obtain the following. 

Proposition 3.39 The following asserliDfitS hold true. 
i 

i. Every non-trivial ((}'t)tEIR -invariant subspace of'D(IR) is densein &(IR). 

ii. There are no mean-periodic functions in &(IR) beZonging to V( IR). 

Proof. 
i. Let M be a ((J't)tEJR -invariant subspace of V( IR), with M =J {0}. Let N Ç &'(IR) 
be the polar of M. regarcled as a subspace of &(IR). Since lil' = M 0 and since 
M 0 n &'(IR)= N, the assertion follows from Lemma 3.38.ü. 
ii. For each ,P E 'D(IR) the span{ (}'t<P I t E ~}is a ((}'t)teJR -invariant subspace of 'D(IR): 
Hence by assertion (i), span{(J't<P I tE IR} equals {0} or &(IR) . 

•• 
There is an analogue of Theorem 3.35 for the coneetion of all closed, ((}'t)tEIR -invariant 
subspaces of'D(IR). However, since the polar of such a subspace is a subspace of'D'(IR), 
and since 'D'(IR) is not a convolution ring, we need to be careful. From literature 
[Schw2], we mention the existence of a convolution of'D'(IR)-, and &'(IR)- distributions 
yielding 'D'(IR)-distributions. This product extends the convolution product on &'(IR). 
So, V'(IR) is a module over (&'(IR),+,*). The polars of closed, ((}'t)tEJR -invariant 
subspaces of 'D(IR) correspond with weak-star closed submodules of V'(IR) over the 
convolution ring &'(IR). 

Theorem 3.40 Let M be a closed, ((}'t)tEJR -invariant subspace of V( IR). Then M 0 

is a weali-star closed submodule of 'D'(IR) over (&'(IR),+,*)· Conversely, let I be a 
weak-star closed submodule of 'D'(IR) over (&'(IR),+,*). Then the closed subspare 
{! E 'D(IR) I VFer F(J) = 0} of'D(IR) is ((}'t)tEJR -invariant. 
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The following example indicates that there are indeed non-trivial closed ( O"t)tEJR
invariant subspaces of 'D(IR). 

Example 3.41 Let cf>o E 'D(IR) be such that 

{ 
supp(c/>0 ) Ç [-1, 1], 
c/>0 (t -1) = -c/>0 (t) fortE [0, 1], 

Let FE 'D'(IR) be defined by 

F := Lbi. 
iE~ 

where bi (i E ~) denotes the delta-distri bution in i, i.e. óicf> = cl>( i). Th en for all 
t E IR, we have that 

F(utcf>o) = L cf>o(t+i) = c/>o(-ltJ + t) + c/>o(-ltJ + t- 1) 0, 
iE~ 

where l t J is the largest integer i in ~ such that i ::::; t. Hence, 

FE span{utcf>o I tE IR} 0 = span{utcf>o I tE IR}. 

We concludethat span{ u1c/>0 I t E IR} is a non-trivial dosed (u1)tEJR -invariant subspace 
of 'D(IR). 

3.2 CONVOLlJTION STRUCTURES FOR 
V_(JR) AND V~(IR) 

In this section, we consider the subspace 'D_(IR) of t:(IR) and its topological dual 
'D~(IR). Similar to the previous section we show that a convolution structure on 
'D~(IR) can be introduced consiclering continuous, linear, (u1) 1EJR -invariant operators 
on 'D_(IR). Since these convolution products have no zero-divisors, there are no non
trivia! closed (u1) 1EJR -invariant subspaces of 'D_(IR). 

3.2.1 Convolution on 'D_(JR) 

Let V_(IR) be the subspace of t:(IR) defined by 

'D_(IR) = U{ct>EE(IR)Isupp(cf>)Ç(-oo,n]} =: uv-,n(IR). 
n n 

So, f E t:(IR) belongs to 'D_(IR) if f has support bounded on the right. The family 
('D-,n(IR))nEDV is a strict inductive system of closed subspaces of t:(IR). Correspond
ingly, V_(IR) is equipped with the related strict LF-topology 

'D_(IR) = ind 'D-,n(IR). (3.21) 
n 
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and satisfies 

V(JR) <--+ V~(JR) <--+ E(JR). (3.22) 

Similarly, the subspace V+(JR) of E(JR) is introduced by 

V+(JR) = U{! E E(JR) I supp(J) Ç [~n,oo)} =: U V+,,.(JR). 
n n 

So,J E E(JR) ~elongs to V+(JR), if f has support bounded on the left. Each V+.n(lR) 
being a closed subspace of E(JR), the family (V+,n(lR))neJN is a strict inductive system. 
Correspondingly, V+(JR) is equipped with the related strict LF-topology 

(3.23) 

V 

The refl.ection mapping <P E V_(JR} ~--+, <P is a homeomorphism from V_(/R) onto 
V+(JR). Bécause of this fact, all results mentioned in this section for V_(/R)have their 
analogues for the space. V+(JR). These results have been summarized in §3.0. 

Because of (3.22), the topological dual of V_(JR) is a subspace of V'(JR). 

Definition 3.42 The subspace V~(JR) of V'(JR) consists of all FE V'(JR) such that 
supp(F) Ç [T,oo) forsome TE JR. The elementsof V~(JR) are called distributions 
with support bounded on the lejt. 

Indeed, in case of the topological dual of V_(JR) we can extend the distribution FE 
V'(JR) to V_(/R) continuously if and only if F has support bounded on the left (see 
[Schw2], p.l72). Hence, we may regard V~(JR) as the topological dual ofV_(JR). Dual 
to the inclusioris (3.22) are 

E'(JR) Ç V'+(JR) Ç V'(JR). (3.24) 

Now, define the canonical pairing < ., . ~ between V+(JR) and V_(JR) by 

< </J, 1/J > := L <P( r )1/1( 7) dr (<IJ E V+(JR), 1/1 E V'_(JR)). 

Since the mapping '1/J ~--+< <Po, 1/J > defines f()r fixed <Po E V+(JR) a continuons linee,r 
functional on V_(/R), we have 

V+(JR) Ç V'_(JR). 

Let (ut)teiR be the translation group on &(JR). Since <~t(V_(/R)) Ç V_(/R), wè may 
restriet (ut)teiR to this strict LF-space. 

Lemma 3.43 The family (ut)teiR forms a c0-group of continuous linear operators on 
V_(/R). The infinitesimal generator of (ut)teiR is the differentiation operator ft on 
V_(/R). 
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The topological vector space V_(JR) has a ring-structure in addition. lndeed, for each 
'Ij;, rjJ E V_(JR) the convolution product of 'Ij;* r/J in V_(IR) is defined by 

('1/J*</>)(t) := L '1/J(t-T)r/J(T)dT (tE JR), (3.25) 

satisfying ('1/J * <P)' 'Ij;'* <P ='Ij;* </i', and supp('I/J * <P) ç; supp('I/J) + supp(</J). 

Theorem 3.44 The vector space V_(IR) is a commutative algebra over <D with respect 
to convolution. It has no zero-divisors. 

Proof. 
The assertion that V_(JR) is a commutative algebra over <D with respect to convolution 
can be checked straightforwardly. The assertion that V_(IR) has no zero-divisors is 
an application of aresult due to Titchmarsh [Tit], p.327 . 

•• 
3.2.2 Convolution on V~(JR) 

Following a scheme similar to §3.1, we extend the convolution product on V_(JR) to 
its topological dual V'+(lR). 

For <P E V_(JR), the mapping 'Ij;~---+ '1/J*<P defines a continuous, linear, (<71)tEJR. -invariant 
operator on V+(JR). Rearranging 

V 

('1/J*<P)(t) = <<Jt'l/J,</1> (tE JR), 

we see that we can replace <P by a V'+(JR)-distribution F. 

Definition 3.45 Let FE V~(JR). Then, the convolution operator <7[F] on V_(JR) is 
defined as 

(<J[F]'l/J)(t) := F((Jt'l/J) (tE (JR), </iE V_(JR)). 

The collection { (J[F]I FE V'+(JR)} consistsof alllinear, continuous, (<7t)tEJR. -invariant 
operators on V_(IR). 

Theorem 3.46 The continuous linear mapping L on V_(JR) is ((Jt)tEJR -invariant if 
and only ijL is of the form L = (J[F] forsome FE V~(JR). 

Proof. 
The prooi of this assertion is based on the same arguments as the proof of Theorem 
3.20 . 

•• 
Sirree the collection of all continuous, linear, ( <7t)tEJR -invariant mappings on V_ (IR) 
establish an algebra, Theorem 3.46 gives rise toa product structure on V'+(IR). 
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Definition 3.47 Let Fr, F2 E 'D~(m). Then the convolution product F1 *F2 is defined 
by the equation a[F1]a[F2] = a[F1 * F2]. 

Again, the convolution product from Definition 3.47 corresponds to the classica! con
volution product on 'D~(m). So, a different angle in consiclering the convolution prod· 
uct on 'D~(m) arises starting from continuous linear (at)tEJR -invariant mappings on 
V_(m). Contrary to the case of &'(m), there is no Fourier Transformation on 'D~(m). 
Therefore, to investigate whether 'D~(m) has zero-divisors, and to investigate commu
tativity of 'D~(m), we need a different approach. 

Lemma 3.48 Every non-zero convolution operator a[F] is injective on V_(m). 

Pro of. 
Let if> E ker(a[F]). Take '1/J fj. ker(a[F]). Then, we have for all tE m 

0 = ('1/J*a[F]if>)(t) = L '1/J(t-r)F(a,.if>)dr = F(L '1/J(t-r)a,.if>dr) 

F(Lif>(t-r)a,.'tjJdr) = (if>*a[F]'I/J)(t). 

Since the algebra V_(m) has no zero-divisors (Theorem 3.44) it follows that if> = 0 . 

•• 
We obtain the following well known result (cf. [Schw2], p.173). 

Theorem 3.49 The colteetion {a[F] I F ~E 'D~(m)} is a commutative algebra over 
<D with respect to composition and addition. It has an identity {the identity operator) 
and no zero-divisors. 
Identifying each FE 'D~(m) with a[F], the vector space 'D~(m) forms a commutative 
algebra over <D with respect to convolution. 'D~(m) has an identity and no zero-divisors. 

Pro~ . 
By Lemma 3.48, the algebra {a[F] I F E 'D~(m)} has no zero-divisors. To show 
that the convolution product on { a[F] I F E 'D~(m)} is commutative, we use the 
commutativity of V_(m) and the techniques from the proof of Lemma 3.48, namely 
that for each '1/J, 1> E 'D_(m) and for each FE 'D~(m) 

'tjJ * a[F]if> 
348 

1> * a[F]'I/J = a[F]'I/J * if>. 

Now, let Fr, F2 E 'D~(m). Then for '1/J, 1> E 'D_(m) \ {0} 

'1/J * (a[F1]a[F2]1> - a[F2]a[F1]1>) = (a[F1]'1/J) * (a[F2]1>) - (a[F2]a[F1]'1/J) * 1> 
= (a[F2]a[F1]'1/J) * 1> - (a[F2]a[F1]'1/J) * 1> = 0. 

We conclude that a[Ft]a[F2] = a[F2]a[F1] . 

•• 
The vector space M+(R) consists of all Radon measures with half-infinite support 
bounded on the left , i.e. all f..L E M(R) for which supp(f..L) Ç [-T, oo) for some 
T E m. -Naturally, the space Mc(m) is a subspace of M+(m). The space M+(m} 
can be defined as the dual of the strict LF-space C_(m). The space M+(m) can be 
seen as a subspace of 'D~(m) in the following way. 
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Lemma 3.50 For every f.L E M+(JR) the mapping 

rj) E 7J_(IR) 1--t L rj)(r) p,(d7) < rj},J.L >, (3.26) 

defines a continuous linear functional on 1J_(JR). 

Define for each J.L E M+(JR), the convolution mapping <T[J.L] by 

(rP E V_(JR), tE IR). 

It is checked straightforwardly, that for f.LIJ p,2 E M+(JR) 

where * is the classical convolution product in M+(JR), i.e. 

(x E Cc(IR)). 

Theorem 3.51 The space (M+(JR), +, *) is a subalgebra of (1J~(IR), +, * ), relat
ing each f.L E M+(JR) to the distribution rj) E 7J_(JR) ~-t< rj},f.L >. In particular, 
(M+(IR), +, *) is a commutative convolution algebra over (ij. It has an identity and 
no zero-divisors. 

An important subclass of M+(IR) is are the meàsures corresponding to 7J+(JR)
functions. The operators <T[rj)], where rj) E 7J+(JR), act by convolution. 

Theorem 3.52 Let rj) E 7J+(JR). Then 

(<T[rP]'I/l)(t) = (~*1/l)(t) = L 1/l(t + -r)rj)(r)dr, 

for all'l/1 E V_(IR) and t E JR. 

Proof. 
The proof follows from straightforward calculation . 

•• 
3.2.3 Closed translation-invariant subspaces of V_(JR) 

We conclude this section with a brief discussion of closed (a1)tEJR -invariant subspaces 
of 7J_(JR). In fact, there are no non-trivial ones. 

Theorem 3.53 Let M be a closed (<Tt)tElR -invariant subspace of1J_(IR). Then M 
V_(IR) or M {0}. 
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Proof. 
Let M be a closed (CTt)teiR -invariant subspace of 1J_(JR) and suppose M :f:. 'D_(JR). 
Then, the Hahn-Banach Theorem ensures that 

M := n ker(CT[Fj), 
FEM0 

where M 0 is the polar of M. Since M 0 :f:. {0}, Lemma 3.48 yields that M = {0} . 

•• 
Theorem 3.12 is equivalent to the following result on weak-star closed ideals in 'D~(JR). 

Theorem 3.54 Let I be a weak-star closed ideal in 'D~(IR). Then I = 'D~(JR) or 
I= {0}. 

Proof. 
Let I be a weak-star closed ideal in D~(IR). Define M Ç '])_(IR) by 

M := {</>E'D-(IR)i'v'FerF(</>)=0}. 

Then Mis a closed, (CTt)teJR-invariant subspace of '])_(IR), hence by Theorem 3.12 
M = {0} or M= 'J)_(JR}. Since M 0 =I, the assertion follows . 

•• 
Convolution products are well-described in literature ([Schw2]}. For sake of complete
ness, we give for all treated spaces a scheme of possible convolution products. 

* ·'D(IR) 'D+(IR) '])_(IR) &(IR) e,(IR) 'D, (IR) 'D'_(IR) 'D'(IR) 
'D(IR) 'D(IR) 'D+(IR) 'D_(JR) e(JR) 'D(IR) 'D+(IR) '])_(IR) &(JR) 
'D+(IR) 'D+(IR) 'D+(IR) - 'D+(IR) 'D+(IR) -
'])_(IR) 'J)_(JR) - '])_(IR) - '])_(IR) - 'D_(IR) -
&(IR) e(IR) e(IR) 
&'(IR) 'D(JR) 'D+(IR) '])_(IR) e(IR) e~(IR) 'D'+(IR) 'D'_(IR) 1JI(IR) 
'D'+(IR) 'D+(IR) 'D+(IR) - 'D~(IR) 'D~(IR) -
'D'_(IR} 'D_(IR) - '])_(IR) - 'D'_(IR) - 'D'_(IR) -
'D'(IR) &(IR) 'D'(IR) 

Figure 3.1 Convolution products for distributions 
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* 
Mc(IR) 
M+(IR) 
M_(JR) 
M(IR) 

Mc(IR) M+(IR) M_(IR) M(IR) 
M+(IR) M+(IR) -
M_(IR) - M_(JR) -
M(IR) 

Figure 3.2 Convolution products for measures 

3.3 THE SPACE E(JR+) AND THE 
CONVOLUTION PRODUCT ON E'(JR+) 

In this section we consider the vector space f(JR+). The space f(JR+) will be used in 
the factorization theory presented in Chapter 5. 

Definition 3.55 The vector space f(JR+) consists of all functions f on JR+ which 
are arbitrary many times differentiable on (0, oo), such that for each k E JN0 limit 
limt1o J(kl(t) exists. We write J(kl(O) = limt1o J(kl(t). 

We can approach the vector space t:(JR+) in various ways. Reeall the following result 
due to Borel (see Donoghue [Don], §10). 

Theorem 3.56 (Borel) Let (an)nEWo be a sequence in <C. Then there exists f E t:(IR) 
such that f("'l(O) = ak for each k E JN0 • 

We conclude that for each f E t:(JR+) there is a function fext E t:(JR) such that 
fextl[o,oc)= f. In fact, f can betaken within D+,1(JR). 
Let D(JR-) be the closed subspace of D+(IR) consisting of all f E D+(IR) with 
supp(f) Ç (-oo,O]. Let 4> be the quotient mapping from D+(JR) into D+(IR)/D(JR-) 
(cf. Definition 1.21). By the Borel Theorem, the mapping 1r : D+(IR)/D(JR-) --+ 

t:(JR+), defined by 

1f( cf>(f)) f l!o,oo) (3.27) 

is a isomorphism. So, t:(JR+) and the quotient space D+(IR)/D(JR-) are isomorphic. 
We equip t:(JR+) with the F-topology of uniform convergence in every derivative on 
compact subsets of JR+, the compact open topology. This topology is generated (for 
example) by the ordered family of seminorrus {qn In E JN0 }, defined as 

n 

Qn(f) := L: max I f(ll(t) I 
l=O tE[O,I] 

(f E t:(JR+), n E lNo ), 

The following result shows that the F-topology of t:(JR+) equals the quotient topology 
of the quotient space D+(IR)/D(JR-). 
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Theorem 3.57 The spaces &(JR+) and 'D+(IR)/'D(JR-) are homeomorphic. 

Proof. 
The proof consists of two parts. 
First, we consider the topology of the quotient space 'D+(IR)/'D(JR-). Reeall from 
Proposition 1.42, that T>+(IR)/'D(JR-) is aLF-space (not necessarily strict), satisfyint; 
by Proposition 1.43 

'D+(JR)f'D(JR-) - ind 'D+,n(IR)/(T>+,n(IR) n 'D(/R-)). 
n 

In partienlar, we have 

id 
'D+,t(IR)/('D+,t(IR) n 'D(JR-)) <-+ T>+(IR)/'D(JR-), 

where the embedding id : 'D+,1(JR)/('D+,1(/R) n 'D(JR-)) -+ 'D+(IR)/'D(JR-) is give11 
as in the proof of Proposition 1.43: 

(3.28) 

Or briefly, let rP1 be the quotient mapping of 'D+,1(/R) onto 'D+,1(1R)/('D+,t(IR) n 
'D(JR-)), then 

id(rbr(/)) = rb(/) 

The embedding id is bijective, as a consequence of the Borel Theorem 3.56, and there
fore a homeomorphism, as a consequence of the Open Mapping Theorem 1..46. So, 
since 'D+,l(IR)/('D+.l(JR) n 'D(JR-)) is an f-spáce, so is 'D+(IR)/'D(JR-). 
Next, we show that the F-spaces &(JR+) and 'D+,1(1R)/('D+,t(IR) n 'D(JR-)) are home
omorphic, which proves the theorem. Indeed, since both 1r and id are bijections, the 
mapping 1r oid is a bijeetion from 'D+,1(1R)/('D+,1(/R) n 'D(JR-)) into &(JR+). In fact, 
1r o id is a homeomorphism. Reeall from Definition 1.21 and §3.0 that the topology of 
'D+,t(IR)/('D+,t(IR) n 'D(JR-)) is generated by the seminorms 

n 

rj)(f) ~--> inf ~ max I (f + g)<1l(t) I 
gE"D+,t(lR)n"D(JR-) ~ tE[-l,n) · • 

So, for each n E IN 
n 

Qn ( ( 11" 0 id)rPt (/)} L max I f<11(t) I 
I=O tE[O,IJ 

n 

:5 inf ~ max I (f + g)<11 (t) I 
gE"D+,t(lR)n"D(JR-) ~ tE[-l,n) · • 

So, 1r o id is continuons and therefore a homeomorphism . 

•• 
In the sequel, we characterize the dual of &(JR+) in termsof the dual of the quotient 
space 'D+(IR)/'D(JR-). Topological duals of quotient spaces are well described in lit
erature. In particular, let M be a closed subspace of the topological vector space V, 
and let 4>: V-+ V/M he its quotient mapping (see Definition 1.21). Then, the adjoint 
rj)* of rP is an isomorphism from (VfM)' onto the polar M" ((Kötl], §22.1). Replacing 
V by 'D+(JR) and replacing M by 'D(JR-), we obtain the following result. 
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Theorem 3.58 The dual space ê(JR+y is isomorphic to ê'(JR+) = V(JR-)0
, i.e. the 

V'(IR)-distributions with compact support within [0, oo). 

Remark 3.58.1 We did not specify the relation between ê(JR+)' and ê'(JR+) in The
orem 3.58, since this relation seems rather technica!. The correct assertion should be 
the following; each GE ê(JR+)' corresponds to cf>*(G o 1r) E ê'(JR+). Conversely, each 
FE ê'(JR+) corresponds uniquely to (c/>*)-1(F) o 1r-1 E ê(JR+)'. 

We obtain from the Soethoudt result (Proposition 3.23) a more concrete characteriza-
tion of ê(JR+)'. . 

Theorem 3.59 A linear functional F on ê(JR+) is continuous ij and only ij 

F(J) := { (P(dd )/)(T) ll(dT) 
JJR+ t 

(! E ê(JR+)). (3.29) 

forsome ll E Mc(JR+) and some polynomial P. 

Similar to the previous sections we introduce a convolution product on ê(JR+)' consicl
ering the collection of all continuous, linear translation-invariant operators on ê(JR+). 
However, we have to be careful, because there is a semigroup of translations on ê(JR+) 
only. 
From the theory on quotient spaces, we obtain the following result. 

Lemma 3.60 For each continuous, linear mapping L on V+(IR), additionally satisfy
ing L(V(JR-)) Ç V(JR-), the quotient mapping L of L on V+(IR)/V(JR-), defined 
by 

L(ct>(f)) := ct>(Lf) 

is linear and continuous for the quotient topology, where ct> denotes the quotient map
ping from V+(IR) onto V+(IR)/V(JR-). 

Since aiV(JR-)) Ç V(JR-) if and only if t 2:: 0, there is a semigroup of translations 
on V+(IR)/V(JR-) only. 

Lemma 3.61 Let Ö'1 denote the quotient mapping of o-1 on V+(IR)/V(JR-) for each 
t 2:: 0. Sa, Ö'tcf>(f) cf>(ad) for each f E V+(JR). Then, (à't)t>o is a c0 -semigroup on 
V+(IR)/V(JR-) with everywhere defined infinitesimal generato-r. 

Pro of. 
The family (à'1 ) 1~0 consists of continuous, linear operators on V+(IR)/V(JR-) by 
Lemma 3.60. Since for each s, t 2:: 0 and each f E V+(JR) 

(at)t~o is a semigroup of linear operators. Finally, since ct> is continuous, we have for 
each f E 1J+(jR) 

cf>(lim utf) = ct>(!), 
t!O 
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which proves that (irt)t>o is a co-semigroup on V+(JR)fV(JR-). 
Let 6u be the infinitesimal generator of (irtk:~o· By the continuity of</>, we have for all 
f E 1>+(/R) 

ast 1 0. So, Óu is everywhere defined, with Óu o <P =<Po ft . 
•• 
Define for each t;?:: 0 the translation operator cri on f(JR+) by 

Then, we have for each t ;?:: 0 and each f E f(JR+) 

(cri f)(s) = f(t + s) (s;?:: 0). 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

Lemma 3.62 The family ( crt)t>o forms a c/rsemigroup of continuous linear operators 
on t:(JR+). The infinitesimal ge~erator of (Jt)t>o is the differentiation operator ft on 
f(JR+). ' -

The eo-semigroup (crt)t>o is locally equicontinuous (apply Theorem 2.21) and called 
the translation semigroÜp on f(JR+). 
Again, continuons linear (cri)t>o-invariant operators on f(JR+) can he fully character-
ized. -

Theorem 3.63 The continuous linear mapping L on t:(JR+) is (crt)t>0 -invariant ij 
and only ij F E f(JR+)' exist such that (Lf)(t) = F(cri f) jor every j-E f(JR+) and 
t E JR. In this case, L is called a convolution operator on f(JR+) and we denote 
L = cr+[F]. 

As the dual of f(JR+) is related toa subalgebra of V'_(!R), f'(JR+), by Theorem 3.58, 
so are convolution operators on f(JR+) related to convolution operators on 1>+(/R). 
Therefore, let FE f'(JR+). Then, the convolution operator cr[F] on 1>+(/R) satisfies 

cr[F](V(JR-)) i ç; V(JR-). 

So, let ir[F] he the quotient mapping of cr[F] ~n V+(JR)fV(JR-), i.e. ir[F]o</J = <!Jocr[F]. 
Let G he the f(JR+)'-functional related to ÎF by Theorem 3.58, i.e. <P*(G o 1r) = F. · 
Then for each f E V+(JR) and t;?:: 0 · 

(cr+[G}o?r(</J(/)))(t) = G(crto1r(<P(f)) = ((<P*t1(F))(a-,<J>(f)) 

= (<<~>*t 1 (F))(<P(crtf)) = F(crd) = (cr[F]f)(t) 

= (1To</Jocr[Fjf)(t) (1roi1[F]<P(f))(t). 

We obtain the following result. 
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Proposition 3.64 For each FE E'(JR+) we have 1T o iY[F] = O'+[G] o 1r, where Gis 
the t:(JR+)'-functional related toF by Theorem 3.58. 

Theorem 3.59 yields the following characterization of convolution operators on t:(JR+). 

Corollary 3.65 Each continuous, linear, (O'i\?.0 -invariant mapping L on t:(JR+) is 
of the farm 

(Lf)(t) = L (P(:t)J)(r + t) ~J(dr) 

forsome J..l E Mc(JR+), P E JP. 

Theorem 3.63 gives rise toa convolution product on t:(JR+)'. 

Definition 3.66 Let F1,F2 E E(JR+)'. Then the convolution product F1 * F2 of F1 

and F2 is defined by the equation O'+[F1]0'+[F2] = O'+[F1 * F2]. 

Proposition 3.64 enables us to use the properties of the subalgebra E'(JR+) of t:'(JR) 
to investigate the convolution product on f'(JR+). We obtain the following result. 

Theorem 3.67 The collection { O'+[F] I F E E(JR+)'} farms a commutative algebra 
over 0:: with respect to composition and addition. It has an identity (the identity oper
ator) and no zero-divisors. 
Equivalently, identifying each FE E(JR+/ with O'+[F], the vector space t:(JR+/ farms 
a commutative algebra over 0:: with respect to convolution. t:(JR+)' has an identity and 
no zero-divisors. 

We proceed this section introducing the subalgebra of E'(JR+) consisting of Radon 
measures. 
In §2.1.3, we introduced the vector space Mc(JR+) consisting of Radon measures J..l on 
JR+ with compact support in JR+. The space Mc(JR+) is a subspace of t:(JR+)' in the 
following way. 

Lemma 3.68 For every 11 E Mc(JR+) the mapping 

/Ef(JR+) ~-+ { f(r)~J(dr) -. <f,~J>, 
lJR+ 

defines a continuous linear functional on t:(JR+). 

(3.32) 

Furthermore, we defined in §2.1.5 the convolution mappings [11], 11 E Mc(JR+), by 

{ 0': f J..l(dr) = < O'i J, IJ> 
lJR+ 

(f E E(JR+), t 2: 0). 

It is shown that for /11> 112 E Me( IR+) 

0'+[111]0'+[112] = 0'+[111 * /12], 

where * is the convolution product on /vtc(JR+) (see section 2.1.3). 
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Theorem 3.69 The space (Mc(JR+), +,i*) is a subalgebra of (ê'(JR+), +, *), relating 
each f.L E Mc(JR+) with the distribution f E ê(JR+) ~< f,f.L >. In particularr, 
(Mc(JR+), +, *) is a commutative convolution algebra over <D. It has an identity and 
no zero-divisors. 

We end this section with a brief discussion of closed {ui}t>o-invariant subspaces of 
ê(JR+). Since there is no essential difference with the closëd (ut)te.IR -invariant sub
spaces of ê(JR), we mention the main result only. 

Theorem 3.70 Let M be a closed, (ai)t>0-invariant subspace of ê(JR+), then M0 is 
a weak-star closed ideal in ê(JR+)'. Conversely, let I be a weak-star closed ideal in 
ê(JR+)', then {f E ê(JR+) I V Fel F(f) = 0} is a closed, (ai} 1>0-invariant subspace of 
ê(JR+). -

In §3.1.2 we deduced that a closed (a1)te.IR -invariant subspace Mof ê(.JR) are spanned 
by the exponential-polynomials contained in M. In Chapter 5, we present conditioJlS 
on a (ai} 1~0-invariant subspace Mof C(JR+) such that asimilar result can be obtained. 



4 
TRANSLATION INVARIANT 

SUBSPACES OF DISTRIBUTIONS 

In this chapter, we introduce classes of subspaces of D~(IR) and E'(JR) which will be 
used in the factorization theory for input-j-output systems to be developed in Chapter 
5. 

Let us think of a time-invariant, linear system ~ as a device, accepting certain signals 
(inputs) and producing other signals (outputs) according to some specific rules. In 
this chapter, we study two types of descriptions of time-invariant, linear systems. The 
first way to describe a system is by means of a mapping from the space of all possible 
input signals into to space of all possible output signals, the so-called input-j-output 
mapping. The second, more genera!, approach describes a linear system as a subspace 
of the product space of the input space and output space, hereby disregarding the 
possible input or output character of certain signals. This approach towards systems 
is called the behaviaral approach ( cf. Willems [Wil]). In this chapter, we propose a 
class of possible signal spaces for each of these approaches. 

The search for the first type of spaces, which can serve as signal space in the working 
mode description of time-invariant single-input-single-output systems (SISO-systems), 
is inspired by works of Kamen ([Kaml] and [Kam2]) and Yamamoto ([Yl] and [Y2]). 
Kamen used D~(IR) as signa! space, yielding an almost algebraic theory using the 
convolutional aspects of D~(JR), which we described in §3.0. Yamamoto considered 
Lfoc,+(IR) as signa! space, involving topological considerations as well. We construct 
a class C of subspaces of D~(IR), containing Yamamoto's choice Lfoc,+(IR), and also 
strict LF-spaces, such as D+(JR), C+(IR) and Lfoc,+(JR). 
The basic idea for the construction uf this class arises from the time-invarianee of the 
systems under consideration. To formalize this time-invarianee of the systems, we use 
the concept of translation or time-shift. Since we are interested in subspaces of D~ (IR), 
it suffices to introduce translations on D~(JR). This is dorre by duality; 

(c/J E D_(IR), FE D~(JR)), 

where D~(IR) is the topological dual of D_(IR) and where 0"_ 1 is the translation over 
-t in D_(/R). lt is readily checked that (O"t)tEJR forms a one-parameter group of 
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(continuous) linear operators on V~(JR). 
"Distributional" translations formalize the time-invarianee of a system in the case tha.t 
inputs cannot be considered as functions, Now, a system is called time-invariant (or 
constant) if the following holds: Let U, Y e C be the input space and output spaee 
of a system E. Let u e U an input to E causing the output y e Y. Then for every 
tE JR, atu is an acceptable input, i.e. atu e U, causing the output l1tY E Y. 
So, to be able to introduce translation-, or time-invarianee of a system, translatio11s 
need to be defined on the whole of U and Y. Put differently, 

signal spaces have to be translation-invariant subspaces of V~(JR). ( 4.1) 

We impose an additional condition on the class C, namely, we require the translation 
group (at)tE.IR. to be strongly continuous on each of the signal spaces from C. This 
strong-continuity condition is an additional condition on the topologies of these signa! 
spaces. As a consequence, the theory of Chapter 2 can be applied. Particularly, there 
is a densely defined differentiation operator on each element of C. 
Finally, we require that the elementsof C, contain V+(JR) densely and continuously. 
We show (Theorem 4.3) that the c00-domain of the infinitesimal generator of the 
translation group on each V e Cis V+(JR}, also topologically. Then, as a consequence 
of Theorem 2.16, V+(JR) is a core for every input-/~output mapping from V into V, 
for arbitrary V e C. So, the "smooth" part of the input~/~output systems with signals 
in V, . V e C, determines the system entirely. Herewith we classify systems, each 
with different assumptions on the signals1 This diminishes the role of the. topologies 
involved. We show in Chapter 5 that the factorization theories as developed by Kamen 
and Yamamoto apply to the entire constructed class of signal spaces C. So, to some 
extent, the factorization theory will be independent of the choice of the signal space 
taken from C. Since each of these spaces carries a topoiogy, one might say that this 
new factorization theory is robust towards topology. 

The second approach towards systems, the behavioural approach, considers systems in 
termsof (closed) translation-invariant subspaces of distributions. We follow a simHar 
set-up as for the input-j-output systems. In this case, we consider translation-invariant 
subspaces of V'(JR) (!), on which the translation group is strongly continuous, and 
which contain E(JR) densely and continuously. Now, the c00·domain of the infinitesimál 
generator of the translation group is E(JR) for each of these spaces. So by Theorem 
2.10, we conclude that in the behavioural approach, a system is determined entirely 
by its "smooth" part also. 

Theset-upof this chapter is as follows; Insection 4.0, we introduce a class of (at)teJR'
invariant strict LF-spaces in V~(JR), s~called transiatabie strict LF-spaces of V+(JR)
type. Each subspace, in this class, can take the role as signal space in the next chapter. 
Results on dosed, (ut)te.IR. -invariant subspaces and closed, linear, (ut)tEIR -invaria~ 
operators on these spaces are derived. In subsection 4.0.4, we prove some results oh 
continuous, linear (at)te.IR. -invariant operators for the transiatabie strict LF-spaces of 
V+(JR)-type, C+(JR) and Lfoc,+{JR). Insection 4.1, we introduce a class of (at)tEJR.
invariant F-spaces in V'(JR), so-called transiatabie F-spaces of E(JR)-type. Results on 
closed, (at)teJR. -invariant subspaces and closed, linear, (at)te.IR. -invariant operators on 
these spaces are derived, extending results due to Kahane [Kah] and Schwartz [Schw:h] 
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(for closed, (a1) 1Em -invariant subspaces on E(IR)) and Soethoudt [Soe] (for closed, 
linear, (a1) 1Em -invariant operators on E(IR)). Insection 4.2, we introduce a class of 
(a1) 1Em -invariant strict LF-spaces in E'(IR), so-called translatable strict LF-spaces of 
V(IR)-type. Results on closed, ( a1) 1Em -invariant subspaces and closed, linear, ( a1) 1Em
invariant operators on these spaces are summarized. 

4.0 TRANSLATION INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
OF V~(JR) 

In this section, we study a class of subspaces of the distri bution space V~(IR). Defining 
the translation group (1J1) 1Em on V~(IR) by duality, i.e. 

(FE V~(IR), r/J E V_(IR), tE IR), 

we require these subspaces V to be translation-invariant, or briefly (1J1) 1Em-invariant. 
So, if V is a translation-invariant subspace of V~ (IR), then we may speak without am
biguity of the translation group on V. In fact, we consider only topological subspaces 
of V~(IR), on which the translation group is strongly continuous. 

4.0.1 Transiatabie strict LF-spaces of 'D+(JR)-type 

The first simple example of an (1J1) 1Em -invariant subspace of V~(IR), on which the 
translation group is strongly continuous, is the space V+(IR) from §3.0. For reasons 
that will become clear in §4.0.2, we search for complete, (1J1) 1Em -invariant subspaces of 
V~(IR) which contain V+(IR) densely. In fact, they are completions of V+(IR). Such 
a topological vector space is the strict LF-space C+(IR). 

Example 4.1 (The space C+(IR)) 
Reeall from Lemma 2.64 that the vector space C(IR, <C), consisting of all continuous 
functions from IR into <C and equipped with compact open topology, is an F -space. 
In the sequel, we abbreviate C(IR, <C) to C(IR). Let C+(IR) be the subspace of C(IR) 
defined by 

C+(IR) = U C+,n(IR), where C+,n(IR) := {f E C(IR) I supp(f) Ç [-n, oo)}. 
n 

So, f E C(IR) belongs to C+(IR) if f has support bounded on the left. Each C+,n(IR) 
being a closed subspace of C(IR), the family ( C+,n(IR) )nEJN is a strict inductive system. 
Correspondingly, C+(IR) is equipped with the related strict LF-topology 

(4.2) 

Notice the resemblance between the introduetion of C+(IR) and the introduetion of 
V+(IR) in §3.0. It will be shown (see example 4.8) that C+(IR) is the completion of 
V+(IR) with respect toa suitable strict pre-LF-topology, namely the induced C+(IR)
topology on V+(IR). In fact, each C+,n(IR) is a completion of V+,n(IR) for the C(IR)
topology. The space C+(IR) is a subspace of V~(IR) in canonical way; for each f E 
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C+(JR), the mapping 

<jJ E V_(JR) ~-->1 l f(r)if>(r)dt- (4.3) 

defines a V~(JR)-element. We have the following (dense) inclusions 

(4.4) 

where V~(JR) is equipped with weak-star topology induced by V_(JR). So, the topo
logical dual of C+(JR) is a subspace of V'_(lR). 
The strict LF-space C+(JR) is a (o-t)tER -invariant subspace ofV~(JR). The translation 
operators (o-1)1eR on C+(JR), defined in the standard way by 

(o-tf)(s) = f(t + s) (t, sE JR, f E C+(JR)), 

form a c0-group of continuous linear operators. Naturally, the translation group 
(o-1)tER on V extends the translation gr~up on V+(JR). It can also be seen as the 
restrietion of the translation group on V~(JR). 

A transiatabie space V of V+(JR)-type is a translation-invariant, topological vector 
subspace of V~(JR), such that the natural embedding from V into V'+(JR), equipped 
with weak-star topology o-(V~(JR), V_(JR)) is continuous and for which the restricted 
translation group is strongly continuous. We focus especially on the case where the 
topological. structure of V is a strict LF -space. 

Definition 4.2 Let V be a strict LF-space, satisfying the following properties; 

ii. The inclusions from i. are dense and continuous, where V~(JR) is equipped with 
weak-star topology o-(V~(JR), V_(JR)). 

iii. o-t(V) Ç V for all t E JR. 

iv. The (restricted) translation group on V is a eo-group. 

Then V is called a translatable strict LF-space ofV+(JR)-type. 

Remark 4.2.1 In the nomendature of a transiatabie strict LF-space of V+(JR)-typej 
"strict LF-space" refers to the topological structure of the vector spaces under con
sideration, the adjective "translatable" refers to the existence of the translation group 
on these spaces and the addition "of V+(JR)-type" refers to the C00·domain of the 
infinitesimal generator of the translation group on these spaces (cf.Theorem 4.3). The 
strict LF-space V+(JR) is the smallest space with these properties. 

Remark 4.2.2 Notice that, by definition, a transiatabie space ofV+(JR)-type consists 
of distributions rather than functions. Nevertheless, we regard transiatabie function 
spaces, such as V+(JR) and C+(JR), both as distribution spaces and as function spaces. 
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Remark 4.2.3 In [deR2], the author presented a more general approach to transiat
abie spaces. The essential difference between the transiatabie spaces as presented in 
[vEijl] and [deR2], and the transiatablo spaces from Definition 4.2 is the absence of 
the inclusion properties 4.2.i and 4.2.ii in the corresponding definitions. Instead, it is 
assumed that there exists a continuous linear injection from every transiatabie space 
into V~ (IR), equipped with weak-star topology. 

Since the translation group is strongly continuous on each transiatabie strict LF-space 
V ofV+(R)-type, we may apply the theory on c0-groups from Chapter 2 to V. Being 
interested in closed subspaces and closed linear operators on these spaces, we focus on 
the C00-domain of (at)tEIR on V. As a consequence of the Dixmier-Malliavin result, 
Theorem 2.11, the C00-domain is equal to V+(R) for any V. 

Theorem 4.3 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space of V+(R)-type. Let Óu be the 
infinitesimal generator of the translation group ( O't)tEJR on V. Then 

{Dom00 (ó".), 7ind) 

where 7ind is the strict inductive limit topology from Definition 2.69. 

Proof. 
The proof consist of two parts. 
First, we prove that Dom00 (óu) and V+(R) are equal as sets: 
Since V+(R) <-+ V, and since the infinitesimal generator of the translation group 
(at)teiR on V+(R) is everywhere defined, we have V+(R) c Dom00 (ó"). 

To prove the inclusion Dom""(ó".) C V+(R), we apply the Dixmier-Malliavin Theorem 
2.11. Reeall that 

Dom""( ba) = span{ a[cP]F I cP E V(R), FE V}. (4.5) 

So, by showing that a[cP]F E V+(R), for every cP E V(R) and for every F E V, 
we obtain by (4.5) that Dom00 (ó".) C V+(R). To this extent, let F E V be fixed. 
Since V+(R) is densein V, there is a sequence (cPn)neiN in V+(R) convergingtoF in 
V-sense, hence in V~(R)-sense. Now, let cP E V(R). Then, by Theorem 3.11 

a[cP]F lim a[cP]cPn 
3Jl lim ~ * cPn = ~ * F, 

n-oo n-+('X') 

V 

because limn- cPn =Fin V~(R)-sense. Since r/>*F E V+(R) (see figure 3.1), we have 
that Dom00 (ó".) C V+(IR) by (4.5), and herewith Dom""(ó".) = V+(R). 
Next, we show that the topology 7ind for Dom""(óu) (see Definition 2.69) equals the 
strict LF-topology of V+(R). By the Open Mapping Theorem 1.46 for strict LF
spaces, it is sufficient to prove that the strict LF-topology for V+(R) is stronger than 
the strict LF-topology 7ind· To this extent, let (cPn)nEIN be a sequence converging to 
cP in V+(R). Since the differentiation operator ft on V+(R) is continuous, for each 

k E JN0 the sequence (r/>~k))neiN converges to cP(k) in V+(R), so in V-sense. Hence, 
(cPn)nEIN converges to cP in T;;raph (see Definition 2.69). Applying Proposition 2.71, we 
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find that ( cPn)nEIN converges to c/J in Tind· Since both V+(JR) and (Dom00
( Óu ), Tind) are 

strict LF-topologies, this yields that the inclusion of V+(JR) into (Dom00 (óu), Tind) is 
continuous. Or equivalently, the strict LF-topology for V+(JR) is stronger than the 
strict LF-topology Tind· 

•• 
There are no transiatabie spaces of V+(JR)-type with a topological structure, which 
is simpler than the one of strict LF-spaces, such as Hilbert spaces, Banach spaces or 
even Fréchet spaces. 

Proposition 4.4 There exists no translatable F-space ofV+(JR)-type. 

Proof. 
Let V be a transiatabie F-space. Then (Dom00 (Óu ), Tgraph) is an F-space by Proposition 
2.68. So, by an application of the Open Mapping Theorem, (Dom00 (óu), Tind) is aa 
F-space. Hence (Dom00 (óu), Tind) =j:. V+(JR). Contradiction! 

•• 
We present some examples of transiatabie strict LF-space of V+(JR)-type. 

Example 4.5 (The spaces Lfoc,+(JR)) 
For each p;::: 1, the space Lfoc,+(JR) consistsof alllocally p-Lebesgue integrable func
tions with support bounded on the left. Define for each n E IN, Lfoc + n (IR) := {x E 
Lfoc,+(JR) I supp(x) Ç [-n, oo)}. Then ' ' 

Lfoc,+(JR) = U Lfoc,+,n(JR), · 
n 

Each Lfoc,+,n(JR) being a closed subspace of the F-space LfocCJR) (see Appendix A), 
thefamily (Lfoc,+,n(JR))nEIN is a strict inductive system of F-spaces. Correspondingly, 
Lfoc,+(JR) is equipped with the related strict LF-topology 

(4.6) 

The strict LF-space Lfoc,+(JR) is a translation-invariant subspace of V~(JR), in fact 
the translation group on Lfoc,+(JR) is strongly continuous. So, the space Lfoc,+(JR) i~J 
a strict LF-space of V+(JR)-type. · 
The strict LF-space L~c,+(JR) is not translatable, since the translation group (at)tElR 
on L~c,+(JR) is not strongly continuous. : For example, for the Heaviside function 
Ho E L~c,+(JR), defined by Ho(t) = 0 fort :5 0 and H0 (t) = 1 fort> 0, we have 

-as t tends to zero. 

4.0.2 Transiatabie strict LF-spaces of 'D+(JR)-type as 
'D+(JR)-compietions-

Since V+(JR) is a dense subspace of each transiatabie space V of V+(JR)-type by 
definition, we can regard V as a completion of V+(JR) equipped with a topology 
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weaker than the V+(JR)-topology. In this subsection, we investigate the locally convex 
topologies on V+(JR) leading to a transiatabie space of V+(JR)-type by completion. 
These topologies show to be strict pre-LF-topologies, satisfying certain conditions on 
the countable set of seminorms related to the strict pre-LF -topology as in Proposition 
1.36. 

In Chapter 3, we introduced for each n E IN the subspaces V+,n(IR) of V+(JR) as 

V+,n(IR) := {! E V+(JR) I f(t) = 0 for all t ::; -n }. (4.7) 

With induced E(JR)-topology, the family (V+,n(IR))nElN is a strict inductive system of 
F -spaces, satisfying 

ind V+ n(IR). 
n ' 

(4.8) 

Defining the subspaces V~,n(JR) of V~(JR) for each n E IN by 

V~,n(JR) .- {! E V~(JR) I supp(f) Ç [-n, oo)}, ( 4.9) 

we observe that 

Now, let (Fn)nEIN he a strict inductive system of F-spaces satisfying for each n E IN 

( 4.10) 

where the inclusions are continuous, and where the inclusions are dense. Then ind Fn 
n 

satisfies 

(4.11) 

where all inclusions are continuons and dense. 
The question arises what are necessary (extra) conditions on the strict inductive system 
( Fn )nEIN, satisfying ( 4.10), to ensure that ind Fn is a transiatabie space of V+ (IR)- type. 

n 
Since every F-space Fn is the completion of V+,n(IR) equipped with a pre-F-topology, 
we can, to answer the question, search for conditions on pre-F-topologies on the spaces 
V+,n(IR) as well. 
Let 7;, he pre-Fréchet topoiogies for V+,n(IR) n E IN, making (V+,n(IR))nEIN a strict 
inductive system. If we choose the topologies 7;, such that 

V+,n(IR) '-' (V+,n(IR), T;.) '-' V~( IR), 

then the completion of ind(V+,n(IR), 7;,) in V~(JR) satisfies (4.11) by Theorem 1.40, 
n 

and for each n E IN, the (Fréchet-) completion of (V+,n(IR), T;.) satisfies ( 4.10). More-
over, if we choose the topologies such that ( O"t)tEJR. is a locally equicontinuous eo-group 
on ind (V+,n(IR), 7;,), then (O"t)tEJR extends continuously toa c0-group on the compie-

" tion (Theorem 2.4). Naturally, this extended group is the restrietion of the V~(JR)-
translation group to the completion of ind (V+,n(IR), 7;,). 

n 
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Recalling from Proposition 1.36 that the .topology of a strict înductive system of pre
F -spaces is described in terms of one countable separating set of seminorros II, we end 
up with conditions on IT. So, in case of a transiatabie strict LF-space of 'D+(R)-type, 
the topoiogy reiated to II, bas to be weaker than the 'D+(R)-topoiogy, it bas to be 
stronger than the restricted u('D~(R), V_(R)}topology and the translation group has 
to be locally equicontinuous with respect to this topoiogy. 

Theorem 4.6 Let II = (p,.)A:eJN be a separating family of ordered seminorms, i.e. 
p,. 5 Pk+l for each k E J/IT, on 'D+(m) · satisfying the following conditions on each 
'D+,n(R) 

II. 'v'<pe:Z'-(/R)3c>o3kellV'v'.pez>+,n(1R) [ I1JJR w(r)<P(r)dr I 5 C·p,.(w) ], 

lil. 'v'compactlç;JR'v'keJN3c>o3tellV'v'.pez>+.~(JR) I SUPPA:(UtW) 5 C·pi(W) ]. 
ter 

Let, for each n E IN, T,. be the pre-F-topolo911 on V+,n(R) generated by the seminorms 
(Pk lv+,,.(JR))keJN and let Fn be the completion of'D+,n(R) forT,. in 'D~(JR). Then 

i. (('D+,n(R), T..))neJN is a strict induytive system of pre-F-spaces. 

ii. CFn)nelN is a strict inductive system of Fréchet spaces, 

iii. ind Fn is a translatable strict LF-space of'D+(R)-type. 
n 

Proof. 
The proof uses results from Chapter 1 and 2. 
i. Let T,. be the pre-F-topology on 'D+,n(R) generated by the restricted seminorros 
{ Pk lv+ ... (JR) Ik E .IN}. Then condition I and II yieid 

'D+,n(R) "--+ ('D+,n(R), T,.) "--~- 'D~(R). 

Notice that T..+tlv+ ... (JR)= T,. by construction. lt remains to prove that 'D+,n(IR) 
is a closed subspace of ('D+,n+t(R), 7,.+1:) for each n E JN. Since 7;. is finer than 
the restricted u('D~(R), 'D_(R))-topoiogy, it is suflident to show that 'D+.n+t(R) \ 
'D+,n(R) is an u('D~(R), 'D_(R))-open ~ubset of 'D+,nH(R). To this extent, l~t 
wo E 'D+,n+l(m) \ 'D+,n(R). Choose t.p E 'D_(m) such that supp(t.p) Ç ( -oo, ~n,] 
and JJR wo(r)t.p(r) dr = 1. Then 

{'lf E 'D+,n+t(R) I I L (wo- w)(r)<P(r) dr I< 1} Ç 'D+,n+l(R) \ 'D+,n(R), 

so 'D+,nH(R)\'D+,n(R) is an u('D~(R), 'D,...(R))-open subset of 'D+,n+l(R), and there
fore T,.+1-open subset of V+,n+t(R). Thus, we proved that (('D+,n(R), T..))neJN is a 
strict inductive system of pre-F-spaces. 
ii. Let Fn be the completion of ('D+,n(R), T,.) in 'D~(R). Then by Theorem 1.40, 
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(Fn)neiN is a strict inductive system of Fréchet spaces. 
iii. By Theorem 1.40, ind Fn satisfies the inclusions (4.11). Moreover, since 'D+(JR) '---> 

n 

ind ('D+,n(IR), 7;,), the strong continuity of (ut)tEJR on 'D+(JR) yieids that (ut)tEJR is 
n 

strongly continuons on ind ('D+,n(IR), 7;,). So, since (ut)tEJR is Iocally equicontinuous 
. n 

on ind ('D+,n(IR), 7;,) by condition III, it extends toa c0-group on ind F~ by Theorem 
n n 

2.4. We conclude that ind Fn is a transiatabie space of 'D+(JR)-type. 
n •• 

Each strict LF-space constructed according to Theorem.4.6 is a transiatabie space of 
'D+(JR)-type. The converse is also true, each transiatabie strict LF-space of 'D+(JR)
type arises from such a construction. In other words; the conditions I, II and lil are 
necessary and suflicient fora strict LF-space indFn to be of 'D+(JR)-type. 

n 

Theorem 4.7 Let V ind Vm be a transiatabie strict LF-space of'D+(JR)-type and let 
m 

(Pk)kEIN be a family of seminorms related to V 's-topology in the sense of Proposition 
1. 36. Th en the following statements hold true. 

i. The seminorms (Pk)kEIN satisfy the conditions I, IJ and JIJ from Theorem 4.6 on 
'D+(JR). 

ii. A strict inductive system of F-spaces (Fn)nEIN exists satisfying 

• 'D+,n(IR) Ç Fn Ç 'D~,n(JR), where the inclusions are continuous and the 
first inclusion is dense, 

• V indFn. 
n 

Proof. 
Let V= ind Vm be a transiatabie strict LF-space of 'D+(JR)-type. Since, by definition, 

m 

'D+(JR) '---> V '---> 'D~(JR) and since the translation group is locally equicontinuous on 
V, the conditions I, II and III from Theorem 4 . .6 on 'D+(JR) are satisfied. Equipeach 
'D+,n(IR) with the relative V-topology, 7;,, and let Fn be its completion in 'D~(JR). 
By Theorem 4.6, (Fn)nEIN is a strict inductive system of F-spaces, and ind Fn is a 

n 
transiatabie strict LF-space of 'D+(JR)-type. lt remains to prove that V = indFn. 

n 
Since V is complete, we have ind Fn '---> V. So, if U~=l Fn V, then the Open 

n 
Mapping Theorem 1.46 ensures that ind Fn V. To this extent, let </> E V and 

n 
suppose supp(.P) Ç [-m,oo). Let (.Pn)neiN be an approximate identity of regulizers 
with supp(<f>n) Ç [-1,0]. Then u[.Pn].P E 'Dm,+(JR) and u[<f>n].P--+ 4> in V-sense. Hence, 
</> E Fm Ç U~=l Fn . 

•• 
The following example illustrates that the translatable strict LF-space of 'D+(JR)-type 
C+(JR) can be constructed by the above theorems. 

Example 4.8 Define the seminorms II := (PkhEIN on C+(JR) by 

p~c(.P) := max I </>(t) I 
tE[-k,k] 
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The seminorms (Pk)keJN are related to the C+(JR)-topology in the sense of Propositian 
1.36. We will show that the seminorms II restricted to V+(JR) satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 4.6, as is to be expected. Naturally, condition I of Theorem 4.6 is satisfied. 
Moreover, let n E 1N and r.p E V_(JR} be fixed. Let k ;::: n be such that supp(r.p) Ç 

(-oo,k] and let C = f~n I r.p(r) I dr. Then for all '1/J E V+,n(.IR) 

I r '!fJ(r)r.p(r)dr I~ max I '1/J(r) I· r I r.p(r) I dr = c. Pk('!fJ), 
} IR tE[ -n,k] } -n 

so condition II of Theorem 4.6 is satisfied. Finally, let n, k E 1N and let I Ç .IR 
compact. Choose m E 1N such that I Ç [ -m, m]. Th en for all 'ljJ E V +,n (.IR) 

suppk(t1t'!fJ) ~ max max 1'1/J(t+s)l~ Pm+k('I/J), 
tEl tE[-m,m]sE(-k,k) 

which yields condition IJl. 

Example 4.9 Let p;::: 1. Define the semlnorms r := {qk Ik E JIV} on V+(JR) by 

qk(rP) := ([: l4{r) lP dr) ~ 
The seminorms {qk I k E JIV} are related to the restricted Lfoc,+(JR)-topology in the 
sense of Proposition 1.36. We show that the seminorrus r satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 4.6. To this extent, fix n E JIV, and let k E JIV. Then, for each 'IjlE V+,n(IR) 

qk('!fJ) = ( fk I '!}l(r)ll' dr) ~ ~ (2k)* · max I '1/J(t) I · 
}_k tE(-k,k] 

Sö, the seminorms r satisfy condition I of Theorem 4.6. Furthermore, let 4> E V_(JR). 
Let k ;::: n be such that supp(4>) Ç ( -oo, k]. Then for each 'Ijl E 'D+,n(.IR}, we have by 
the Hölder inequality 

where q ;::: 1 is such that ~ + ~ 1. Finlally, let I Ç .IR be compact and let k E IN. 
Let mE 1N be such that I Ç [-m, m]. Then for each 'ljJ E V+,n(.IR), 

so the seminorms r on V+(JR) satisfy condition III also. Since Lfoc,+(JR) is the com
pletion of V+(JR) with restricted Lfoc,+(JR)-topology, Lfoc,+(JR) is a transiatabie strict 
LF-space of 'D+(JR)-type. 
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We obtain the following resuit from Theorem 4.7. 

Corollary 4.10 Let V = ind V", be a transiatabie strict LF-space of V+(JR)-type. 
m 

Then for each m E IN, there is n E IN such that 

c/J E Vm =? supp(c/J) Ç [-n, oo). 

Put differently, Vm consists ofV~(JR)-distributions with support in [-n, oo) only. 

Pro of. 
Let the F-spaces Fn be as in Theorem 4.7. Since V+,n(lR) = Fn '-+ V~(JR), each 

consistsof V-distributions with support in [-n, oo). Since ind Vm = indFn, there 

exists, by Theorem 1.44, for each mE IN an n E IN, such that 

which proves the assertion . 

•• 

m n 

The following result provides us a metbod to construct new transiatabie strict LF-
spaces of V+(JR)-type. 

Lemma 4.11 Let V = ind Vm be a transiatabie strict LF-space of V+(JR)-type. Let 
m 

Óu be the infinitesimal generator of the translation group ( u1)tEIR on V. Let for each 
m E IN, the subspace V1,m be defined by 

Equip each V1,m with the relative graph topology of Dom(óu ). Then the following as
sertions hold true. 

i. (VI,m)mEJN is a strict inductive system of F-spaces. 

ii. ind V1,m is a translatable strict LF-space ofV+(JR)-type. 
m 

Proof. 
For the proof of i, we refer. to §2.3, pages 51 and 51. 
ii. Let 11 be a family of seminorms generating the strict inductive limit topoiogy of 
V in the sense of Proposition 1.36. Then, by §2.3, the strict LF-topoiogy of ind V1,m 

m 

is generated by the family of seminorms 111 := {p + po Óu I p E 11} in the sense of 
Proposition 1.36. Since the seminorms 11 satisfy the conditions I, II and III of Theorem 
4.6, the seminorms 111 satisfy the conditions I, II and III of Theorem 4.6. Hence by 
Theorem 4.6, ind V1,m is a transiatabie strict LF-space of V+(JR)-type. 

m •• 
Appiying Lemma 4.11 recursiveiy to C+(JR) and Lfoc,+(JR), p 2': 1, we see that each 

of the strict LF-spaces C~(JR) and the Sobolev spaces H1:·~+(JR) arealso examples of 
transiatabie strict LF-spaces of V+(JR)-type. 
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4.0.3 Closed, (at)telR -:-invariant subspaces and operators on · 
transiatabie strict LF-spaces of V+(JR)-type 

In this subsection, we consider closed, translation-invariant subspaces and operators on 
transiatabie strict LF-spaces of 'D+(Dt)-type. ·These will be shown to be extensions ·of 
closed, translation-invariant subspaces and operators on 'D+(Dt), which are described 
in §3.0. 

The discussion of closed subspaces of transiatabie strict LF~space of 'D+(Dt)-type is 
kept brief; there are only trivial ones. 

Theorem 4.12 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space of 'D+(Dt)-type. Let M be a 
closed (O't)teJR -invariant subspace of V. Then M =V or M {0}. 

Proof. 
Let M be a closed (O'e)eeJR -invariant subspace of V, and suppose M ::f:. {0}. Since 
V+(Dt) = Dom00(8u), M n 'D+(m) is sequentially densein M by Theorem 2.14. So, 
M n 'D+(m) ::f:. {0}. Since M n V+(m) is closed and (O't)teJR -invariant in 'D+(JR), 
M n V+(m) = 'D+(m) by Theorem 3.12. Hence, M =V . 

•• 
Remark 4.12.1 There is another approach in showing the weaker assertion that there 
exist no finite dimensional, (O't)teJR -invariant subspaces of V+(m). In fact, in [deR] 
it is shown (Theorem 2.14) that every fi.nhe dimensional (so closed) (O't)tEJR -invariant 
subspace is the linear span of exponential-polynoinials, i.e. functions of the forrn p( t )e).t, 
where pa polynomial. Since 'D+(m) contains the trivial Exponential Function 0 only, 
this yields that the only finite dimensional (O't)teJR -invariant subspace of 'D+(m) is 
{0}. 

We can reformulate Theorem 4.12 in termsof mean periodic-functions (see Remark 
3.33.1). Reeall that a function 4> in a traJ;~.slatable space V is mean periodic iff the set 
of all its translates is not tot al in V. 

Corollary 4.13 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space of 'D+(Dt)-type. Then there 
are no mean periadie functions in V but the null function 0. 

Proof. 
The subspace span{O'ttf>! tEm} of V is closed and (O't)teJR -invariant for every 4> E 1': . 
•• 
Next, we focus on (O't)teJR -invariant operators L on a transiatabie strict LF-space V of 
V+(JR)-type, i.e. O't(Dom(L)) Ç Dom(L) and O'tL =Lo-t for all tE IR (cf. Definition 
2.15). We obtain the following lemma from Theorem 2.16. 

Lemma 4.14 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space of 'D+(Dt)-type. Let L 1, L2 be 
closed, linear (at)teJR -invariant operators on V with domains Dom(LI) and Dom(L2). 

lf'D+(IR) Ç Dom(LI) n Dom(L2), then, 

Lt !v+(JR) = L2lv+(JR) * L1 = L2. 
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Proof. 
Sirree V+(JR) = Dom""(ó.,.) is a core for every closed, linear (ut)tEJR -invariant operator 
on V by Theorem 2.16, the assertion follows . 

•• 
Remark 4.14.1 We emphasize that L1 L2 means Dom(L1) Dom(L2) and L1 

L2 on Dom(Lt) . 

Proposition 4.15 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space ofV+(JR)-type. Let L, with 
domain Dom(L), be a closed linear operator on V, satisfying 

i. L is ( O"t)tED'l -invariant, 

ii. V+(JR) Ç Dom(L). 

Then L(V+(JR)) Ç V+(JR) and the restricted mapping Llv+(JR) is a continuous linear, 

(t:Tt)tED'l -invariant operator on V+(JR). 

Proof. 
Let 8" be the infinitesimal generator of the translation c"group (u1)tED'l on V with 
c00-domain Dom""(ó".). Then L(Dom""(ó.,.)) Ç Dom""(ó.,.) by Theorem 2.16. Since 
Dom""(ó") = V+(JR) (Theorem 4.3), the first part ofthe assertion follows. The con
tinuity of the restricted mapping follows from V+(JR) <-t V and an application of the 
Closed Graph Theorem (Theorem 1.44) . 

•• 
We characterized the collection of all continuous, linèar, (u1) 1Em -invariant operators 
on V+(JR) in Theorem 3.5. So, we obtain a characterization of these closed, linear, 
(ut)tEJR -invariant operators on arbitrary transiatabie strict LF-spaces of V+(JR)-type 
by Lemma 4.14. 

Theorem 4.16 Let V be a transiatabie strict LF-space of V+(JR)-type. Let L be a 
linear mapping on V with domain Dom(L), where V+(JR) Ç Dom(L). Then the 
following two assertions are equivalent. 

i. L is closed and (o-1) 1Em -invariant. 

ii. A distribution FE V~(JR) exists such that 

• Dom(L) = {4> E V I F*q) E V} 

• Lq) F * q) for each q) E Dom(L). 

Pro of. 
ii.=?i. Let F E V~(JR) and let the linear mapping L with domain Dom(L) := { q) E 
V I F * q) E V} be defined by 

(q) E Dom(L)). 
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Since V is a strict LF-space, Theorem 1.44 yields that Lis closed if and only if L is 
sequentially closed. To this extent, let (tftn)neJN be a sequence in Dom(L), such that 

and (n---+ oo), 

in V-sense. Since both limitsexist in V~(JR)-sense, we have 

F*tft = V'+(R)- lim F*tPn = x, 
n-+oo 

Hence, F * <f; x E. V, and therefore tjJ E Dom( L) and LtjJ = x. We conclude that L is 
closed. It remains to prove that Lis (a1)tElR-invariant. To this extent, lettE Dl and 
let <f; E Dom(L). Then 

ITtLtft = Ót*(F*<P) = F*(Ót*<P) = F*ITttP· 

Since, at(F * tft) E V, we conclude that a1<f; E Dom(L) and a1L<f; = La1tjJ, i.e. Lis 
( a1)te1R -invariant. · 
To prove the impHeation Ï.::::}ii, let L be a closed, ( a 1)teJR -invariant, linear mapping 
on V with domain Dom(L) 2 V+(Dl). Then, there exists GE V'_(Dl), such that 

Ltft = a[G]tft (4.12) 

by Proposition 4.15 and Theorem 3.5. Define FE V~(R) by 

V 

F('I/J) :=. G('I/J) ('1/J E V_(Dl)). 

Then, for each tjJ E V+(R) and each tE Dl 

Hence, LtjJ = F * tjJ for each tjJ E V+ (Dl) . Reeall from the first part of the proof that F 
induces a closed, linear ( O't)teJR -invariant mapping on V also. So, Lemma 4.14 yielc$ 
that Dom(L) = {4> E V I F * tjJ E V} and L<f; = F * <f; for each tjJ E Dom(L) . 

•• 
Remark 4.16.1 The characterizing distribution F fora (a1)teJR -invariant closed lin
ear operator L on a transiatabie strict ~F-space of V+(R)-type is called impulse 
response (in System Theory) or convolution kernel (in Functional Analysis) of the 
operator L. In fact, F" =" Ló0• ' 

The absence of non-trivial closed, (a1)te1R ~invariant subspaces of a transiatabie strict 
LF-space of V+(R)-type has the following consequence for closed linear operators. 

Proposition 4.17 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space ofV+(Dl)-type. Let Óu be 
the infinitesimal generator of the translation group ( a1)1elR on V. Let L be an ( a1)1eJR '
invariant closed linear operator on Vwith domainDom(L) such thatV+(Dl) Ç Dom(L) 
and assume that L ·is not a scalar multiple of the identity mapping. Then 

• L has a dense range. 
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• L has no eigenvalues. 

Proof. 
Observe that Range(L) is an (a1)tEJR -invariant subspace of V. Hence, its ciosure is a 
closed, (a1) 1EJR-invariant subspace of V. Since Range(L) =/; {0}, Theorem 4.12 yields 

that Range(L) =V, or equivalently L has a dense Range. 
The second statement follows from the observation that each L - >.I is a closed, 
(a1) 1EJR -invariant operator on V, so that Kern(L- >.I) is a closed, (a1)tEJR -invariant 
subspace of V, and Theorem 4.12 . 

•• 
4.0.4 Continuous, linear, (at)tElR -invariant operators 

Since a continuons operator is closed, each continuons linear (a1) 1EJR -invariant opera
tor L on any transiatabie strict LF-space V of 1J+(IR)-type is of the form Lx F *x, 
x E V, forsome F E 1J~(IR) (cf. Theorem 4.16.ii). However, this result is not sat
isfactory, since it does not reveal the form of the convolution kernels F. In case of 
the transiatabie space 1J+(IR), the algebra 1J~(IR) corresponds to the coneetion of all 
continuous, linear, (O't)tEJR -invariant mappings on 1J+(IR) (cf. Theorem 3.5), but for 
other transiatabie strict LF-spaces of 1J+(IR)-type, the class of all continuous, linear, 
(a1)tEJR -invariant mappings corresponds toa proper subalgebra of V~(IR). 
In case of the transiatabie space C+(IR), the subalgebra M+(IR) of V~ (IR) character
izes all continuous, linear, (O't)tEJR -invariant mappings. 

Proposition 4.18 Let L be a mapping on C+(IR). Then the following assertions are 
equivalent. • 

i. L is continuous, linear and (O't)tEJR -invariant. 

ii. There exists p, E M+(IR), such that L<P p, * </! for all</! E C+(JR), 

Pro of. 
i=} ii. Let L he a continuons linear (O"t)tEJR -invariant mapping on C+(IR). Then </! E 

C+(IR) ,...... (L<f;)(O) defines a continuous linear functional on C+(IR). From [vEdR4], 
Theorem 1.12, we reeall that every continuous linear functional F on C+(IR) is of the 
form 

F(rp) = L rp(r) v(dr) ( 4.13) 

for some v E M_(/R). Now, let v E M_(/R) correspond to the C+(IR)-functional 
rp r-t (Lrp)(O). Define p, E M+(IR) by 

11(x) := v(f) (x E Cc(IR)). 

We show that Lrp = 11 * rp for all rp E 1J+(IR), so that the assertion follows from Lemma 
4.14. To this extent, let rp E 1J+(IR) and lettE IR. Then, 

(Lrp )( t) L(O"tr/J)(O) = L rp(r + t) v(dr) = JJR rp(t- r) p,(dr) = (11 * </!)(t) 
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We conclude that L<P = J.L * </J. 
ii => i. By Theorem 4.16, the everywhere defined mappingLis closed, linear, (cr1) 1eJR
invariant, hence continuous . 

•• 
Remark 4.18.1 Let J.L E M+(JR). Define v E M_(lR) by 11 = ~. Then, it can he 
shown (see [deR2]) that the mapping <P 1-+ J.L *<Pon C+(JR) extends the mapping u[v], 
introduced in §3.0, on V+(JR) continuously: 

The following result extends aresult due to Yamamoto ([Y2J, Theorem 3.11), and is 
presented in our terminology. 

Theorem 4.19 Let L be a linear operator on Lfoe,+(JR), where p 2:: 1. Then the 
following two statements are equivalent. 

i. L is (crt)teJR. -invariant and continuous, satisfying L(C+(JR)) ç; C+(JR). 

ii. J.L E M+(JR) exists such that L<P = J.L * <P for all <P E Lfoc,+(JR). 

Moreover, ij additionally for all <P E C+(JR) 

supp(</J) ç; [O,oo) => supp(L(<P)) ç; [O,oo), 

then supp(J.L) ç; (0, oo). 

Proof. 
i.=>ii. The restricted mapping L Ie+( JR.) is continuous, linear and ( lTt)teJR -invariant on 
C+(JR) by an application of the Closed Graph Theorem. So, there exists by Proposition 
4.18 an J.L E M+(JR), such that 

(4.14) 

Since V+(JR) ç; C+(JR) is a core for the operator L by Lemma 4.14, the equation 
(4.14) holds true for every <P E Lfoc,+(JR). 
ii.=>i. It an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.16. 
The proof of the latter assertion is straightforward, hence omitted . 

•• 
Remark 4.19.1 Yamamoto proved the above result for the case p = 2 only, not using 
the core property of V+(JR). · 
Theorem 4.19 can he extended to more general transiatabie strict LF-spaces of V+ ( JR)
type. Indeed, let V be a transiatabie strict LF-space, containing C!(JR), i.e. the 
strict LF-space (of V+(JR)-type!) consisting of all k-times continuously differentiabie 
functions on lR with support bounded on the left. Then, a linear mapping L on V 
is (ut)tEJR -invariant, continuous and satisfiee L( C!(JR)) ç; C!(JR) if and only if there 
exists J.L E M+(JR) such that L<P J.L * <P for all <P E V. We refer to [deR2], §5. 

In the special case p = 1 the second condition of Theorem 4.19 is redundant. 
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Theorem 4.20 Let L be a linear operator on Lfoc,+(IR). Then the following two 
statements are equivalent. 

i. L is ( O't)tEJR -invariant and continuous. 

ii. f.1 E M+(IR) exists such that Lif; f.1 * if; for all if; E Lfoc,+(JR). 

Proof. 
We refer to [vEdR4], Theorem 4.10 . 

•• 

4.1 TRANSLATION INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
OF 1Y(JR) 

In this section, we study a class of subspaces of the distribution space V'(JR). We 
follow a set-up similar to the previous section. 

4.1.1 Transiatabie F-spaces of f(JR)-type 

Define the translation group h)tEJR on V'(JR) by duality, i.e. 

(FE V'(JR), if; E V(JR), tE JR). 

We search for translation-invariant subspaces V on which the translation group is 
strongly continuous. 

The first simpte example of a (O't)tEJR -invariant subspace of V'(JR), on which the 
translation group is strongly continuous, is the F-space E(JR) from §3.1. In fact, we 
search for complete, (O't)tEJR -invariant subspaces V of V 1(1R), which contain E(JR) 
densely. So, V may be regarcled a completion of E(JR). Such a topological vector 
space is the F-space C(JR). 

Example 4.21 (The space C(JR)) 
Reeall from Example 4.1 that the F-space C(JR) consists of all continuons functions 
from IR into <C and is equipped with the compact open topology. It will be shown (see 
example 4.29) that C(JR) is the completion of E(JR) with respect to a suitable strict 
pre-LF-topology, namely the induced C(JR)-topology on E(JR). The space C(JR) is a 
subspaceof V'(JR) in the canonical way; for each f E C(JR), the mapping 

if; E V(JR) H L f(r)if;(T) dT ( 4.15) 

de fin es a V 1 
( JR)-element. We have the following (den se) inclusions 

E(JR) '-+ C(JR) '-+ V 1(/R), (4.16) 

where V 1(1R) is equipped with weak-star topology induced by V(JR). So, the topolog
ical dual of C(IR) is a subspace of E'(JR). 
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The F-space C(JR) is an (at)tEIR -invariant subspace of V'(JR). The translation oper
ators (at)tEJR on C(JR), defined in the standard way by 

(atf)(s) = f(t + s) (t, sE IR, f E C(JR)), 

form a eo-group of continuous linear ope~ators. Naturally, the translation group 
(at)tEJR on V extends the translation group on E(JR). 

A translatable space V of E(JR)-type is a translation-invariant, topological vector sub
space of V'(JR), such that the natural embedding from V into V'(JR), equipped with 
weak-star topology a(V'(JR), V( IR)) is continuous and for which the restricted transla
tion group is strongly continuous. We focus especially on the case where the topological 
structure of V is an F -space. · 

Denuition 4.22 Let V be an F-space, satisfying the following properties; 

i. E(JR) ÇV Ç 'D'(JR). 

ii. The inclusions from i. are dense and continuous, where V'(JR) is equipped with 
weak-star topology a(V'(JR), V( IR)). 

iii. O"t(V) Ç V for all t E JR. 

iv. The (restricted) translation group on V is a c0-group. 

Then V is called a translatable F-space of E(JR)-type. 

Remark 4.22.1 In [vEijl], [deRl] and [vEdR2], a more general approach to translat
able F -spaces was presented. The essential difference between the translatable spaces 
as presented in [vEijl] and [deR2], and the translatable spaces from Definition 4.22 
is the absence of the inclusion properties i and ii. Instead, there exists a continuous 
linear injection from every translatable space into 'D'(JR) with weak-star topology. 

Since the translation group is strongly continuous on each translatable F-space V 
of E(JR)-type, we may apply the theory on c0-groups from Chapter 2 to V. Being 
interested in closed subspaces and closed linear operators on these spaces, we focus. 
on the C00-domain of (at)tEJR on V. As a consequence of the Dixmier-Malliavin-type 
result, Theorem 2.11, the C00-domain is equal to E(JR) for any V. 

Theorem 4.23 Let V be a translatable F-space of E(JR)-type. Let 8u be the infinites~ 
imal generator of the translation group ( O"t)ieiR on V. Then 

(Dom00(8u), Tgraph) = E(IR), 

where Tgraph is the Fréchet topology from Proposition 2. 68. 

Pro of. 
The assertion can be proved similar as for Theorem 4.3 . 

•• 
There are no translatable spaces of E(JR.)-type with a topological structure, which is 
simpler than the one of F-spaces, such as Hilbert spaces or Banach spaces. 
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Proposition 4.24 There exists no translatable Banach space of E(JR)-type. 

Proof. 
Let V be a transiatabie Banach space, with norm 11-11- By a simple application of the 
uniform boundedness principle, there are constauts C, a > 0 such that for all t E IR 

Let eb E E(JR) be defi.ned by e0(t) := è 1
, tE JR. Then, for all b E IR 

contradicting ( 4.17) when b > a . 

•• 
We present some examples of transiatabie strict LF-space of E(JR)-type. 

Example 4.25 (The spaces Lfoc(JR)) 

(4.17) 

For each p ~ 1, the space LfoJIR) consists of alllocally p-Lebesgue integrable func
tions. The F-space Lfoc(JR) is a translation-invariant subspace of V'(JR) In fact, the 
translation group on Lfoc(JR) is strongly continuous. So, the space LfoAIR) is an F
space of E(JR)-type. 
The strict LF -space Lk:c(JR) is nat translatable, since the translation group (iTt)tEIR on 
Lk:c(JR) is not strongly continuous. The Heaviside function provides again a counter 
example (cf. Example 4.5). 

The following result provides a metbod to construct new transiatabie F-spaces of 
E(JR)-type. 

Lemma 4.26 Let V be a transiatabie F-space of E(JR)-type. Let Ó17 be the infinitesimal 
generator of the translation group (u1)tEIR on V. Then Dom(ó17 ), equipped with graph 
topology is a translatable F-space of E(JR)-type. 

Pro of. 
Since Óa is closed, Dom(óa), equipped with graph topology, is an F-space by Proposi
tion 1.25. The F-space Dom(ó17 ) satisfies 

E(JR) <-+ Dom(óu) <-+ V <-+ V'(IR), 

where all inclusions are dense. Observing that the translation group on Dom(óu) is 
strongly continuous, the assertion follows . 

•• 
Examples of transiatabie spaces that can he constructed applying Lemma 4.26 are the 
F-spaces Ck(JR) and the Sobolev spaces H1~%(IR), k E JN, p ~ 1. 
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4.1.2 Transtatabie F-spaces of &(JR)-type as 
e ( JR)-completions 

Since E(JR) is a dense subspace of each translatable space V of E(JR)-type by de:finition, 
V is a completion of E(JR) equipped with a pre-F-topology weaker than the E(JR)
topology. 
Let T be a pre-Fréchet topology for E(JR~, such that 

E(JR) <-> (E(JR), T) <-> TY(JR). 

Then the completion of (E(JR), T) in V'(JR), (E(JR), T), sàtis:fies by Theorem 1.40 

E(JR) <-> (E(JR), T) <-> V'(JR). 

Moreover, if we choose the topology so that (<Tt)teJR is a locally equicontinuous c,
group on (E(JR), T), then (<Tt)teJR extends continuously toa eo-group on the comple
tion (E(JR), T) by Theorem 2.4. Naturally, this extended group is the restrietion of 
the V'(JR)-translation group to (E(JR), T). 
Since the · topology of a pre-F-space is generated by a countable separating set of 
ordered seminorros II, we end up with conditions on IT. So, in case of a transiat
abie F-space of E(JR)-type, the topology generated by II, bas to be weaker than tbe 
E(JR)-topology, the topology generated by II has to he stronger than the restricted 
<T(V'(JR), V(JR))-topology and the translation group has to be locally equicontinuous 
with respect to this topology. 

We obtain the following result. 

Theorem 4.27 Let (p,.)keiN be a separating jamily of ordered seminorms on E(JR) 
satisfying the following conditions 

N 

I. VkeJN 3NeJN3c>o V/e&(JR) [ Pk(J) :5 C · L max I J(il(t) I ], 
i=O tE[-N,NJ 

11. Vcpe'D(JR)3c>O V/e&(JR) [ IJJRJ(r)cp(r}drl :5 C·pk(J) J, 

III. Vcompactf<;,lRVkeJN3c>o3u;;JNV/e&(JR) [ suppk(<Ttj) :5 C·p1(J) ]. 
tEl 

Let Trr be the pre-F-topology on e(JR) generated by the family of seminorms (p"' le<IRt 
)wN and let F be the completion of E(JR) forT in V'( IR). Then F is a translatable 
F-space of E(JR)-type. 

Remark 4.27.1 The conditions from Theorem 4.27 can be interpreted in the follow
ing way. Condition I is equivalent to the assertion that the topology Trr is weaker than 
the E(JR)-topology on E(JR). Condition II is equivalent to the assertion that Tn i$ 
stronger than the <T(V'(JR), V(JR))-topology restricted to E(JR), and condition 111 is 
equivalent to the assertion that the translation group on e(JR) is locally equicontinuous 
with respect to Trr. 

The converse of Theorem 4.27 is also true. 
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Theorem 4.28 Let V be a translatable F-space of ê(IR)-type and let (Pk)kEIN be a 
separating family of ordered seminorms generating V 's-topology. Then, the seminorms 
(pk)kEJN satisfy the conditions I, IJ and JIJ from Theorem 4.21 on ê(JR). 

The following example illustrates that the transiatabie F-space of ê(JR)-type C(JR) 
can be constructed by the above theorems. 

Example 4.29 Define the seminorms II {Pn In E l!V} on C(JR) by 

Pn(/) := max I f(t) I (! E C(JR)). 
IE[-n,n] 

Then, II generates the Fréchet topology of C(JR). In fact, the seminorms II restricted to 
ê(JR) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.6, as is to be expected: Naturally, condition 
I of Theorem 4.6 is satisfied. Moreover, let n E 1IV and cp E V( IR) be fixed. Let k 2: n 
be such that supp(rp) Ç [-k, k] and let C = J~k llf'(T) I dT. Then for all f E ê(JR) 

I r f(T)If'(T) dT I ~ max I j(T) I. Ik I rp(T) I dT 
} IR tE[-k,k] -k 

So, condition II of Theorem 4.27 is satisfied. Finally, let k E 1!V and let I Ç IR 
compact. Choose mE 1IV such that I Ç [-m, m]. Then for all f E ê(JR) 

sup Pk(atf) ~ max max I f(t + s) I ~ Pm+k(f), 
tEl tE[-m,m] sE(-k,k] 

which yields condition III. 

Example 4.30 Let p 2: 1. Define the seminorrus r := { qn I n E l!V} on ê(IR) by 

(! E ê(JR)). 

Theseminorrus {qn I n E l!V} generate the relative Lfoc(JR)-topology. We show that 
the seminorms r satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.27. To this extent, let k E l!V. 
Then, for each f E ê(JR) 

k 1. 

qk(f) = (/ I j(T) lP dT) P ~ (2k)~ · max I f(t) I. 
-k IE(-k,k] 

So, theseminorrus r satisfy condition I of Theorem 4.6. Furthermore, let </; E V(JR). 
Let k 2: n be such that supp(t,b) Ç [-k, k]. Then for each f E ê(JR), we have by the 
Hölder inequality 

ILf(T)</J(T)dTI < (1: I</J(T)iqdT)~·(1: lf(T)IPdT)~ 
< (1: I </;(T) lq dT) ~. qk(f), 
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where q ;::: 1 is such that ; + ~ 1. Finlllly, let I Ç IR be compact and let k E JN. 
Let mE IN be such that I Ç [-m, m]. Then for each f E &(IR), 

sup qk(atf) sup (jk I f(r + t) lP dr) ~ ::;; qk+m(f), 
tEl !EI -k 

so the seminorms r on &(IR) satisfy condition lil also. Since Lfoc(IR) is the completion 
of &(IR) with restricted Lfoc(IR)-topology, it is a transiatabie F-space of &(IR)-type. 

It is well known from literature that each Sobolev space H1~:(IR), 1 :S p < oo, is 
embedded in C(IR) continuously. A simHar assertion holds true for each F-space of 
t:(IR)-type: an F-space of &(IR)-type consist only of distributions with irregularity up 
toa fixed order. 

Pröposition 4.31 Let V be a translatable F-space of &(IR)-type. Let 6u be the in
finitesimalgenerator of the translation group (at)tElR on V. Then k E INo exists sucn 
that 

Dom(ó!) · ._ C(IR), 

where Dom(ó!) is equipped with the graph topology of the operator 6!. 
Proof. 
We prove that forsome k E IN0 the graph-topology '4 of the operator 6!, restricted 
to t:(IR), is finer than the C(IR)-topology restricted to t:{IR). So, let TI := (Pn)nEJN be 
a separating family of ordered seminorms generating the topology of V. Let k E IN 
be fixed. Reeall from Proposition 2.43 that the graph-topology '4 of the operator 6! 
is generated by the family of seminorms II(k) := {p!:'l In E IN}, where 

k 

P!:'>(J) := L)n(6~f) (! E Dom( 6!), n E IN). 
i=O 

Since t:(IR) = (Dom00{6a), ?;raph) proj Dom(6!) by Theorem 4.23, and since the 
n 

projective limit topology of proj Dom(6!) is generated by the seminorms {p~k) le(IR}I 
n 

n, k E IN} (see Proposition 1.31), there exists k E IN, Ct > 0 such that for all 
f E &(IR) 

t 

~:-ar11 1f(t)l::;; f.;~:-an_1 1J(il(t)l::;; Ct·P~k)(f). (4.18) 

· So, for each n E IN0 , there are C2 > 0 and mE IN such that for allf E &(IR) 

(4.18) k . 

sup max I (a.J)(t) I ::;; sup Ct· L Pk(<1sf<•>) 
sE[-n,n] tE[-1,1] sE[-n,n] i=O 

max lf(t)l = 
tE[-n-l,n+l] 

(iii) k 
< c2. L PmU(i)) -. Cz. Prt.>(J), (4.19) 

i=O 
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where we used condition 4.27.iii. We conclude that the graph-topology of Dom(ó~) 
restricted to E(JR) is finer than the C(JR)-topology restricted to E(IR). So, their com
pletions satisfy (Dom(ó~), 1k) "--+ C(IR), which proves the assertion . 

•• 

4.1.3 Closed (at)tEJR -invariant subspaces and operators on 
transiatabie F-spaces of t:(JR)-type 

In this subsection, we consider closed, translation-invariant subspaces and operators 
on transiatabie F-spaces of E(JR)-type. Similar to the case of transiatabie strict LF
spaces of 'D+(JR)-type, both turn out to be extensions of closed, translation-invariant 
subspáces and operators on E(IR), which are described in §3.1.2 and §3.1.3. 

First, we extend the Kahane result, Theorem 3.33, to arbitrary transiatabie F-spaces 
of E(JR)-type. To do so, weneed the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.32 Let V be a transiatabie F-space of E(IR)-type. Then the following as
sertions hold true. 

i. Let M be a closed, ( lit)teJR -invariant subspace of V. Th en M n [ (IR) is a closed, 
(l1t)tE1R -invariant subspace of E(IR). 

ii. Let M be a closed, (lit)tEJR -invariant subspace of E(JR) and let M beits closure 
in V, Then M n E(JR) M. 

Proof. 
i. Since E(JR) "--+ V, the subspace M n E(JR) is closed in E(JR). Moreover, since both 
M and E(JR) are (u1) 1eJR -invariant, M n E(JR) is (u1)teJR -invariant. 

ii. Since both M n E(JR) and M are closed in E(JR), and since M ç;; n E(JR), we 
need to show only that M is dense in M n E(JR). To this extent, let f E n E(JR). 
Th en, a sequence Un)neJN exists in M convergingtof in V -sense. So, u[~Pifn li[t/l]f 
in V-sense for each rp E 'D(JR). Since ftli[t/1] -u[rp'], we have u[rp]fn -+ u[rp]f in 
(Dom""(óu), Tgraph), so in E(JR)-sense (Theorem 4.23). Since Mis closed in E(JR), we 
have u[rp]f E M. Letting ( tPn)nelN be an approximate identity of regulizers, we see 
that the sequence (u[t/ln]/)ne.JN in M converges to f. So, M is dense in M n E(JR), 
proving the assertion . 

•• 
Theorem 4.33 Let V be a transiatabie F-space of E(IR)-type. Then a closed subspace 
M of V is ( u 1) 1EJR -invariant if and only ij there is a countable set ~ ç;; <D and a 
mapping >. E ~ ~--+ n>, E IN, such that 

M = span{e>-,jiÀE~,j=O,l, ... ,n>,-1}, 
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Proof. 
The suffi.ciency of the assertion is obvious. 
Let M be a closed ( O"t)teJR -invariant subspace of V. Let Óa he the infinitesimal geili
erator of the translation group on V. Since ê(JR) = Dom00(óa) by Theorem 4.2~, 
M n ê(JR) is sequentially densein M by Theorem 2.14. Since M ne(JR) is closed ancl 
(ut)teJR -invariant in ê(JR) by Lemma 4.32.i, there is, by Theorem 3.33, a countable 
set E Ç <D and a mapping >. E E ~---+ nÀ E IN such that 

M n ê(JR) = span{eÀJ I>. E E, j = 0, 1, ... , n.x -1}, 

where the dosure is in e(JR)-sense. Since span{e.x,j I>. E'E, j = 0,1, ... ,n).. -1} is 
ê(JR}-dense in Mnê(JR), hence V-dense in Mnê(JR), and since Mnê(JR) is V-dense 
in M, the assertion follows . 

•• 
Schwartz presented in [Schw1], Theorem 13, p.914, a characterization for closed, 
(ut)teJR- invariant subspaces of C(JR). Put in our terminology: 

Lemma 4.34 (Schwartz) Let M be a closed subspace ofC(JR). Then Mis (ut)teJR
invariant ij and only ij there are J.L1, J.L2 E Me( IR) such that 

We extend this characterization to arbitrary transiatabie F-spaces of ê(JR)-type. 

Theorem 4.35 Let V be a translatable F-space of e(JR)-type. Then a closed subspace 
M of V is (ut)teJR -invariant ij and only ij there are J.Ll> J.Lz E Me( IR) such that 

M = ker(u[J.Ll]) n ker(u[J.L2D· 

Proof. 
Both u[J.LI] and u[J.L2] being continuous, linear, (u1) 1eJR -invariant operators of V, the 
suffi.ciency of the assertion is obvious. 
Conversely, let M be a closed, (ut)teJR -invariant subspace of V. By Lemma 4.32, 
M n ê(JR) is a closed, (ut)teJR -invariant subspace of ê(JR). Consider the dosure of 
M n ê(JR) in C(JR): M n ê(JR). Since M n ê(JR) is (ut)teJR -invariant, there are by 
Lemma 4.34, J.Ll> J.L2 E Me( IR) such that 

M n ê(JR) = ker(u[J.L1]) n ker(u[J.Lz]). 

Now, regarding u[J.Lt] and u[J.L2] as continuous, linear, (ut)teJR -invariant operators on 
e(JR), we have 

M n ê(JR) Lemm~4-32_;; M n ê(JR) n ê(JR) = ker(<r[J.Lt]) n ker(<r[J.Lz]). (4.20) 

Since ê(JR) = Dom00(óa) by Theorem 4.23, M n ê(JR) is sequentially dense in M 
by Theorem 2.14. Moreover, the right-hand side of (4.20} is dense in ker(u[J.L1]} n 
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ker( o-[f-l2]), where the operators u[f-l1] and u[f-l2] are taken as continuous, linear, ( Ut)tEIR 

invariant operators on V, as can beseen using an approximate identity argument. So, 
we obtain by taking closures 

proving the assertion . 

•• 

M ker(u[JLtD n ker(o-[JL2]), 

Next, wefocus on closed, (u1)tEJR-invariant operators L on a translatable F-space V 
of V+(JR)-type. There are direct analogues of Lemma 4.14 and Proposition 4.15. 

Lemma 4.36 Let V be a transiatabie F-space of &(JR)-type. Let L1 , L2 be closed, 
linear, (o-1)tEJR -invariant operators on V with domains Dom(L1) and Dom(L2). IJ 
&(IR) Ç Dom(L1) n Dom(L2), then, 

Proof. 
Since f(JR) Dom00 (8".) is a core for every closed, linear (111)tE/R -invariant operator 
on V by Theorem 2.16, the assertion follows . 

•• 
Proposition 4.37 Let V be a translatable F-space of &(JR)-type. Let L, with domain 
Dom( L), be a closed linear operator on V, satisfying 

i. L is ( 11t)tEJR -invariant, 

ii. f(JR) Ç Dom(L). 

Then L(&(JR)) Ç î(JR) and the restricted mapping L le(JR) is a continuous linear, 

(ut)tEIR -invariant operator on î(JR). 

Pro of. 
Let 8". be the infinitesimal generator of the translation c0-group (a1)tEIR on V with 
C00-domain Dom00 (8.,.). Then L(Dom""(ó".)) Ç Dom00 (8u) by Theorem 2.16. Since 
Dom""(óu) = î(JR) (Theorem 4.23), the first part of the assertion follows. The con
tinuity of the restricted mapping follows from î(JR) <-+ V and an application of the 
Closed Graph Theorem for F-spaces (Theorem 1.29) . 

•• 
Having characterized the collection of all continuous, linear, (u1) 1EJR -invariant oper-
ators on f(JR) by the Theorems 3.20 and 3.24, characterizations of closed, linear, 
(a1)tEJR -invariant operators on arbitrary transiatabie F-spaces of f(JR)-type are ob
tained applying Lemma 4.36. 

Theorem 4.38 Let V be a translatable F-space of &(JR)-type. Let L be a linear map
ping on V with domain Dom(L), where î(JR) Ç Dom(L). Then the following two 
assertions are equivalent. 
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i. L is closed and (<Tt)teJR -invariant. 

ii. A distribution F E E'(JR) exists such that 

• Dom(L)={JeVIF*feV},and 

• Lf = F * f for each f E Dom(L). 

iii. There are p. E Mc(lR) and P E lP such that 

• Dom(L) = {! E V I <T[p.]f E Dom(ó!)}, where k is the degree ojP, and 

• Lf = P(ó".)<T[p.]f, 

where ó". is the infinitesimal generator of (<Tt)teJR on V. 

Proof. 
The equivalence of i and ii can be proved by a straightforward analogue of the proof 
of Theorem 4.16, hence it is omitted. 
i.ç:iii. Let tt E Mc(JR) and P E lP with degree k. Since <T[t.t] is a continuous, linear, 
(<Tt)teJR-invariant operator on V and since P(ó".) with domain Dom(ó!) is a closed, 
linear (<Tt)teJR-invariant operator on V (see Theorem 2.6), the composition P(ó.,)<T[#] 
with domain {! E V I u[t.t]f E Dom(P(ó.,))} is a closed linear (<Tt)teJR -invariant 
operator on V. 
i::::}iii. Let L be a closed, linear (ut)teJR -invariant operator on V with domain Dom(L), 
where E(JR) Ç Dom(L}. By Proposition 4.37, the restricted mapping L le(JR) is a 

continuons linear, (ut)teJR -invariant operator on E(JR). So, there are tt E Mc(lR) and 
P E lP by Theorem 3.24, such that for all f E E(JR) 

Let k be the degree of P. Then, by the proof of i.ç:iii, the linear operator P(ó")<T[IL] 
with domain {! E V I u[t.t]f E Dom(ó!)} is closed and (<Tt)teJR -invariant on V. Since, 
these operators equal L on E(JR), the assertion follows from Lemma 4.36 . 

•• 
4.1.4 Continuous linear ( at)telR -invariant operators 

Since .a continuous linear operator is closed, each continuons linear ( u1)teJR -invariant 
operator L on any transiatabie strict LF-space V of E(JR)-type is of the form Lx ::::: 
F *x, x E V, for some F E E'(JR) (cf. Theorem 4.38.ii). For partienlar choices of 

· transiatabie F-spaces of E(JR)-type, we can be more precise. For example, in case ofth~ 
transiatabie space C(JR), the subalgebra Mc(lR) of E'(JR) characterizes all continuous, 
linear, (ut)teJR -invariant mappings. So, the polynomial Pin Theorem 4.38.iii can be 
chosen with degree zero. 
We use the following result on the duals of C(JR) and Ck(JR), k 2:: 1. 

Lemma 4.39 The following assertions hold true. 
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i. A linear functional F on C(JR) is continuous iJ and only iJ Ik E Mc(lR) exists, 
such that 

F(J) = L f(r) M(dr) (! E C(JR)). 

ii. A linear functional F on Ck(JR), k 2: 1, is continuous if and only iJ there are 
IJ E ./Vfc(lR) and a polynomial P of degree at most k, such that 

F(f) = L P(:t)f(r) 1J(dr) 

Pro of. 
We refer to [Soe], Theorem 2.1.15 and Corollary 2.4.26 . 

•• 
Proposition 4.40 Fora mapping L dn C(JR), the following assertions are equivalent. 

i. L is continuous, linearand (o-t)tEIR -invariant. 

ii. L = o-[M], forsome Ik E Mc(lR). 

iii. There exists IJ E Mc(lR), such that Lf = v * f for all f E C(JR). 

Proof. 
i :::? ii. Let L be a continuous linear (at)tEJR -invariant mapping on C(JR). Then, 
f E C(JR) ~-+ (LJ)(O) defines a continuous linear functional on C(JR). So, by Lemma 
4.39.i there is Ik E Mc(lR), such that 

(L/)(0) L f(r) M(dr) (f E C(JR)). 

Then, for each f E C(JR.) 

(LJ)(t) = L(o-tf)(O) 

We conclude that L = o-[Ml· 
ii :::? iii. Let Ik E Mc(lR), such that L 

v(x) = M(lf) 

Then, for all f E C(JR), t E 1R 

(o-[M]f)(t) L f(r + t) M(dr) 

L J(r+t)M(dr) = (o-[M]J)(t) 

o-[M]. Define 11 ~ E Mc(lR), i.e. 

(x E Cc(lR)). 

L f(t r) v(dr) = (1n J)(t). 

(4.21) 

iii:::? i By Theorem 4.38, the everywhere defined mappingLis closed, linear, (o-t)tEJR
invariant, hence continuous . 

•• 
From Proposition 4.31, we reeall that for each translatable F-space of E(JR)-type, there 
is k E IN such that Dom(b!) '-* C(JR). If this subspace Dom(b!) contains cn(JR), 
i.e. all n-times contînuously differentiable functions on JR, forsomen E JN, then the 
polynomial P in Theorem 4.38.ii can be taken with degree at most n. 
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Proposition 4.41 Let V be a translatable F-space of &(JR)-type, satisfying 

cn(JR) "--!> Dom(8!) "--!> C(JR) (4.22) 

forsome n, k E JN, where Óa is the infinitesimal generator of the translation group on 
V. Then, the polynomial P from Theorem 4.98.ii can be chosen with degree less or 
equal ton. 

Pro of. 
Let n,k as in the inclusions (4.22). SinceL is continuons and (O't)tem-invariant, we 
have L(Dom(6!)) Ç Dom(6!), whence L(Cn(JR)) Ç C(JR). In fact, the restricted 
mapping L : cn(JR) -+ C(JR) is (O't)teJR -invariant, and continuons by an application 
of the Closed Graph Theorem. Therefore, the functional f E cn(JR) ~--:+ (Lf)(O) is 
continuons on en( IR). So by Lemma 4.39.ii, there are .f.L E Me( IR) and a polynomial 
Pof degree at most n , such that for all f E cn(JR) 

(Lf)(O) = L P(:t)f(r) f.L(dr). 

Hence, for eách f E &(JR) Ç en( IR), t E 1R 

(Lf)(t) = (LO'tf)(O) = L P(!)f(r + t) f.L(dr) 

Applying Lemma 4.36 yields the result . 

•• 
Examples of transiatabie strict LF -spaces with property ( 4.22 { are the F -spaces Lfoc (IR), 
p ;:::: 1. lt is well known from literature that C1(JR) "--!> H1,;:(IR) "--!> C(JR). So, we 
obtain the following result from Proposition 4.41. 

Theorem 4.42 Let p;:::: 1. Then, every continuous, linear, (O't)tEJR -invariant opera
tor L on Lfoe(JR), is of the form 

Lf C1 · O'[f.L] + C2 · ÓaO'[f.L], 

forsome f.L E Me( IR) and C11 C2 E <D. Here lia is the infinitesimal generator of the 
translation group (O't)tEJR on Lfoc(JR). 

In the special case p = 1, 0 2 = 0 can be chosen. 

Theorem 4.43 Let L be a linear operator on Ltoc(JR). Then the following assertionll 
are equivalent. 

i. L is (O't)tem -invariant and continuoit.s. 

ii. L = O'[f.L] forsome f.L E Me( IR). 

iii. v E Me( IR) exists such that Lf = v * f for all f E Lloc(JR). 

Proof. 
We refer to [vEdR4], Theorem 4.4 . 

•• 
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4.2 TRANSLATION INVARIANT SlJBSPACES 
OF f'(JR) 

In this section, we study a class of subspaces of the distri bution space E'(JR). Following 
a similar set-up as in §4.0, we derive resuits very similar to the results for transiatabie 
strict LF-spaces .of D+(JR)-type. In fact, most proofs go along the same lines as the · 
proofs of the analogue assertions in §4.0, and therefore are omitted. 

4.2.1 Transiatabie strict LF-spaces of V(JR)-type 

Define the translation group (a1)teJR. on E'(JR) by duality, i.e. 

(FE E'(JR), f E E'(JR), t E JR). 

We search for translation-invariant subspaces V of E'(JR) on which the translation 
group is strongly continuous. 

The first simple example of a (at)tEJR. -invariant subspace of E'(IR), on which the trans
lation group is strongly continuous, is the strict LF-space D(JR) from §3.1. In fact, 
we search for complete, (a1)tEJR. -invariant subspaces V of E'(JR), which contain D(JR) 
densely. So, V may be regarded a completion of D(JR). Such a topological vector 
space is the strict LF-space Cc(IR). 

Example 4.44 (The space Cc(IR)) 
Let Cc( IR) be the subspace of C(JR) defined by 

Cc( IR) = U C,n(IR), where C,n(IR) := {/ E C(JR) I supp(f) Ç [-n, n]}. 
n 

So, f E C(JR) belongs to Cc( IR) if f has bounded support. Each C,n(IR) being a closed 
subspace of C(IR), the family (C,n(IR))nEJN is a strict inductive system. Correspond
ingly, Cc(IR) is equipped with the related strict LF-topology 

Cc( IR) = ind C n(IR). 
n ' 

(4.23) 

The space Cc( IR) is the completion of D(JR) with respect to respecttoa suitable strict 
pre-LF-topology, namely the induced Cc(IR)-topology on D(JR). In fact, each C,n(IR) 
is a completion of D,n(IR) for the C(JR)-topology. The space Cc(JR) is a subspace of 
E'(IR) in canonical way; for each </> E Cc(IR), the mapping 

f E E(JR) H l f(r).P(r)dr (4.24) 

defines a E'(JR)-element. We have the following (dense) inclusîons 

D(IR) <--+ Cc(IR) <--+ E'(JR), (4.25) 

where E'(IR) is equipped with weak-star topology induced by E(JR). So, the topological 
dual of Cc(IR) is a subspace of E'(IR). 
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The strict LF-space Cc(JR) is a (a1)teJR -invariant subspace of &'(IR). The translation 
operators (a1)teJR on Cc(JR}, defined in the standard way by 

(ad}(s) = f(t + s) (t,s E IR, f E Cc(IR)), 

form a c0-group of continuous linear operators. Naturally, the translation group; 
(at)teJR on V extends the translation group on V(IR). lt can also be seen as the 
restrietion of the translation group on &'(IR). 

A translatable space V of V(IR)-type is a translation~invariant, topological vector 
subspace of e'(IR), such that the natural embedding from V into e'(IR), equipped 
with weak-star topology a(&'(D?.),e(D?.)) is continuons and for which the restricted 
translation group is strongly continuous. We focus especially on the case where the 
topological structure of V is a strict LF-space. 

Definition 4.45 Let V be a strict LF -space, satisfying the following properties; 

ii. The inclusions from i. are dense and continuous, where &'(R) is equipped with 
weak-star topology a(e'(D?.),e(D?.}). 

iü. at(V) Ç V for all t E D?.. 

iv. The (restricted) translation group on V is a eo-group. 

Then V is called a translatable strict LF-space ofV(IR)-type. 

Besides the spaces V(R) and C.(JR), the strict LF-spaces ~omp(D?.), p:?: 1, consisting 
of alllocally p-Lebesgue integrable functions with bounded support, are transiatabie 
strict LF-space of V(D?.)-type. The strict LF-space L~mp(IR) is not translatable, since 
the translation group (at)tEJR on L~mp(JR) is not strongly continuous. 

The translation group being strongly continuons on each transiatabie strict LF -space 
V of V(IR)-type, we may apply the theory on c0-groups from Chapter 2 to V. As a 
consequence ofthe Dixmier-Malliavin result, Theorem 2.11, the c00-domain is equal to 
V(R) for any V (cf.Theorem 4.3). 

Theorem 4.46 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space of V(IR)-type. Let 8". be the, 
infinitesimal generator of the translation group (at)teJR on V. Then 

(Dom""(b".), 'Iind) V(R), 

where 'Iind is the strict inductive limit topology from Definition 2.69. · 

There are no transiatabie spaces ofV(IR)-type with a topological structure more simple 
than the one of strict LF -spaces, such as Hilbert spaces, Banach spaces or even Fréchet 
spaces ( cf. Proposition 4.4 

Proposition 4.47 There exists no translatable F-space ofV(IR)-type. 
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4.2.2 Transiatabie strict LF-spaces of 'D(Dt)-type as 
V( Dt)-completions 

Since V( IR) is a dense subspace of each transiatabie space V of V( IR)- type by defini
tion, V is a completion of V( IR) equipped with a strict pre-LF-topology weaker than 
the V(JR)-topology. Similar to Theorem 4.6, we obtain the following result. 

Theorem 4.48 Let (Pk)keJN be a separating family of ordered seminorms on V(JR) 
satisfying the following conditions on each V,n(IR) 

N 

I. vkEJN 3NeJN3C>O V..peD.,.(JR) [ Pk('lj;) s; c. L max I 1j;Cil(t) I ], 
' i=O tE[-N,NJ 

Il. '~Jet:(IR) 3c>o 3keJN V..peD,.,.(IR) [ I fm '!ji(T)j(T) dT I s; C · Pk('l/J) ], 

liL 'icornpactlÇJRVkEJN3c>031elNV1/.>ED,n(IR} [ SUPPk(at'!ji) s; C·pt('!ji) ]. 
tEl 

Let T,.. be the pre-F-topology on V,.,(IR) generated by the seminorms (Pk ID,.,.(IR))keiN 

and let Fn be the completion ofV.n(IR) for 7;. in V~(IR). Then 

i. ((V,n(IR), T,..))neiN is a strict inductive system of pre-F-spaces. 

ii. (Fn)neJN is a strict inductive system of Fréchet spaces, 

iii. ind Fn is a transtatabie strict LF-space of V(IR)-type. 
n 

Each strict LF-space constructed according to Theorem 4.48 is a transiatabie space 
of V( IR)- type. The converse is also true, each transiatabie strict LF -space of V(IR)
type arises from such a construction. In other words; the conditions I, II and lil are 
necessary fora strict LF-space ind Fn to be of V( IR)- type. 

n 

Theorem 4.49 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space ofV(IR)-type and let (Pk)keJN 
be afamily of seminorms related to V 's-topology in the sense of Proposition 1.36. Then 
the following statements hold true. 

i. The seminorms (p~c)keiN satisfy the conditions I, IJ and JIJ from Theorem 4.6 on 
V( IR). 

ii. A strict inductive system of F-spaces (Fn)neJN exists satisfying 

• V,.,( IR) Ç F., E1(IR), where the inclusions are continuous and the first 
inclusion is dense, 

• V::::: indFn. 
n 

We obtain the following result from Theorem 4.49. 

Corollary 4.50 Let V ind Vm be a transiatabie strict LF-space ofV(IR)-type. Then 
m 

for each m E JN, there is n E lN such that 

~ E Vm =? supp(<f>) Ç [-n, n]. 

Put differently, Vm consists of ê'(IR)-distributions with support in n] only. 
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4.2.3 Closed, (at)telR -invariant operators on transiatabie 
strict LF-spaces of V(JR)-type 

In this subsection, we consider closed, translation-invariant operators on transiatabie 
strict LF-spaces of V(JR)-type. These turn out to be extensions of closed, translation.: 
invariant operators on V(JR), which are described in §3.1.2. We will not consider 
closed, translation-invariant subspaces of V(JR)-type. Although it can be shown that 
these are closures of closed, translation-invariant subspaces of V(JR), we have found 
no explicit characterization result. 

Similar to the Lemmas 4.14 and 4.36, we have the following result. 

Lemma 4.51 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space of V(JR)-type. Let L1, L2 be 
closed, linear (O"t)teiR -invariant operators on V with domains Dom(Lt) and Dom(L2). 
IfV(JR) Ç Dom(LI) n Dom(~), then, 

Ltlv(JR) = Lzlv(IR) <=> Dom(LI) = Dom(L2) and L1 = L2 on Dom(Lt)· 

Proposition 4.52 Let V be a transtatabie strict LF-space ofV(JR)-type. ·Let L, with. 
domain Dom(L), be a closed linear operator on V, satisfying 

i. L is (O"t)teiR -invariant, 

ii. V(JR) Ç Dom(L). 

Then L(V(JR)) Ç V(JR) and the restricted mapping Llv(JR) is a continuous linear, 

(O"t)teJR -invariant operator on V(JR). 

In Corollary 3.32, the coneetion of all continuous, linear, (O"t)tEIR-invariant operators 
on V( .IR) are characterized. So applying Lemma 4.51 and Proposition 4.52, we obtain a 
characterization ofdosed, linear, (O"t)teiR -invariant operators on arbitrary transiatabie 
strict LF-spaces of V(JR)-type (cf. Theorem 4.16 and 4.38) 

Theorem 4.53 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space ofV(JR)-type. Let L be à linear 
mapping on V with domain Dom(L), where V( .IR) Ç Dom(L). Then the following two 
assertions are equivalent. 

i. L is closed and (O"t)teJR -invariant. 

ii. A distribution FE f'(JR) exists such th.at 

• Dom(L) = {i/> E V I F * l/J E V} 

• Ll/J = F * 4> for each l/J E Dom(L). 

iii. There are IJ. E Mc(.IR) and P ElP such that 

• Dom(L) = {! E V I O"[fL]f E Dom(8~)}, where k is the degree of P, and 

• Lf = P(óu)O"[fL]f, 
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where Óu is the infinitesimal generator of ( O"t)tEIR on V. 

Since a continuous operator is closed, each continuous linear (O"t)tEIR -invariant operator 
L on any transiatabie strict LF -space V of'D( IR)- type is of the form Lx = F *x, x E V, 
forsome FE E'(.IR) (cf. Theorem 4.53.ii). However, this result is not satisfactory, since 
it does not reveal the form of the convolution kernels F. In case of the transiatabie 
space D(IR), the algebra E'(IR) corresponds to the collection of all continuous, linear, 
(O"t)tEJR -invariant mappings on D(JR), but for other transiatabie strict LF-spaces of 
D(JR)-type, the class of all continuous, linear, (O"t)tEJR -invariant mappings corresponds 
toa proper subalgebra of E'(JR). 
In case of the transiatabie space Cc( IR), the subalgebra Me( IR) of E'(JR) characterizes 
all continuous, linear, ( O"t)tEIR -invariant mappings ( cf. Proposition 4.40) 

Proposition 4.54 Let L be a mapping on Cc( IR). Then the following assertions are 
equivalent. 

i. L is continuous, linearand (O"t)tEIR -invariant. 

n. There exists v E Mc(IR), such that Lef>= v * c/> for all cf> E Cc(IR). 

iii. L = O"[Jl], forsome J1 E Mc(IR). 

The following result extends Proposition 4.54 to the strict LF-spaces l4omp(JR), p ~ 1 
(cf. Theorem 4.19). 

Theorem 4.55 Let L be a linear operator on l4omp(JR), where p ~ 1. Then the 
following two statements are equivalent. 

1. L is (O"t)tEJR -invariant and continuous, satisfying L(Cc(IR)) Ç Cc(IR). 

ii. L = O"[Jl] forsome J1 E Mc(IR). 

In the special case p = 1 the secoud condition of Theorem 4.55 is redundant. 

Theorem 4.56 Let L be a linear operator on L~omp(JR). Then the following two 
statements are equivalent. 

i. L is (O"t)tEJR -invariant and continuous. 

ii. L = O"[JI] forsome J1 E Mc(IR). 

Pro of. 
We refer to [vEdR4], Theorem 4.2 . 

•• 
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5 
FACTORIZATIONS OF 

INPUT/OUTPUT MAPPINGS 

In this chapter, we concentrate on a problem in the field of system theory, the factor
ization problem for continuous-time systems. 

We may consider a system as a device, accepting certain signals (inputs) and produc
ing other sîgnals (outputs) according tosome specific rules. A continuous-time system 
2:; is a system with signals defined on the whole real time-axis. So, think of the signals 
(inputs and outputs) as being "functions" on JR. If the input signals of a system 2:; 

determine the output signals of E uniquely, then a system is called an inputjoutput 
system (IO-system). So, an IO-system can be regarcled as a mapping (fr;) from the 
set of input signals (U) into the set of output signals (Y). Schematically the system 
can be presented by the following scheme. 

The mapping h is called the inputjoutput mapping of the system E. 

A system E is completely specified by the triple (U, Y, fr;). The triple (U, Y, /r:;) is 
called the working mode of the system E (cf. Yamamoto [Y2]). The working mode 
of a system E is an external description, it carries all external properties of E within. 
For example, the system E is linearif and only if the signal spaces U and Y are vector 
spaces and if the mapping h is linear. The system E is time-invariant if and only if 
for each input u EU causing the output y(= JE( u.)) and for each tE IR, we have that 
its translate u(.+ t) is also an input ( E U), causing the output y(. + t). In particular, 
U and Y have to be translation invariant vector spaces. A linear system is causal if 
and only if u 1(-oo,TJ = 0 yields that JE( u) 1(-oo,T] = 0 for any TE JR. 

System theory deals, more or less, with the internal behaviour of causal systems. In 
particular, system theory is interested in entities related to a system, carrying at ea.ch 
moment the information about the past behaviour of the system tha.t is relevant for 
the future behaviour of the system, the so called state variables of the system. In 
rnadelling physical phenomena, state variables often appear. The problem of factor-
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ization deals with the choice of state variables, as will be explained now. We start from 
the working mode (U, Y, JE) of a causal, time-invariant system I:. Next, we treat thte 
system differently, by consiclering the pairs (w, 7), where w is an input from U, with 
support only before the time instant zero and where ')' is the conesponding output 
only considered on the time-interval [0, oo); We call this description of a system I: the 
static mode of I:.· The static mode of a system is completely specified by the triple 
(n, r, !stat), where n consistsof all inputs from u varying only before the time instant 
zero, where r" =" y ho,oo) and where !stat : n -+ r defined by 

fstat(w) := JE( u) l[o,oo) (wE 0). 

A factorization of !stat. is a triple (X, g, h), where g is a mapping from n into X and 
where h is a mapping from X into r such that !stat = hog. The problem of factorization 
is how to construct, tosome extent, "a unique" and "minimal" factorization (X, g, h). 
In the minimal factorization, the vector g(w) E X, w E 0, indicates precisely the 
information of the input vector w that is relevant to determine the conesponding 
output 'Y· Hence, this vector g(w) is the most likely candidate for the state of the 
system at time zero, given the input w before time instant zero. Correspondingly, X 
is the state space, i.e. the space where the state vector takes its values. 

· A search for a factorization of !stat is the first natural step in the search for a realization 
of !stat, i.e. the description of the system by the set of differential equations 

{ 
x(t) = A(x(t)) + B(u(t)) 
y(t) = C(x(t)) 

t > 0, x(O) = xo, (5.1) 

where at each time t0 , x(to) denotes the state of the system, u(t0 ) the input and y(t0 ) 

the output. Furthermore, A, B and C are linear mappings. We will not tackle the 
realization problem in this thesis. Nevertheless, it can be solved in a few cases. In par
ticular, we present in §5.2.2 a (finite-dimensional) state space realization for systems 
with a finite-dimensional factorization. Furthermore, Yamamoto presented in [Y2] and 
[Y 4] state space realizations for systems belonging to the class of systems studied in 
this chapter. 

In this chapter, we restriet the attention to linear time-invariant causal continuous-time 
systems. In particular, we focus on the case that both the input-, and the output sigo
nals are scalar valued functions of time (single-input single-output-, or SISO-systems}. 
Furthermore, we assume that the input space and output space are equal. The case <1 
multivariable inputs and outputs, MIMO-systems, can be treated similar to the theory 
presented in this chapter, up to obvious modifications. 

In contrast with most literature ([Yl, Y2, Y4, Y5], [Kaml, Kam2] and [KH]), we do 
not want to make an a priori choice for the signal spaces. Indeed, we take signail. 
spaces from the class of transiatabie strict LF-spaces of V+(JR)-type (cf. Definitiolll 
4.2). Herewith, we included Yamamoto's choice Lfoc,+(JR) for the signal spaces (see 
[Yl, Y2, Y4, Y5]). Moreover, each inputfoutput mapping h: : U -+ Y can be ex
tended to an inputfoutput mapping rxt from V~(JR) into V~(JR). So, (U, Y, fr:.) is 
a subsystem of (V~(JR), V~(JR), rxt). The latter type of systems were considered by 
Kamen ([Kam2]). 
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Taking signals from a transiatabie strict LF-space of V+(JR)-type, we consider only 
signals with support bounded on the left. This condition on the support of the signals 
expresses the philosophy that the feeding of an input to the system has started only a 
finite time span ago. However, since the time-point zero (the present) may he chosen 
arbitrarily (time-invariance), this initial point may also be chosen arbitrarily. In fact, 
this assumption was made by Kalman in his approach to solve the realization problem 
for discrete-time dynamica! systems (see [Kal], Chapter 10). 

The set-up of this chapter is as follows. In section 5.1.1, we investigate the working 
mode of linear time-invariant inputjoutput systems with signals from a transiatabie 
strict LF-space. It turns out that each such system is the unique extension of a system 
with smooth (= V+(JR) !) signals. Since different choices of signal spaces can lead 
to the same smooth subsystem, this may lead to a classification of such systems. In 
§5.1.2, we discuss the static mode of linear time-invariant inputjoutput systems. Also 
in the static mode description of systems, systems can he classified, when having the 
same behaviour for smooth inputs. In §5.1.3, we show that under the condition of 
strict causality, each system has a unique working mode-, and a unique static mode 
description. In §5.2, we introduce the basics of factorization theory. A concept of 
canonical "unique and minimal") factorization, due to Yamamoto [Yl], is pro
posed. In §5.2.2, we investigate systems with finite-dimensional factorizations, i.e. 
factorizations where the state space X is finite-dimensional. It is shown that, finite
dimensional state spaces are spanned by exponential-polynomials and that systems 
with finite-dimensional factorizations have an impulse response that is the sum of 
exponential-polynomials. For systems with finite-dimensional factorizations, a (finite
dimensional) state space realization is given. Finally, in §5.3, we focus on so-called 
pseudo-rational systems. The canonkal state space of a subclass of pseudo-rational 
systems is characterized in terms of their impulse responses. A necessary and sufti
eient condition is given for which canonical state spaces are spanned by a countable 
collection of exponential-polynomials. 

5.1 DESCRIPTIONS OF INPUT/OUTPlJT 
SYSTEMS 

In this section, we discuss two types of external descriptions of linear time-invariant 
continuons-time systems, the working mode of systems and the static mode of sys
tems. Each of these modes of a system can he described by a mapping, the so-called 
inputjoutput mapping. In §5.1.3, we show that for strictly causal systems, these 
descriptions correspond. 

5.1.1 The working mode of a system 

Let E be a linear, time-invariant, continuous-time SISO-system accepting and produc
ing signals from the transiatabie strict LF-space V of V+(JR)-type. Schematically, the 
system E can he represented by the following diagram. 
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V V 

Since E admits an inputfoutput description, the system E can be described by a 
mapping relating each input to its corresponding output, the inputjoutput mapping. 
We denote the inputfoutput mapping of the system E by fr:,. Since the system E i$ 
linear and time-invariant, the mapping h:. is linear on V satisfying 

(5.2) 

for all t E JR. Here O't denotes the translation operator on V over t for each t E JR. 
In the terminology of Chapter 4, the mapping JE is (O't)tE.IR -invariant. Involving 
the topology of V as well, we shall demand the inputfoutput mapping to be well· 
conditioned by requiring that the inputfoutput mapping h is continuons with respect 
to V. 

Definition 5.1 The working mode of a SISO-system E with signals from transiatabie 
strict LF-space V of V+(JR)-type, is the pair (V, fr:.). Here Ir:. is the input/output 
mapping of E. The mapping h is linear, continuons and (O't)tE.IR -invariant on V. 

In the remainder of this chapter, we write E = (V, fr:.}, where V is always a translat. 
able strict LF-space of V+(JR)-type, and where fr:. is the inputfoutput mapping of E. 

With the assumption that inputfoutput mappings are continuous, we obtain the fol
lowing characterization of inputfoutput mappings from Theorem 4.16. 

Proposition 5.2 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space ~f V+(JR)-type. Let E = 
(V, Ir:.) be a 8180-system. Then, the inputjoutput mapping fr:. of E is of the form 

fr:.(x) (x E V), (5.3) 

for a unique G E V~(/R). Conversely, for G E 1Y+(/R) satisfying G *x E V for 
each x E V, (5.3} defines a continuous linear translation-invariant mapping fa on V. 
Correspondingly, (V, fa) is a 8180-system. 

The distribution G introduced in Proposition 5.2 is called the impulse response of 
E = (V, fr:.). 

Remark 5.2.1 Reeall from §4.1.3 that for V C!(JR), k E JN0, and for V ::r:: 

Lloc,+(JR), the impulse response of a SISO-system (V, Ir:.) is always a Radon mea
sure with support bounded on the left. Conversely, each f.L E M+(JR) is the impulse 
response of a SISO-system (V, !'IJ), where V= C!(JR), k E !No, or V= Lloc,+(JR). 

Proposition 5.2 has the following consequences for SISO-systems E (V, JE). Let G 
be the impulse response of I:. Then, the continuous linear (O't)tE.IR -invariant mapping 
fr:..ext : V~(JR) -+ V~(/R), defined by 

(U E 1Y+(JR)), (5.4) 
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extends the inputjoutput mapping JE to V~(JR). 
Furthermore, the mapping ffes: 'D+(JR) -+ 'D+(JR), defined by 
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(5.5) 

is a continuous linear (a1) 1em -invariant mapping on 'D+(JR). In particular, !fes is the 
restrietion of JE to V+(JR). 

Definition 5.3 The SISO-system E1 = (V11 h;,) is called a subsystem of the SISO
system E2 = (V2, fr; 2 ) when the following conditions are satisfied: 

ii. h2(Vî) ç vb 

iii. hzlv, = fr:.1. 

By Definition 5.3, each SISO-system E (V, JE) is a subsystem of a SISO-system, 
Eext = (V~(JR), h,ext), admitting 'D~(JR)-signals. Systems with 'D~(JR)-signals were 
considered by Kamen in [Kam2]. So, the systems, considered in this chapter, are 
subsystems of the ones considered by Karnen. Since V~(JR) is not a transiatabie 
strict LF-space of 'D+(JR)-type, we deal with proper subsystems of Kamerr's systems 
only. Furthermore, we observe that each SISO-system E = (V, JE) contains a smooth 
subsystem, r;res = (V+(JR), /fe"). In fact, by Lemma 4.14 and Proposition 4.15, the 
mapping JE is the unique continuous linear (O't)tEIR -invariant extension to V of the 
input/output mapping H!' on V+(JR). 

Theorem 5.4 Let (V, Jr.) be a SISO-system. Let !fes be the restrietion of JE to 'D+(JR) 
as in (5.5}. Then, Eres ('D+(JR), /fes) is a subsystem ofE, and E is the unique SISO
system, with signals in V, ha ving r;res as a subsystem. 

By Theorem 5.4, we may regard any SISO-system I: (V, JE) as the completion of 
its smooth subsystem r;res ('D+(JR), ffe•). However, this smooth subsystem Eres = 
('D+(JR), /fes) may very well be the smooth subsystem of a number of SISO-systems. 
Obviously, these systems will have the same impulse response. For example, reeall 
that the mapping a[tt] is linear, continuous and (a1) 1em -invariant on every transiatabie 
strict LF-space V of 'D+(JR)-type for each J.t E Me( IR). So, each pair (V, a[J.t]), with 
f.k E Mc(IR) and with V a transiatabie strict LF-space of 'D+(JR)-type, defines a 
SISO-system, all these systems densely containing the same smooth subsystem r;r•• = 
(V+(JR),a[J.t]) and having the same impulse response~. In fact, one can classify 

having the same smooth subsystem in their working mode description. 

We are especially interested in causa[ and strictly causal IO-systems. In particular, let 
E = (V, fr,) be a SISO-system. Then E is called causal, if its input/output mapping 

satisfies for all T E IR 

The following assertion is readily checked. 
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Proposition 5.5 A 8180-system (V, h) is causal if and only if the support of the 
impulse response G of E is contained in [0, oo). Furthermore, a 8180-system (V, Ir;) 
is causal if and only ij its smooth subsystem ('D+(JR), /fes) is causal. 

In §5.1.3, we show that causality of a system is not suflident to guarantee a proper 
introduetion of the "state" of a system. Therefore, we introduce the stronger concept 
of "strict causality". We need some terminology first. 

Definition 5.6 Let U be an open set in JR. Let GE 'D'(JR). Then Gis called regular 
on U, if there exists gE Lloc(JR) such that for all 'I/! E 'D(JR) 

supp('I/J) Ç U => G('l/!) = L '1/J(t)g(t)dt. 

We employ the following concept of strict causality due toKamen [Kam2], Definition 
2.3. 

Definition 5. 7 A SISO-system E = (V, h:) is called strictly causal if E = (V, h::) is 
causal and its impulse response G is regular in a neighbourhood of 0. 

Again, a SISO-system (V, h.) is strictly eauaal if and only if its smooth subsystem 
(V+(JR), ft!') is strictly causal. 

5.1.2 Static SISO-systems 

In tbis subsection, we introduce a second type of description for causal SISO-systems, 
the so-called static mode of a system (cf. [Y2]). The static mode of a system E relates 
an input with compact support, so actuaUy taking place during a finite time span, to 
its corresponding output only considered after the actual input has ended. Dealing 
with time-invariant systems, we may take inputs on the negative time-axis ( -oo, 0] 
( the past) and outputs on tbe positive time-axis [0, oo) ( the future). We empbasize 
that such a description makes sense only if the system E is causa!. 

Let E = (V, h:.) be a causal SISO-system. The input space n in the static mode of E 
consistsof all input signals in V with distributional support in ( -oo, 0], i.e. 

0 := V n f'(JR-) = {xE V isupp(x) Ç (-oo,O]}, (5.6) 

where f' ( JR-) is the subspace of V~ ( JR) consisting of all distributions with (compact) 
support in ( -oo, 0]. 
Tbe output space r in the static mode is a quotient space, namely 

r := v;n. (5.7} 

So, output signals x1, x 2 E V beleng to the same equivalence class in r if and only if 
supp(x1 - x2) Ç ( -oo, 0], or equivalently, if (x1 - x2) ko,oo)= 0. 

Now, let w E O(Ç V) be an input to the system E = (V, JE). Since the conesponding 
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output in the working mode of 'Eis h(w), it is natural to take the coset Jr;(w) + n as 
output in the static mode of the system 'E. So, the mapping !stat : n ---. r defined by 

fstat(W) h.(w) + n (wE !1), 

describes the behaviour of 'E in the static mode. Notice that !stat is linear, satisfying 
for all t ~ 0 

fstat(O'tW) = O't(fr;(w)) + Ü (wE !1). (5.8) 

Introducing translations on n and r, equality (5.8) can be read as an intertwining 
property of !stat· Since a1(!1) Ç n if and only if t ~ 0, we deal with semigroups of 
translations on n and r only. 

Definition 5.8 Let V be a transiatabie strict LF-space of V+(JR)-type with transla
tion group (at)tEIR. The translation semigroup (at)t>O on n =V n E'(JR-) is defined 
~ -

(t ~ 0, x E !1), 

i.e. the translation semigroup (at)t>O restricted to the subspace n. On r v;n, the 
translation semigroup (at)1;::o is defined by 

(t ~ 0, x E V), 

i.e. is the quotient mapping of O't on r. 

So, (5.8) can be read as the intertwining relation 

!stat 0 a; (t ~ 0). (5.9) 

Now, we are ready to introduce the concept of static SISO-system. 

Definition 5.9 A static SISO-system 'Estat is the quadruple (V, n, r, !stat) satisfying 
the following conditions: 

i. V is a transiatabie strict LF-space of V+(JR)-type, 

n. n = V n f'(JR-), 

iii. r = V /!1, and 

iv. !stat : n ___. r is a linear operator satisfying the intertwining relation (5.9). 

The space n is called the static input space of 'Estat> r is called the static output space 
of 'Estat and the mapping !stat is called the static inputjoutput mapping of 'Esta.t· 

Remark 5.9.1 The terminology "statie system" is a bit unfortunate, since it usually 
refers toa system without any dynamics. However, since we want to present a theory 
which captures the one introduced by Yamamoto ([Yl]), we adopt his terminology. 
The mapping from past inputs into future outputs is also referred to as the "Hankel 
operator', so an alternative for the term "statie" could be "Hankel''. 
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Remark 5.9.2 In concrete situations the static outputspace r is taken isomorphic to 
the complex quotient space V/ft For instance, if V= Lfoc,+(JR), wetaker = L~oc(JR) 
(cf. Yamamoto [Y1, Y2] and Corollary 5.13). 

Remark 5.9.3 In §5.1.3, we show that each working mode description (V, fr:.) of a 
SISO-system E corresponds uniquely to a static SISO-system Estat = (V, n, r, !stat). 
This static SISO-system Estat is called the static mode description of the system E (see 
§5.1.3). . 

In the Definitions 5.10 and 5.19, we refine the definition of a static SISO-system, 
involving topological aspects as well. To this extent, we need to introduce topological 
structures for the signal spaces of a static SISO-system E.tat = (V, n, r, !stat). 

First, we consider the topology for n. Since V <-+ V~(JR) and &'(JR-) is closed in 
1Y+(JR), n = V n &'(JR-) is a closed subspace of V. So, from a topologist's point of 
view, it would seem natura! to en,dow n with the relative V-topology. However, tht 
topological structure of this relative V-topology does not need to be a strict inductive 
limit topology: There are strict LF-spaces having closed subspaces which are not 
a (strict) LF-space, when equipped with the relative topology (see Remark 1.41.1). 
Therefore, we equip n with a topology possibly finerthan the relative V-topology. To 
this end, let V ind Fn. Since Fn n n = Fn n &'(JR-) for each n E JlV, we have that 

n 
Un (Fn n &'( JR-)) = n. Since 11 is a closed subspace of V, Proposition 1.41 yields that 
(Fn n &1(1R-))neJN is a strict inductive system of F-spaces. We equip 11 with the strict 
inductive limit topology of (Fn n&1(IR-))neJN· Then, of course, we haven<-+ V~(JR). 

Next, we investigate the topological structure of the outputspace r. Since r = V/11 
is a quotient space, it is natural to equip r with corresponding quotient topology. 
Equipped with quotient topology, r is a strict LF -space. In partienlar, in Proposition 
1.43 it is shown that, if V= ind Fn, then (Fn/(Fn nn))neJN is a strict inductive system 

n 
of F -spaces with strict inductive limit r. Summarizing, we have obtained the foliowint 
topologies for the signal spaces in the static mode of a system. 

Assumption 5.10 Let Estat = (V, n, r, !stat) be a static SISO-system, where V :::1: 

indFn. Then, the static input space n is equipped with the strict inductive limit 
n 

topology arising from the strict inductive system (Fn n f 1(1R-))neJN, i.e. 

n ind ( Fn n &1(1R-) ). 
n 

Moreover, the static outputspaceris equipped with the strict inductive limit topology 
arising from thè strict inductive system (Fn/(Fn n 11))neJN, i.e. 

r := ind ( Fn/(Fn n 11) ). 
n 

In §3.3, we discussed the F-space &(JR+). By Theorem 3.57, &(Rt) equals the quotient 
space V+(lR)/V(JR-). Since V(JR-) V+(JR) n &\IR-), this yields th~t the statiè 
output space r of each "smooth" static SISO-system ('D+(JR), n, r, !stat) equals the 
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F-space f(m+). In the sequel, we will show that r can betaken an F-space fora class 
of transiatabie strict LF-spaces of V+(R}type. 

Let V= ind Fn be a transiatabie strict LF-space of V+(m)-type, where the F-spaces 
n 

F., are defined as in Theorem 4.6, i.e. for each n E IN 

{x E V I supp(x) Ç [-n, oo) }, (5.10) 

which are equipped with reiative V-topoiogy. The canonical injection id from FI/(F1n 
0) into r is defined by 

id(x + (F1 n 0)) := x + 0 (5.11) 

By definition of the topology of r, the injection id is continuous. So, if id were a 
bijection, then the Open Mapping Theorem (1.46) ensures that id is a homeomorphism. 
Since FI/(F1 n 0) is an F-space (Proposition 1.24), this would yield that r is an F
space. Hence, we search for conditions on V for id to be surjective. 
First, we consider a similar problem for V~(R)-distributions: "Does there exist for 
each x E V~(m) a y E V~(m) with supp(y) Ç [-1, oo) such that supp(x- y) ç 
( -oo, 0]?" This question bas a positive answer. In particular, let 1/J E V+(m) and 
FE V~ (IR). Define the distributional product of 1/J and F by 

(1/J. F)(<P) F('I/J·<P) (1/J E V_(R)). (5.12) 

Since the mapping 1/J E V_(m) H 1/J · 1/J is continuons on V_(m), (5.12) defines a new 
V~(m)-distribution, denoted by '1/J· F. The support of the distri bution 1/J· Fis included 
in supp(F) n supp('I/J) Ç supp('I/J). Now, choose 'I/JoE V+(R) such that 1/Jo(t) 0 for 
t 5 -1 and 1/Jo(t) = 1 fort 2:: 0 and let x E V~(R), then we can write x as follows 

x = 'I/Jo ·x + (1 'I/Jo) ·x. (5.13) 

Notice that supp('I/Jo ·x) Ç oo) and supp((l 'I/Jo) ·x) Ç ( -oo, 0], so we have indeed 
that every V~(m)-distribution can be written as the sum of two V~(m)-distributions 
with support in ( -oo, 0] and in [ -1, oo) respectiveiy. 
Returning to the mapping id from (5.11), suppose that 1/J • x E V for each '1/J E 
V+(m), x EV. Then 'I/Jo· x E V and (1-1/Jo) ·x E V for all x E V, where 'I/Jo as above. 
Hence, x= 'I/Jo· x+ (1 'I/Jo)· x E 'I/Jo· x+ (f1(m-) n V) id('I/Jo ·x). We conclude 
that the following condition on V is sufficient for id to be surjective. 

Condition 5.11 
For all'I/J E V+(m) and all x E V, we have '1/J ·x EV. 

Now, suppose V satisfies Condition 5.11. Then, as we have seen, V= F1 + (f'(m-) n 
V). Summarizing, we have obtained the following result. 

Proposition 5.12 Let Z::stat (V, fl, f, !stat) be a static SISO-system. Ij V satisfies 
Condition 5.11, then r is an F-space. In fact, if V ind Fn, wher·e the F-spaces 

n 

are as in (5.10}, then r = Ftf(F1 n f 1(m-)). 
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All transiatabie strict LF-spaces of V+(JR)-type mentioned explicitly in this thesis 
satisfy Condition 5.11. For example, the distributional product of a V+(JR)-function 
with a V+(JR)-function is again a V+(JR)-function, namely the pointwise product of 
the two. Without proof, we mention some examples of transiatabie strict LF-spaces 
of V+(JR)-type satisfying Condition 5.11. 

Corollary 5.13 Let Estat = (V, n, r, !stat) be a static 8/80-system. Then, jor each af 
the followi.ng translatable strict LF-spacesV ofV+(JR)-type, the static outputspace f 
is an F-space; V= V+(JR), C!(JR), Lfoc,+(JR), where k E No and p;::: 1. 

Yamamoto's choice for the static outputspace r was Lfoc(JR+) (see Appendix A). The 
following result shows that this choice for r arises when taldng V= Lfoc,+(JR) (up to 
identiftcation). 

Lemma 5.14 Let the spaces Lfoc(JR+) and Ck(JR+) be equipped wi.th their natura.l 
F-topologies. Then 

• The quotient space Lfoc,+(JR)f(Lfoc,+(JR)nt''(JR-)), equipped with quotient topol-
ogy, is homeomorphic to the space Lfoc(JR+) for each p;::: 1. · 

• The quotient space C!(.JR)f(C!(JR) n E'(JR-)), equipped wi.th quotient topolog'!J, 
is homeomorphic to the space Ck(JR+) for k = 0, 1, ... , oo. 

Proof. 
We refer to [deR2], Lemma 6.11 . 

•• 
Corollary 5.15 Let Estat = (V, n, r, !stat} be a static 8/80-system. IJ V is one of 
the following spaces; V+(JR), C!(JR), Lfoc,+(JR), where k E /No, p;::: 1, then f can be 
taken t'(JR+), Ck(JR+), Lfoc(JR+). 

Next, we consider the translation semigroups on the signal spaces of static SISO.. 
systems. The following result is basedon the assertion that (crt)tEJR is locally equicon
tinuous on each transiatabie strict LF-space V and Theorem 2.65. 

Lemma 5.16 Let (V, n, f, /stat) be a static 8!80-system. Let (ai)t>o and (qt)t>o ~ 
the translation semigroups on {1 and f. Then, ( crt)t>O and ( crt)t>O jorm Co·Semiuroups 
of continuous linear operators on n and r. - - . 

Since 0 and f are strict LF-spaces, the eo-semigroups (qt)t>o and (crt)t>o are locally 
equicontinuous. - -

We are especially interested in the Coc,-domain of the inftnitesimal generators, 6t and 
ó;;, of the eo-semigroups ( crt)t~o and ( uï)t~o· First, we consider 6;;. 

Lemma 5.17 Let (V, n, r, !stat) be a static 8180-system. Let 617 be the infinitesimt,l 
generator of (ut)teJR on V and let 6;; be the infinitesimal generator of (uï)t>o· Then 
Dom( ó;;) = Dom( 617 ) n n. M oreover, 6;; w = 617w for all w E Dom( ó;;). -
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Pro of. 
The assertion that Dom( 6.,.) n n Ç Dom( ó;) and the assertion that 6; w = Óuw for 
all wE Dom(ó.,.) n Q are obvious. Since Dom(6;) Ç n, it remains to be proved that 
Dom(6;) Ç Dom(ó,.). To this end, let wE Dom(6;) and let y := 6;w. Since n <:......;V 
and sirree (/·~-w -7 yin n-sense ast! 0, we have <TtWt-w -7 yin V-sense ast l 0. So, 
w E Dom( ó.,.) if and only if UtWt-w -7 y as t r 0. To this end, let p he a continuons . 
seminorm on V. Then for all t > 0, 

(5.14) 

By the strong continuity of (u1) 1E1R, the first part of the right-hand side of (5.14) tends 
to 0 as t l 0. Furthermore, since (u1)tE1R is locally equicontinuous on V, the latter 
part of the right-hand side of (5.14) tends to 0 as t l 0. So, _, y in V as t --+ 0, 
i.e. wE Dom(6.,.) nn and ÓaW y . 

•• 
Theorem 5.18 Let (V, n, r, !stat) be a static SISO-system. Let ó". be the infinitesimal 
generator of (u1) 1E1R on V and let 6; be the infinitesimal generator of (ut) 1~0 . Then 

Dom""(ó;) Dom""(óu) n n := V(JEC). 

Next, we consider the infinitesimal generator ó;t of the translation semigroup ( ut)t>o 
on r. Similarly to Theorem 5.18, we would like that Dom""(ó;;) t:(JR+), i.e. tiïe 
smooth static output space. Since o (jJ (jJ o u1 for all t ;::: 0, where 4> denotes the 
(continuous) quotient mapping from V into r, we have that (jJ(x) E Dom(ó;t) with 
ó;t"(4>(x)) = 4>(6ax) for each x E Dom(6".). Consequently, we have 

{x + nIxE Dom""(ó,.)} ç Dom00 (6;t). 

Since Dom 00 
( 6a) V+ (IR) for every transiatabie strict LF -space V, the mapping J 

from V+(IR)/V(JR-) into {x+ nIxE Dom""(6u)}, defined by 

is an isomorphism. So by Theorem 3.57, we have 

Although it is true for the spaces Lfoc,+(JR) and C!(JR), the author can not prove 
the converse inclusion Dom""(ó;t") Ç {x + nIxE Dom00 (6.,.)}. So, we do not know 
whether t:(JR+) equals Dom""(ó;t). 

Now, let 'Estat =(V, n, r, !stat) he a static SISO-system. Having introduced topologies 
on the static input space n and on the static output space r, we require the static 
input/output mapping !stat to he well~conditioned, hy demanding it to be continuous. 
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Assumption 5.19 Let (V, n, r, !stat) he a static SISO-system. Then, the static in
put/output mapping !stat : n- ris assumed to satisfy the following conditions 

• !stat is linear and continuous, 

• 17i o !stat = !stat o 17Ï for a.ll t 2:: 0. 

Static input/output mappings are uniquely deterinined by their "smooth" signals. 

Lemma 5.20 Let (V, 0, r, !stat) be a static SISO-system. Then, the static inputjoutput 
mapping !stat : n- r satisfies 

i. fstat(Dom""(8;)) Ç Dom00(6:). 

ii; {(w,fstat(w)) I wE Dom""(ó;)} is sequentially iiense in graph(/stat)· 

Proof'. 
i. Let wE Dom(ó;). Then 

_ (. 17f'w- w) 
fstat{ó,.w} = /stat lmf t 

= lim 17i fatat(w) - fstat(w). 
t!O t 

So, fstat(w) E Dom{8:) and /stat(8;w) = 8: !stat(w). Applying this equality induo
tively, the assertion follows. 
ii. The assertion is a direct consequence of an extended version of Theorem 2.52.iii, 
where instead of a continuons linear ( at)t>o -invariant mappings from V into V, con
tinuons linear mappings L · from V into W are considered satisfying the intertwining 
relation f3tL =Lat with (a:t)t>O and (f3t)t>O are eo-groups on V and W (with similar 
proof as for Theorem 2.52.üif -

•• 
So by Lemma 5.20, every static inputfoutput mapping /stat : 0 _. r is uniquely de-
termined by its behaviour on the C00-domains of the infinitesimal generators of tbe 
translation semigroups on the static signal spaces. Reeall from Theorem 5.18 that 
Dom00(8;) = 'D(JR-), and reeall from (5.15) that C(JR+) Ç Dom00(6:). So, if tbe 
latter inclusion were an equality, then each static inputfoutput mapping would be tbe 
unique extension of a static inputfoutput mapping /f.te:.t : 'D(JR-) _. C(JR+). Sinoe 
'D(JR-) is the static inputspace of a system admitting 'D+(JR)-signals and since C(JR:f') 
is the static outputspace of a system admitting 'D+(JR)-signals, this would yield, sint
ilar to the working mode of system, that each static system I::stat = (V, 0, r .!stat) is 
the unique extension of its smooth subsystem r:;rat = ('D+(JR), 'D(JR-), C(JR+), /!.te:.t)· 
In the remainder of this thesis, we restriet ourselves to the class C of transiatabie striGt 
LF-spaces of 'D+(JR)-type introduced in the following definition. 

Definition 5.21 The class C consist of all transiatabie strict LF-spaces V of 'D+(JR)
type, satisfying the following conditions 

i. For all'!{; E 'D+(JR) and all x E V, we have'!{;· x E V, i.e. Condition 5.11, and 
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ii. Dom""(ód') = {x + nIxE Dom""(óu)} = t:(JR+), 

where nis the static inputspace Vnt:'(JR-) and where ód' is the infinitesimal generator 
of the Co-semigroup (O't)t;:::o on the static outputspace r = Vj(V n t:'(JR+)). 

Remark 5.21.1 Both conditions of Definition 5.21 have only consequences for the 
static outputspace r. Condition 5.21.i ensures that ris an F-space. Condition 5.21.ii 
ensures that the c00-domain of the infinitesimal generator of the translation semigroup 
(O't)t;:::o on r equals t:(JR+). 

Assumption 5.22 In the remainder of this thesis, we will consider only static SISO
systems (V, n, r, !stat) with V E C. 

Static signal spaces contain the smooth static signal spaces densely. 

Lemma 5.23 Let (V, n, r, !stat) be a static SISO-system. Then 

where the inclusions are dense. 

Proof. 
The proof of Lemma 5.23 is straightforward. This result is also true for translatable 
strict LF-spaces which do not belong to the class C . 

•• 
For static SISO-systems L:stat = (V, n, r, !stat), the input/output mapping is uniquely 
determined by the smooth signals in L:stat. 

Theorem 5.24 Let (V, n, r, !stat) be a static SISO-system. Identify Dom""(ó.;) and 
Dom""(ód') with D(JR-) and t:(JR+). Then, the restricted inputjoutput mapping g:;,t : 
'D(JR-) -.. t:(JR+) satisjies 

i. J:::t is linear and continuous. 

Put differently, !stat is the unique extension of the static inputjoutput mapping gt•:t of 
the static SISO-system (V+( IR), 'D(JR-), t:(JR+), J;:;,t). 

Proof. 
i. The assertion that f;t•:t is linear is obvious. The continuity of f:t•:t is a direct 
consequence of the embeddings 'D(JR-) '----> n and t:(JR+) '----> r (cf. Lemma 5.23), the 
continuity of !stat and the Closed Graph Theorem. 
ii. This is a consequence of the definition of a static input/output mapping . 

•• 
The restricted inputjoutput mapping g::t : 'D(JR-) -.. t:(JR+) of Theorem 5.24 is 
called the smooth static inputjoutput mapping. From Theorem 5.24, we deduce the 
following characterization of smooth static inputjoutput mappings. 
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Proposition 5.25 Let (V, n, r, !stat) be a static SISO-system. Then, the smooth static 
inputjoutput mapping J;;:t : V(JR-) ~ E(JR+) has the form 

('1/J E V(JR-), t ~ 0), (5.1$) 

where FE V'_(JR). The distribution F corresponds to f:i:.t uniquely up to distributions 
with compact support in [0, oo). Conversely, every FE V'_(JR) defines a smooth static 
inputjoutput mapping by {5.16}. 

Proof. 
Define the linear functional p- on V(JR-) by 

Then, p- is continuous. So, applying the Hahn-Banach Theorem (Lemma 1.5.ü), 
there exists F E V'_(JR) such that F iv(IR-)= p-. Next, let F1, F2 E V'_(JR) be such 
that F1lv(IR-)= Falv(IR-)· Then, supp(F1 - F2) Ç [0, oo ). 

The proof of the last assertion is straightforward . 

•• 
Remark 5.25.1 The distribution Fin Proposition 5.25 can betaken with support 
in (-oo,Oj. 

Smooth static inputfoutput mappings are convolution operators: Define GE V~(JR) 
V V 

by G := F, i.e. G(</>) = F('I/J), where F as in Proposition 5.25. Then GE V~(JR) and 

F(17t"'I/J) = (G * '1/J)(t) 

We obtained the following analogue of Proposition 5.25. 

Proposition 5.26 Let Estat =(V, st, r, /stat) be a static SISO-system. Then its smooth 
static inputjoutput mapping f:::.t : V(JR-) ~ E(JR+) has the following form 

(5.17) 

forsomeG E V~(JR). The distribution Gis unique up to distributions with compact 
support in (-oo,O]. Conversely, for every G E 'D~(JR) defines by {5.17} a static 
inputjoutput mapping. 

The distribution GE V'+(JR) can betaken with support in [O,oo). 

Since the characteristic distribution G of Proposition 5.26 is not unique, we can not 
speak of the "impulse response" G of Estat· Requiring that supp( G) Ç [0, oo) does not 
solve this problem, since the delta distribution ( and its distributional derivatives) 80 

can always be added. 

Definition 5.27 A smooth static inputfoutput mapping f:::.t : 'D(JR-) - E(JR+) is 
called sirictly causal if the distribution F E 'D'_(JR) in Proposition 5.25, or equiva
lently the distribution G E 'D~(JR) in Proposition 5.26, can be chosen regular in a 
neighbourhood of 0. 
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Again, the charaderistic distribution G E V~(IR) for a strictly causa! inputjoutput 
mapping can be taken regular in a neighbourhood of 0 and with support in [0, oo ). 
The latter distribution is unique. 

Definition 5.28 A static SISO-system ~stat = (V, 0, r, !stat) is called strictly causal 
if its smooth static inputjoutput mapping f:t":.t : V(IR-) --. &(IR+) is strictly causal. 
The impulse response of ~stat is the ( unique) distribution G E V~ (IR), which is regular 
in a neighbourhood of 0 and with supp( G) Ç [0, oo), related to g;:t in the sense of 
Proposition 5.25. 

By definition, a static SISO-system ~stat is strictly causal if and only if its smooth 
subsystem ~~at is strictly causal. 

5.1.3 Conneetion working mode- static mode 

In the previous two subsections, we introduced two types of SISO-systems, one indi
cated by the pair (V, JE), the other indicated by the quadrupJe (V, 0, r, !stat)· In this 
subsection, we show that each strictly causa! SISO-system can be described in terms 
of both types. As a consequence, in addition to the working mode of a SISO-system 
(cf. Definition 5.1), we can speak of the static mode of a SISO-system. In particular, 
the static mode of a system E will be the static SISO-system related to ~. 

Each causal SISO-system is related to a static SISO-system. 

Theorem 5.29 Let~ = (V, h:) be a causal SISO-system, where V E C. Let fl~ = 

V n &'(IR-) and let rr: =V jflE. Define /stat : Or; --> r~ by 

/stat !/J 0 JE 0 i, 

where i is the canonical injection from OE into V and where 1> : V ___. rE denotes 
quotient mapping from V into rr;. Then the quadruple (V, OE, rr;, !stat) is a static 
SISO-system, ~stat· IJ~ is strictly causal, then ~stat is strictly causal. In the latter 
case, the impulse response of~ equals the impulse response of Estat· 

Pro of. 
Equip OE and r~ with the usual strict LF-topologies. Let (11i"")1>o and (11t)1>0 be 
the translation semigroups on Or: and Then the mapping !sta~ 1> o JE o "i is a 
continuous, linear mapping from 0~ into rr:, satisfying for all t ~ 0 

/stat 0 ITt = r/> 0 fE 0 ITt 0 i 

So, !stat is a static inputjoutput mapping. We conclude that (V, Or;, !stat) is a 
static SISO-system. 
Next, assume that ~is strictly causal. Then the impulse response G of~ is regular in a 
neighbourhood of 0 with supp(G) Ç [0, oo ). Let J:::t be the smooth static input/output 
mapping of Then for each 7/J E V(IR-), we have 

( G * 7/J) l[o,oo) . 
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We conclude that G is the impulse response of Estat· So, Estat is strictly causal and. 
the impulse response of E equals the impulse response of Estat· 

•• 
We call the static SISO-system Estat of Theorem 5.29 the static mode description of 
E. 

The following result shows that there is an one-one relation between smooth strictly 
causal SISO-systems and smooth strictly causal static SISO-systems. 

Lemma 5.30 Let Estat = ('D+(Dl), 'D(JR-), f(nt+), !stat) be a smooth strictly causal 
static 8/80-system. Then, there exists a unique smooth strictly causal 8/80-system 
E = ('D+(JR), Jr.) such that the following diagram 

V+(Dl) fE 'D+(JR) 

i 1 j • 
'D(JR-) /stat t(JR+) 

Figure 5.1 

commutes. Here i : 'D(JR-) ~ 'D+(Dl) is the canonical injection from 'D(JR-) into 
'D+(Dl) and 4>: V+(Dl) ~ t(JR+) denotes quotient mapping from 'D+(JR) into t(nt+). 

Pro of. 
Let G be the impulse response of Estat· Define the mapping fr. : 'D+(JR) ~ 'D+(JR) by 

Then, IE is continuons and (at)telR -invariant on V+(JR) (see Proposition 5.2). Cor.., 
respondingly, the pair (V+(Dl), JE) defines a (strictly causal) SISO-system E witb 
impulse response G. So, the quadruple ('D+(JR), 'D(JR-), t(JR+), 4> o fE o i) defines a 
static SISO-system Estat,l with impulse response G by Theorem 5.29. We conclude 
that Esta.t,l = Estab so that the diagram (5.1) commutes . 

•• 
The following (simple) example shows that the condition of strict causality can not be 
·omitted in Lemma 5.30. 

Example 5.31 Let I be the identity mapping on 'D+(Dl) and let N be the null map
ping on 'D+(JR). Since 4>(V(Dt-)) = {0}, we have 4> oIo i = 0. As a consequence, 
the causal SISO-systems E1 = (V+(JR),/) and EN= (V+(JR),N) correspond to the 
samestatic SISO-system (V+(JR), V(JR-), t(JR.+), Nstat), where Nstat('I/J) 0 for each 
'1/J E 'D(JR-). 

! 
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We conclude that there can be loss of information in the static mode description of a 
causal SISO-system, namely the information in the point zero of the impulse response 
of the system. This observation was overlooked by Yamamoto in [Y2]. 

For general strictly causal static SISO-systems L::stat = (V, D, r, !stat) the assertion 
analogous to Lemma 5.30 is not necessarily true. 

Theorem 5.32 Let = (V, n, r, !stat) be a strictly causal static SISO-system. 
Then, there exists at most one strictly causal SISO-system L:: = (V, h) such that the 
following diagram 

V JE V 

4> 

n !stat r 

Figure 5.2 

commutes. Here i : D -+ V denotes the canonical injection from D into V and 4> : 
V -+ r denotes quo ti ent mapping from V into r. 
If the strictly causal SISO-system L:: = (V, h) exists, then the impulse response G of 
L::stat satisfies 

(5.18) 

for each x E V. Conversely, ij the impulse response G of L::.tat satisfies the condition 
(5.18) for each x E V, then the existence of the strictly eaus al SISO-system L:: = (V, Jr;) 
is guaranteed. 

Proof. 
Let L::1 = (V, Jr;,) and L::z = (V, /r,2 ) be strictly causal SISO-systems such that the 
diagram (5.2) commutes. By Theorem 5.29, the impulse responses G1 and of L::1 

and equal the impulse response of L::stat· So, G1 = G2 and h, (x) = G1 *x = 
G2 *x= fr:.2(x) for each x E V. We conclude that L::2 • Moreover, since fr:., is a 
mapping from V into V by definition, we observe that G1 satisfies condition (5.18). 
Next, suppose the impulse response G of satisfies the condition (5.18). Then, the 
mapping Jo : V -+ V, defined by 

fc(x) := G *X (x E V), 

is continuons and ( o-1)tEJR -invariant on V (see Proposition 5.2). Correspondingly, the 
pair (V, !G) defines a (strictly causal) SISO-system E with impulse response G. By 
Theorem 5.29, the quadruple (V, fh::, 4> o Je o i) is a static SISO-system Estat,1 

with impulse response G. We conclude that Estat,l = Estat, so that the diagram (5.2) 
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commutes . 

•• 
In [deR2], Proposition 5A, the author proved that each JL E M+(/R) satisfies condition 
5.18. As a consequence, we have that for eacb strictly causal static SISO-systems 
with impulse response in M+(/R), the ex.istence of a strictly causal SISO-system U, 
such that the diagram (5.2) commutes, is guaranteed. This captures a result due 
to Yamamoto, [Y2], for SISO-systems admitting Lroc,+(JR)-signals (see also Theorem 
4.19). 

5.2 FACTORIZATIONS: GENERAL THEORY 

In the previous section, we described SISO-systems in terms of the relation between 
input signals and output signals. Since these signals can be measured, at least to some 
extent, they are called external signals. Cotrespondingly, the working mode description 
and the static mode description of systel$ from §5.1.1 and §5.1.2 are called external 
descriptions of systems. ! 

Often, systein theoreticians consider the iso-called internal description of a system, 
i.e. the form in which most systems appeá.r when arising from modelling a (physical) 
problem. In particular, linear time-invariant systems ofthe following form are studied 

{ 
x(t) = A(x(t)) + B(u(t)) 
y(t) = C(x(t)) 

t > 0, x(O) = xo, 
(5.19) 

where at each time to, x(to) denotes the state of the system, u(to) the input and y(t0 ) 

the output. Furthermore, A, B and C are linear mappings. In this setting the state 
space X, the vector space in which the state at each time takes its vatues, can be 
infinite dimensionat. 
The existence of a "state" is the essence of the internal def)cription of systems. This 
variabie can not always be measured and it carries internat information of the syg.. 
tem. The state of a system contains at any moment the information about the past 
inputfoutput behaviour of the system that is relevant for the future inputfoutput be-
haviour. So, intuitively, the state of a system contains all information about the past 
of the system that is relevant for its future. 

Realization theories deal with the conneetion of internat descriptions and external de-
scriptionsof systems. From the system (5.19), we can heuristically deduce the followin& 
relation between the input u, the state x ~he output y: 

{ 
x(t) = éAxo + J: e(t-T)AB(u(rHdr 
y(t) C(x(t)). 

t > 0, x(O) = xo, (5.20) 

The first equation of (5.20) can be interpreted as a state transition equation. By 
(5.20), the output y can heuristically be expressed in termsof the input u: 

y(t) CetAx0 + fot Ce(t-T)AB(u(r)}dT (t > 0) (5.21) 
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So, given the internal description (5.19) of a system I;, an external description (in
put/output mapping) can be derived from equality (5.21) taking x0 = 0. The problem 
of realization is the following; Given its externàl description of a system I;, does I; 

have an internal description of the form (5.19)? And if so, what is a canonical internal 
description, i.e. a, to some extent, unique one? 

In the general setting of §5.1, we can not solve the realization problem entirely. The 
operator A can be found, but we can not always find the operator B, which is of great 
importance for system control purposes. Instead of the realization problem, we con
sider a related problem, the so-called faäorization problem: "Given a strictly causal 
static inputjoutput mapping, does there exist a space X, a mapping g: n-+ X and a 
mapping h : X -+ r, such that f ho g?" And if so, what is a canonical factorization, 
i.e. a, tosome extent, unique one? 

5.2.1 Factorizations of static inputfoutput mappings 

We employ the following concept of factorization due to Yamamoto [Y1], Definition 
3.28. 

Definition 5.33 Let I;stat = (V, n, r, !stat) be a strictly causal static SISO-system. A 
factorization of is a quadruple (X, ( <1?1) 120 , g, h), such that 

i. X is a complete locally convex topological vector space, 

ii. g : n -+ x and h : x -+ r are continuous linear mappings, 

iii. ( <P1) 1>o is a strongly continuous semigroup on X, 

iv. go a-; <1?1 o g and ho <1?1 a( oh for all t :;::: 0 and 

V. !stat = ho g. 

For a factorization (X, ( <Pt)t;:::o, g, h) of I;stat, the vector space X is called state space, 
veetors x E X are called state vectors, the c0-semigroup ( <P1)t>O is called the associated 
semigroup, the mapping g : n -+ X is called the reachability mapping and the mapping 
h : x -+ r is called the observability mapping. 
A factorization (X, (<P1)12:0,g, h) of a strictly causal static SISO-system I; is called 
reachable if g(S1) = X, quasi-reachable if g(fl) is dense in X, observable if h is injective, 
and topologically observable if the mapping h :X -+ h(X) is a homeomorphism, where 
h(X) is equipped with induced f-topology. 

The existence of factorizations of a strictly causal static SISO-system is guaranteed. 

Lemma 5.34 Let Estat = (V, S1, r, !stat) be a strictly causal static S/SO-system. Then, 
the quadrupte Fac = Ustat(fl), (ai)t2:0' fstat>j) is a factorization of Estat· Here j : 

im(fstat) -+ r is the inclusion and the ciosure 
is quasi-Teachable and topologically observable. 

is in r. The jactorization Fac 
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The proof of Lemma 5.34 is a straightforward generalization of the proof given by 
Yamamoto in [Yl], Theorem 5.2, for the Qase V= Lfoc,+(JR). 

Next, we deal with the problem of uniqueness of factorizations of strictly causa! statik 
SISO-systems. 

Definition 5.35 Let (V, 0, r, !stat) be a strictly causal static SISO-system. Let Fac1 = 
(Xt,(<l>t,t)t;::o,9t.ht) and Fac2 (X2,(<1>2,t)t;::o,9z,h2) be factorizations of Estat· A 
morphism from Fac1 into Fac2 is a continuons linear mapping T: X1 - X 2 such tha.t 

i. T 0 9t = 92• 

ii. h2 o T = h1, and 

iii. <1>2,1 o T T o <1> 1,1 for each t ;::: 0. 

We say that Fac1 is isomorphic to Fac2 if T is a homeomorphism. 

It is readily checked that the identity and the composition of two (homeo-)morphism.s 
are (homeo-)morphisms. Furthermore, if Fac1 is isomorphic to Fac2 , then Fac2 is 
isomorphic to Fac1. Hence, isomorphisms yield a equivalence relation on the coneetion 
of all factorizations of a strictly causal static SISO-system (V, 0, f, !stat). In case Fac1 

is quasi-reachable, then the third condition of Definition 5.35 is superfiuous. 

In searching for uniqueness cohditions (up to isomorphisms) on factorizations, we 
follow the approach of Yamamoto [Yl). 

Definition 5.36 A factorization (X,<I>,g,h) of a strictly causal static SISO-system 
!stat is canonical if it is quasi-reachable and topologically observable. 

Similar to Yamamoto, [Yll, Theorem 5.5, we have the following result. 

Theorem 5.37 Let Estat = (V, 0, f, !stat) be a strictly causal static 8180-system and 
let Fac1 = (Xb(<l>t,t)t;::o,gt,hd and Fac2 = (X2,(<1>2,t)t;::o,g2,h2) be two canonical 
factorizations of Estat. Then Fac1 and Facz and isomorphic. 

proof. 
Define the morphism T: X 1 - X2 beT:± hï1 o h1• Then, T is a homeomorphism . 

•• 
So, by Lemma 5.34 the existence of an unique canonkal factorization is guaranteed~ 
Canonical state spaces have the following property. 

Lemma 5.38 Let Estat =(V, 0, r, !stat} ~e a strictly causal static 8180-system witk 
canonical factorization (X, ( <~>t)t;::o, g, h). Tlien X is homeomorphic to a closed, (of)t>o" 
invariant subspace of r. -
Proof. 
Since ut o !stat =!stat o , we have that !stat(O) is a (ut}t>()-invariant subspaee of r. 
Hence, !stat(O) is a closed (ut)t;::o-invariant subspace of r. Since every canonical state 

space X for Esta.t is homeomorphic to fstat(O) by Theorem 5.37, the assertion follows . 

•• 
By Corollary 2.50, we have that each closed (ut)t>0-invariant subspace of r is the 
f-closure of a closed (ut)t;::o-invariant subspace of [(JR+) Dom00(ót)!). 
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Proposition 5.39 Let l::stat = (V, n, r, !stat) be a strictly causal static SISO-system 
with canon i cal factorization (X, ( <'I>t)t>o, g, h). Then X is homeomorphic to the r
etosure of a closed, ( CJt)r~o -invariant ;ubspace of E ( JR+). 

We end this subsection with a nice consequence of the topological observability prop
erty of canonkal factorizations. 

Lemma 5.40 Let l::stat = (V, n, r, !stat) be a strictly causal static SISO-system with 
canonical factorization (X, (<Pt)t;;: 0 ,g, h). Then X is an F-space. 

proof. 
Since V E C by Assumption 5.22, we have that ris an F-space (see Proposition 5.12). 
Moreover, since the mapping h : X -+ h(X) is a homeomorphism, where h(X) is 
equipped with induced r-topology, h(X) is a closed subspace of r, hence an F-space. 
We conclude that X is an F -space . 

•• 
In [Yl] and [Y2], Yamamoto developed a realization theory for SISO-systems accept-
ing Lfoc,+(JR)-signals based on the factorization theory presented bere in the special 
case of V= Lloc,+(JR). By demanding that an input/output mapping is a continuons 
linear (cr1)tEJR -invariant mapping on Lfoc,+(JR), for which C+(JR) is an invariant sub
space, Yamamoto restricted bimself to causal SISO-systems with impulse responses in 
M+(JR) (see Theorem 4.19). Given the canonical factorization (X, (crt) 1>0 , !stat, j) of 
the static SISO-system Estat with impulse response f..t E M+(JR), he defined the state 
transition mapping <!>(t, ., .) :X x L2[0, t)-+ X for each t;::: 0 by 

<!>(t,x,u) (5.22) 

Intuitively, rjJ(t, x, u) is the state at time t caused by an initial state x and input u 
during the time span [0, t). In our general setting, the state transition mapping (5.22) 
can not always be introduced following Yamamoto's approach straightforwardly. For 
systems with Lfoc,+(JR)-signals nothing really changes. However, consiclering a system 
with V+(JR)-signals, we observe that when takinga smooth input u in (5.22), the term 
(f..t * a1u) l[o,oo) is a piecewise smooth function, so not an element in E(JR+), unless the 
measure f..t is brought about by a regular distribution. So, the canonical state space 
X arising from our factorization theory, thus a subspace of E ( JR+), rnay be too smalL 
Restricting to systems with regular impulse response would solve this problem, but 
has the ~isadvantage that interesting systems like distributed time-delay systems are 
excluded. Therefore, we have chosen to disregard the latter possibility to develop a 
realization theory. Nevertheless, for systems with finite-dimensional canonical state 
space, stuclied in the next subsection, a state space realization can be, and is, given 
in deed. 

In [Y2], Yamamoto showed that for systems with impulse response in H1~c(JR) a state 
space realization can be found using the state transition mapping </>(t, ., .). The reader 
interested in a realization theory for systems with distributional signals and smooth 
impulse responses, we refer to Kalman and Hautus [KH]. 
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5.2.2 Finite dimensional factorizations 

In this subsection, we investigate the class of strictly causal static systems (V, n, r, !stak.) 
which have afinite-dimensional canonical factorization (X, U~dtè>:O, g, h), i.e. dim( X)< 
oo. It turns out that finite-dfmensional state spaces X are spanned by exponential
polynomials and impulse responses of systems having a finite-dimensional canonic'-1 
state space are regular distributions, which are the linear combination exponential
polynomials. Furthermore, we deduce for strictly causal static systems Estat with 
finite-dimensional canonical factorization a state space realization. 

Defi.nition 5.41 Let Estat (V, n, r, !stat) be a strictly causal static SISO-system. A 
factorization (X, (<Pt)tè':O• g, h) of Estat is called finite-dimensional if dim(X) < oo. 

Let Esta.t (V, n, r, !stat) be astrictly causal static SISO-system with finite-dimensional 
factorization (X, (<Pt)t;:.:o,g, h). Then !stat(n) =(ho g)(n) Ç h(X), so dim(fsta.t(n)) < 
oo. So by Proposition 5.39, !stat(O) !sta.t(S1) = !sta.t(V(JR-). As a consequence, any 
canonical factorization of Estat is finite-dimensional and any canonical factorization 
of the smooth subsystem E:.t (V+(JR), V( IR-), &(IR+), f~) is finite-dimensionaJ.. 
Applying Lemma 5.38, we obtain the following result. 

Lemma 5.42 Let Esta.t be a strictly causal static SISO-system with finite-dimensional 
canonicaJ. factorization (X, ( <Pt)t>o, g, h). Then. the state space X is isomorphic to a 
finite-dimensional (ut)tè':0-invariänt subs~ace of &(JR+). 

Now, let M be a finite-dimensional (ut)t>o-invariant subspace of &(JR+). Since the dif
ferentiation operator ~ is the (everywhër13 defined) infinitesimal generator of (ui)t>o 
on &(JR+), we have that ~(M) Ç M. Let {À~o ... , Àk} be the spectrum of the oper
ator ~ restricted to M with respective IljlUltiplicities m 1, ••• , mk. Then, the Jordan 
Decomposition Theorem (see Halmos [Hal], §58) yields that . 

k ( d 
M = EJ1ker (-d 

j=l t 
(5.23) 

where Pis the annihilating polynomial of!~ Iu with zeros {Àb ... , Àk} and multipli~
ities mil ... , mk· By definition, P has highest order term 1. 
Defining U>.,i E &(JR+) for each À E <D, i EilNo by 

(t ~ 0), . (5.24) 

we see that (5.23) yields that 

M = span{u>.;,i Ij= 1, ... , m, i= 0, 1, ... mi- 1}, (5.25) 

i.e. M is the linear span of exponential-polynmnials. 

Retuming to finite-dimensional canonical factorizations of a strictly causal static SISO
system Estat, we have obtained the followîng result. 
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Proposition 5.43 Let (V, f!, r, /stat) be a strictly causal static SISO-system 
with finite-dimensional canonical factorization (X, ( <I>t)t::o:o, g, h ). Then, there are m E 
IN and (>.1, ri), ... , (>.m, rm) E <C X IN such that 

X== span{h-1(u>.j,;)IJ=l, ... ,m,i=O,l, ... mi-1}. 

Next, we focus on the impulse response G of a strictly causal SISO-system :Lstat 
(V, f!, r, !stat) with a finite-dimensional canonical factorization. By (5.23), there is an 
unique annihilating polynomial Pr;, such .that for all1/; E D(IR-) and each t 2 0 

d 
Pr;(dt)(G * 1/;)(t) = (Pr;(D)G * 1/J)(t), 

where Dis the distributional differentiation operator. In particular, we have that 

(5.26) 

for each 1/J E D(IR-). Since G E D~(IR) with supp(G) Ç [0, oo), this yields that 
supp(Pr;(D)G) Ç {0}. Distributions with point support are well characterized. In 
fact, there exists a polynomial Q such that (see [Schw2], p.IOO) 

PE(D)G Q(D)óo, (5.27) 

where the equation is in D~(IR)-sense. 

In the sequel, we deduce an explicit representation for the distribution G. First, we 
need to introduce some technicalities. 

It is readily checked that the operator (ft ,\) on D _ (IR) is invertible. Iudeed for 
each ,\ E <D, the inverse of (ft - >.) is defined by 

(tE IR, 1/l E D_(IR)). (5.28) 

Each (ft ..\)-1 is a continuous linear operator on V_(IR). Since the adjoint op
erator (ft)* equals -D, the adjoint of -(ft equals (D + >.I)-1 . Using a 
induction argument, we can obtain the following representations for the operators 
((~ - A)-t)k := (~ - .:\)-k and ((D + ..\1)-t)k (D + ..\I)-k: 

Lemma 5.44 Let À E <D, k E IN. Then for each 1/J E V_(IR) 

(t E IR). 

and 
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Returning to equation (5.27), applying Lemma 5.44 yields that the degree of PE is 
strictly greater than the degree of Q. 

Lemma 5.45 Let FE V~ (IR) be such that supp(F) Ç [0, oo) and suppose that F is 
regular in a neighborhood of 0. IJ there are polynomials P and Q such that P(D)F = 
Q(D)80 , then the degree of P is strictly greater than the degree of Q. 

Pro of. 
Without lossof generality, we may assume that P(D) = I:~=O anDN and Q(D) = 
I:f=o b1D1, where aN = 1 and L ~ N. We will show that b1 = 0 for each l = N, ... , L. 
Notice that 

N L anDn-Np = D-Np(D)F = D-NQ(D)8o 
n=O 

N-1 L 

= . L b1 D1-N 8o + L b1 D1-N 8o. (5.29) 
1=0 I=N 

Since F is regular in a neighborhood of 0 and supp(F) Ç [0, oo ), there exists € > 0 
and gE Ltoc(IR), such that for each 'Ij; E V_(/R) with supp('I/J) Ç ( -oo, €) 

F('lj;) = L '1/J(r)·g(r)dr. (5.30) 

Applying Lemma 5.44 to equality (5.29), we bbtain for each 'Ij; E V_(/R) with supp('lj;) Ç 
( -oo, €) 

D-Np(D)F('I/J) (s~9) { (t ( -1)W-nan( i_ t-N'I/J) (r)g(r) dr 
· }IR n=O dt 

L '1/J(r)g(r)dr + L g(r) ·lor~~~ 7lN~n;;,. 'lj;(s)dsdr 

L '1/J(r)g(r)dr + L ([~ ~ ~~rlN~n;;, ·g(r)dr)w(s)ds. 

We conclude that the distribution D-Np(D,)F is regular on the interval (-oo,€). By 
Lemma 5.44, we obtain for the right-hand side of (5.29) 

L 

+ L ( -1)1-N bl '1/J(I-N)(O). 
I=N 

We see that b1 = 0 for each l = N, ... , L, which proves the assertion . 

•• 
Applying Lemma 5.45 to the equality (5.27), PE(D)G = Q(D)8o, we have that 
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degree(Q) < degree(PI:) dirn(X). 

Suppose PI:( s) = rr:=r ( s- .\;)m', i.e. >.ll ... , Àk are the zeros of P2:: with rnultiplicities 
mh ... mk. Then there are constants aJ,l• not necessarily non-zero, such that 

(5.31) 

k k mi 

G = fl (D- >.;I)m' Q(D)óo cs. 31
l 2::: 2::: aj,c · (D >.iiYóo. 

i=l j=l 1=1 

So by Lemma 5.44, we have for all 'Ij; E D.,..(JR.) 

G('l/1) = 100 (t f: a1,1(l 
7~-~lÀi'")'l/i(r)dr. 

0 ;=1 l=l 

We abserve that G is a regular distribution. 

Lemma 5.46 Let :Estat = (V, n, r, !stat) be a strictly causal static SISO-system with a 
finite-dimensional canonical factorization. Then the impulse response G is a regular 
distribution. In particular, G is of the form 

G('l/1) = L g(r)'lj;(r)dr, 

where g E Lfoc(IR) and 

g(t) := { .E~=l .E:::r aJ,tct~:},eÀit fort~ 0 
0 fort< 0, 

(5.32) 

forsome À1, ... , Àk E <D and aj,t E <D. 
Conversely, ij the impulse response of a strictly causal static SISO-system :Estat is a 
regular distribution of the farm (5.32}, then :Estat has a finite-dimensional canonical 
factorization. 

Proof. 
The first part of the Lemma follows from the above. 
Define 'ih,k E Lfoc(JR) for each À E <D each k E JN0 by 

_ . _ { tk e-\i t for t ~ 0 
U>.,k(t) .- 0 fort < 0. 

Then for each 'Ij; E D(JR.-) and each t ~ 0, we have 

(u>.,k*'l/l)(t) [~ (t- rleA(t-r)'lj;(r)dr 

= ( ~ e) ( -l)k-l. I: Tk-le-ÀT 1/!(r) dr) . tleÀt 
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So, U>.,k * 'ljJ E span{ U>.,o ... , U>.,k}. So, if the impulse response G of 
of the form (5.32), then 

!stat(V(JEC)) Ç span{ u>.,,; I i= 1, ... ,k, j = 0, ... , m;}. 

is regular and 

We conclude that !stat(D(JR-)) is finite-dimensional, so Estat has a finite-dimensional 
canonical factorization . 

•• 
From the proof of Lemma 5.46, we obtain the following result for the canonical state 
space of a strictly causal static SISO-system with impulse response as in (5.32). 

Lemma 5.47 Let Estat = (V, n, r, !stat) be a strictly causal static 8I80-system with 
impulse responseGas in Lemma 5.46. Then 

By a simple induction argument, it can be shown that, assuming that a1,m1 =/:- 0 for 
each l = 1, ... , k, the inclusion of Lemma 5.47 is an equality. 

Theorem 5.48 Let Estat = (V, 0, r, !stat) be a strictly causal static 8I80-system. 
Then Estat has a finite-dimensional canonicalfactorization (X, (tPt)t:;::o, g, h) if and 
only if the impulse response G of Estat is a regular distribution. In particular, G is of 
the form 

G('l/l) = L g('r)'ljJ(r)dT, 

where gE L[oc(IR) and 

forsome À11 ... , Àk E CD and au E CD. IJ aJ,m; =/:- 0 for each j = 1, ... , k, then the 
canonical state space X of Estat satisfies 

" h(X) = span{u>.;,ili=1, ... ,k,i=O,l, ... mi-1} = ker(n<:t-ÀJ)m;)·. 
J=l 

Systems having a finite-dimensional canonical factorizations, have also a finite dimen
sional realization (as is well known). 

Theorem 5.49 Let Estat = ('V, n, r, !stat) be a strictly causal static 8I80-system with 
impulse response G which is a regular distribution of the farm 

G('l/l) = L g(r)'l/J(r)dr, 
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where g E Lfoc(JR) and 

g(t) := l::j=l 2::1=1 ai,l(l-l)!e 1 fort 2:: 0 
{ 

k m; 11-1 )..t 

0 fort < 0, 

forsome >.1 , ... ; Àk E <C and aj,l E <C. IJ aj,m; # 0 for each j = 1, ... , k. Let X = !Rn 

where n = l::~=l m1. Th en, the system I:stat is described by the equations 

{ 
±(t) 
y(t) 

A(x(t)) + B(u(t)) 
C(x(t)), 

which are to be read in V -sense, where 

A .-

mk 
+----+ 

t > 0, x(O) = x0 , 
(5.33) 

B = (0 ... 01 0 ... 01)T and C = (al,m1 , ... ,al,l,··· ,ak,m••··· ,ak,l)· 

Proof. 
The proof follows by straightforward calculation, herree is omitted . 

•• 

5.3 FACTORIZATIONS OF 
PSEUDO-RATION AL INPUT /OUTPUT 
MAPPINGS 

In the previous section, strictly causal static SISO-systems with a finite-dimensional 
canonical state space have been studied. We showed that this canonical state space is 
spanned by exponential-polynomials, and we characterized the impulse responses cor
responding to such a system. In this section, we study systems with pseudo-rational 
impulse responses ( cf. Definition 5.51 ). Sufficient conditions on pseudo-rational im
pulse responses are given such that the canonical state space for the conesponding 
SISO-system is spanned by exponential-polynomials. 

The following definition is due to Yamamoto [Y 4], Definition 2.5. 
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Definition 5.50 A distribution GE 'D'+(JR) is called pseudo-rational if 

G Q-1 *P, 

where Q, P E f'(JR-), i.e. the collection of all compactly supported distributions with 
support in ( -oo, 0], and where Q is invertible in 'D'+(JR) with respect to convolution. 

Definition 5.51 A strictly causal static SISO-system Estat is called pseudo-rationlil 
if its impulse response GE V~(JR) is pseudo-rational. 

Remark 5.51.1 In the behavioural approach, a smooth pseudo-rational SISO-system 
E with impulse response Q-1 * P can be expressed by the AR-like relation 

{u, y) E E {::} Q * y = P * u. 

See, for example, Willeros [Wil] and .Soethöudt, [Soe]. 

One of the advantages of pseudo-rational SISO-systems is that Fourier theory is avail
able for the distributions Q and P. We may speak of the transfer function of a pseudo
rationat SISO-system E, namely if the impulse response of E equals G Q-1 * P, then 
:F( Q)-1 :F(P) is transfer function of E. In other words, pseudo-rational distributions 
are eiements of V~(JR) with a Fourier-Laplace transform. 

Although notall static SISO-systems are p~eudo-rational, deiay systems are known to 
be pseudo-rational. 

Example 5.52 Let Estat = (V+(JR), V(IRr), f(JR+), !stat) be a strictly causal static 
SISO-system with impulse response GE V~(JR) defined by 

The static inputfoutput mapping !stat of Estat satisfies 

00 ' 

fsta.t('l/J)(t) = L 'if;(t- i) 
i=l 

Estat is a distributed time-delay system. Moreover, since G decomposes in Q-1 * P, 
where P Óo E f'(JR-) and Q = Ó-1 - óo E f'(JR-), Estat is pseudo-rationat 
Notice that, since,G*X Ç x for each x E V, where V any transiatabie strict LF-space of 
V+(JR)-type, we could have replaced V+(JR}, and correspondingly V( IR-) and f(JR+), 
by an arbitrary transiatabie strict LF-space V of V+(JR)-type, and éorresponding n 
and r. 

Next, we investigate the canonkal statespace of a pseudo-rational SISO-system. Since 
our aim is to classify those pseudo-rational systems, with canonkal state space spanned 
by exponential-polynomials, we need to consider oniy smooth systems by Proposition 
5.39. 
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First, weneed some terminology. Let <P denote the quotient mapping from 1J+(JR) into 
V+(IR)/V(JR-) and let the mapping 1r: 1J+(IR)/1J(JR-) E(JR+) be the isomorphism 
defined by 1r(x + V(JR-)) :=x l(o,=) (see (3.27)). Reeall from §3.3 that the operator 
(T+[(<P*)-1(F) o 1r] defines for each FE E'(JR+) a continuons linear (o"i)t>o-invariant 

V -

operator on E(JR+). Now, let FE E'(JR-). Then FE E'(JR+). So, for each x E 1J+(JR) 
and t :=:: 0, we have 

(T+[(<P*)-1(F) o 1r-1
] (1r(<P(x))) (t) 

((<P*t1(F) 07r-1
) (<1t7r(<P(x))) 

(
3

.
30

) (<P*)-1(F)(<P((Ttx)) = F(<ltx) (F * x)(t), 

Definition 5.53 For each FE E'(JR~), the convolution operator c+[F] on E(JR+) is 
V 

defined by c+[F] := q+[(<P*)-1(F) o 1r-1]. 

We mention some straightforward properties of the operators c+[F] on E(JR+). 

Lemma 5.54 Let F1 ,F2 E E'(JR-). Then the following assertions hold true. 

i. c+[F1] is a continuous linear ((Tt)t'?.o-invariant mapping on E(JR+), 

ii. c+[Ft](x l[o,co)) 

iii. c+[Ft] o c+[F2] 

(Ft* x) l[o,oo) for each x E V+(JR), 

iv. c+[(Lt] = (Tt for each t::: 0. 

For the canonical state space of a pseudo-rational SISO-systems, we have the following 
result. 

Lemma 5.55 Let (V+(JR), V( IR-), E(JR+), !stat) be a pseudo-rationat SISO-system 
with response Q-1 * P. Then 

!stat(V(JR-)) Ç ker(C+[Q]). 

Proof. 
For each 1jJ E 1J(JR-), we have Q * ((Q-1 * P) * 1/J) E V(JR-). Next, apply Lemma 
5.54.ii . 

•• 
Definition 5.56 The distributions Q, P E E'(JR-) are called coprime over the ring 
(E'(JR-),+,*) if 

forsome R, SE E'(JR-). 
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Definition 5.57 The distributions Q, P E &'(m.-) are called approximately coprime 
over the ring (&'(m.-), +, *) if 

Q * Rn + P * s.. .,.... 6o, 

in weak-a(&'(.Ul), &(.Ul))-sense, forsome sequences (Rr.)ne/N and (Sn)neiN in &'(m.-). 

Remark 5.57.1 Let F .. := Q*Rn +P*Sn for each n E JN. Reeall from Lemma 1.12, 
that the convergence of the sequence (F .. )neiN to 80 is also in strong-sense. Since for 
each y E &(Dl) and for each compact K Ç m., the collection {ow I tE K} is bounded 
in &(Dl) by the local equicontinuity of the translation group (ut)teiR on &(Dl), we have 
for each y E &(Dl) and each compact K Ç Dl 

max I (F .. * y)(t) - y(t) I = max I (F .. - 6o)(u-ti/) I . (5.34) 
~K ~K 

Since the right-hand side of (5.34) converges to zero by the strong convergence of the 
sequence (Fn)ne.JN, we obtain that for each y E &(Dl) 

lim Fn * y = lim ( Q * Rn + P * Sn) * y = y, 
n-+oo n-+.oo 

in &(.Ul)-sense. 

The followingresult is suggested by Yamamoto, [Y5], Theorem 2.15. 

Theorem 5.58 Let (V+(Dl), V(m.-), &(m.+), /~tat) be a pseudo-rational SISO-system 
with impulse response Q-1 *P. Then fstat(V(Dl )) = ker(C+[Q]) if and only ifQ and 
P are approximately coprime. · 

Proof. 
Assume that !stat(V(m.-)) = ker(c+[Q]). Weneed to construct sequences (Rr.)ne.JN 
and (Sn)ne!N in &'(m.-) such that 

Q * Rn + P * S,. .,.... óo, 

in weak-u(&'(.Ul), &(.Ul))-sense. Let ('1/Jn)ne.JN be a sequence in V( Dl) with supp('I/Jn) Ç 
[-1, 0], such that '1/Jn.,.... 6o in u(&'(.Ul), &(.Ul})~sense. Since, Q*Q-1*'1/Jn = '1/Jn E V(m.-), 
we have (Q-1 * '1/Jn) l[o,oo)E ker(C+[Q]). So; by the assumption, there is a sequence 
(wn,m)me.JN in vcm.-) such that 

( Q-1 * '1/Jn) ho,oo) = lim !stat (wn,m)! = lim ( Q-1 * P * Wn,m) ho oo) • 
m-+oo ~ m-+oo t 

Take 'Fn,m in V(m.-) such that 

(Q-1 * P * Wn,m)(t) - (Q-1 * '1/Jn)(t) (t:S;-1). 

Then, supp(Q-1 * P*Wn,m- 'fn,m) Ç supp(Q-1) + {-1,0] Ç [-N,oo) forsomeN E .JN 
not depending on n and m. Hence, there is a sequence (fn,m)meiN in V(m.-) with 
supportin [-l,oo) such that 

lim (Q-l * P * Wn,m - 'Fn,m - Tn,m), 
m--+oo 
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in V+(JR)-sense. Define rn,m := -(rn,m + i'n,m)· Then 

'1/Jn Q * Q-1 * '1/Jn = lim (p * Wn,m + Q * r n,m) · 
m-oo 

in V+(JR)-sense. We observe that supp(P*Wn,m + Q * rn,m) Ç (-oo,O] and supp(P * 
Wn,m + Q * rn,m) Ç supp(Q) + [-N, oo) for each n, mE JN. Hence, there is M E lN 
such thatsupp(P * Wn,m + Q * rn,m) Ç [-M,O] for each n,m E JN. Take for each 
n E JN, m(n) E lN such that 

max I (P * Wn m + Q *T n m) ( t) - '1/Jn ( t) I < 
tE[-M,O) ' ' n 

1 

Define R" := r n,m(n) and Sn := Wn,m(n) and let Fn := Q * Rn + p *Sn for each n E JN. 
Then for each x E ê(JR) 

I {'1/.Jn 1 10 Fn,x) I :=; - · I x(t) I dt, 
n -.H 

where (., .) denotes the canonkal duality between V(JR) and ê(JR). Since '1/Jn -+ 80 in 
<J(ê'(JR), ê(JR))-sense, Q * Rn + P *Sn -+ 80 in <J(ê'(JR), é(JR))-sense, proving the 
assertion. 
Next, assume that Q and Pare approximately coprime. Let x E V+(JR) he such that 
x lro,oo)E ker(C+[Q]). Then Q *x E V(JR-) by Lemma 5.54.ii. Define wn E V(JR-) by 
Wn : = Sn * Q * x. Th en 

fstat(Wn) = (Q-1 * P *Sn* Q *x) l[o,oo) (P*Sn*X + Q*R"*x)l[o,oo) · 
(5.35) 

Since P *Sn* x + Q * R" *x-+ x in é(JR)-sense (seeRemark 5.57.1), the right-hand 
side of (5.35) converges to x![o,oo) in é(JR+)-sense, which proves the assertion .. 

•• 
Corollary 5.59 Let Estat be a smooth pseudo-rátional SISO-system with impulse re
sponse Q-1 * P. IJ Q and P are approximately coprime, then any canonical statespace 
of Estat is homeomorphic to ker( c+ [Q]). 

Next, we consider the main problem of this section: "Which pseudo-rational SISO
systems have a canonkal state space is spanned by exponential-polynomials?" We 
employ the following definition from Yamamoto [Y5], Definition 3.2. 

Definition 5.60 A strictly causal static system Estat = (V, n, r, !stat) is called spec
trally complete if the canonical statespace !stat(f2) of Estat is the closed linear span of 
exponential-polynomials, i.e. functions of the form U)..,j(t) =ti· ét, t ~ 0. 

Remark 5.60.1 The terminology speetrally complete will be explained in the latter 
part of this section. In fact, it turns out that the exponential-polynornials U)..,i spanning 
the canonical statespace X of a speetrally complete static SISO-system cortespond to 
the point spectrum of the infinitesimal generator of the translation semigroup (<Ji)t>o 
restricted to X. -
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In the search for speetrally complete static SISO-systems, we restriet ourselves to 
pseudo-rational SISO-systems with impulse response Q-1 * P such that Q and P are 
approximately coprime. Since the canonkal state space of a static SISO-system Estat 

is the completion of a canonical state space of the smooth static subsystem E:a~ by 
Proposition 5.39, we may restriet ourselves to smooth systems. 

Since t:'(JR+) represents the dual of t:(JR+) (see §3.3), ê'(JR-) can he regarcled as the 
dual of ê(JR+). 

Lemma 5.61 The mapping x E ê(JR+) ~--+ ~(Xext), where Xext E D+(/R) is such that 
x l[o,oo)= x, defines far each ~ E t:.'(JR-) a cantinuous linear functianal on t:(JR+), 
Canversely, every cantinuous linear functional on t:(JR+) can be written in this man
ner. 

We denote the duality between t:.'(JR-) and t:.(JR+) introduced by Lemma 5.61 by (., .). 

Having introduced a duality between t:(JR+) and t:.'(JR-), the polar M0 of a subspace 
Mof t:.(JR+) can he regarcled as a subspace of t:.'(JR-). Being interested in subspaces 
of t:.(JR+) spanned by exponential-polynomials, we have the following result on the 
polar of such spaces. 

Lemma 5.62 Let M be a clased subspace of t:(JR+). Let W c er: x JN. Then the 
following assertions are equivalént. 

i. M = span{U>.J I (A,j) E W}. 

ii. M 0 = {~Eê'(JR-}IF(~)<i>(-i..:\)=0 forall(A,j)EW}. 

where F denotes the Fourier transfarm on t:(JR) (cf Definitian 3.27}. 

Proof. 
(i) => (ii). Let ~ E M0

• Reeall from Theorem 3.33 that e>.,J E t:(/R) is defined by 
e>.J(t) :=ti· e-i>.t for each tE JR. Hence, U>.J ei>.J l!o,oo)· So, for each (>.,j) E W, 
we have 

. . dj . 0 
0 {~,'U>.,j} = (-1)3 ·~(e_i>.J) = (i)3 ·(dw1 ~(ew,o))lw=-i>.= (i)3 ·F(~) 1 (-i..:\). 

So, M0 Ç {~ E t:.'(JR-) IF(~)Ül( -i,\)= 0 for all (A,j) E W}. 
Conversely, if ~ E t:.'(JR-) satisfies F(~)Ül( -i.~) = 0 for all (A,j) E W, then we have 
(~,u>.,;}= 0 for each (A,j) E W, so ~ E M 0

• 

(ii) => (i). Since (~, U>.,J) = 0 for each (..:\, j). E W and each ~ E M 0
, the closedness of 

M yields that each U>.,J EM. So, M 2 span{u>.,j I (A,j) E W}. Conversely, if x E M 
is such that x tf. span{u>.,J I (>.,j) E W}, then the Hahn-Banach Theorem ensures the 
existence of ~ E t:.'(JR-) such that (~,x) = 1 and (~,U>.,;) = (i)i <F( cjJ )0>( -i..:\) 0 
for each (À,j) E WQ. Contradiction . 

•• 
Remark 5.62.1 Since a nonzero entire function has a countable number of zeros 
only (including multiplicities ), an immediate observation of Lemma 5.62 is that a non
trivia! closed subspace of t:(JR+) contains only a countable number of exponential
polynomials. 
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Lemma 5.62 yields the following characterization of speetral completeness. 

Theorem 5.63 Let (V+(.Dt), V(.Dt-), t:(.m+), !stad be a pseudo-rationat SISO-system 
with impulse response Q-1 * P. Suppose Q and P are approximately coprime. Let 
WQ E CC x JN0 be defined by 

(>-,n) E WQ {::} F(Q)Ul(-i,\) = 0 foralll :Sn. 

Then the following assertions are equivalent. 

i. Estat is speetrally complete. 

ii. fstat('D(.Dt-)) ker(C+[Q]) span{u,\,j I (,\,j) E WQ} 

iii. ker(C+[QJ)" = {<I> E t:'(.m-) I F(<I>)(jl(-i,\) = 0 forall (>-,j) E WQ}. 

Pro of. 
(ii) ~ (i). Obvious. 
(i)~ (ii). By assumption, we have 

ker(C+[Q]) = span{uÀ,j I (>-,j) E W}. 

Now, let (>-,j) E W. Then U>.,j E ker(C+[Q]). Since ker(C+[Q]) is (o"i)1>0-invariant, 
we have u-\,l E ker(C+[Q]) for each l = 0, 1, ... ,j. Moreover, for each l;; 0, 1, ... ,j, 
we have 

So, W Ç WQ and ker(C+[Q]) Ç span{u>.,j I (>-,j) E WQ}· 

Conversely, let (À, j) E W Q· Since a-t ( e-i>.,j) E span { e-i-\,1 I l = 0, 1, ... , j} for each 
t 2::: 0, we have for each t ;::: 0 

i.e. U>.,j E ker(C+[Q]), which proves the assertion. 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.62 . 

•• 
By Theorem 5.63, we focus, in the search for speetrally complete pseudo-rational 
smooth SISO-systems, on the polars of their canonical state spaces. 

Theorem 5.64 Let Q E t:'(m-) be invertible in D~(.Dt). Then 
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Pro of. 
First, we prove the equality ker(c+[QW = {Q *<PI <P E &'(JR-)}. 
Let x E V+(JR) and let I]! E &'(JR-). Then 

(w, x lro,""'>) := w(x) = (w * x)(O) = (C+[w] (x lro,oo)))(O). (5.36} 

Now, let <P E &'(JR-). Since the operators c+[Q] and c+[<Pj commute by Lemma 5.54, 
we have 

y E ker(C+[Q]) ::} c+[<P]y E ker(C+[Q]). 

Therefore, we have for each y E ker(C+[Q]) 

(Q * <P, y) <5~6> cc+[<P * Q]y)(o) = ( c+[QJ cc+[<P]y) )(O) = o. 

We conclude that {Q *<PI <P E &'(JR-)} Ç:ker(C+[Q])0
• 

Now, let wE ker(C+[QW. Since (Q-1 *<P) lro,oo)E ker(c+[Q]) for each <P E 'D(JR-), we 
have 

0 = c+[w]((Q-1 * <P) lro,oo}) = (w * Q-l * <P) lro,oo). 

So, w * Q-1 * <P E 'D(JR-). Since <P E 'D(JR-), we conclude that w * Q-1 E f'(JR-), 
proving that ker(C+[Qj)o = {Q *<PI <P E &'(JR-)}. 
To prove the latter equality, let <P E &'(JR-). Then for each y E &(JR+), 

(C+[Q)*<P,y) .- (<P,c+[Q]y} (s~6l (C+[<PJ(C+[Q]y))(O) = (C+[<P * Q]y)(O) 

(5~6) (<P * Q, y}, 

i.e. c+[Q)*<P = Q * <P . 

•• 
Corollary 5.65 Let (V+(JR), V(JR-), &(JRt), /stat) be a pseudo-rational SISO-system 
with impulse response Q-1 * P. Suppose Q and Pare approximately coprime. Then 

In other words, !stat('D(JR-)) is the ideal in &'(IR-) generated by Q. 
! 

Proposition 5.66 Let Estat) be a pseudo-rational SISO-system with impulse response 
Q-~ * P. Suppose Q and Pare approximately coprime. Let Wq E <r: x JIV0 be defi;"ed 
by 

(..\,n) E Wq {::} F(Q)<1>(-i>.) = 0 foralll:$ n. 

Th en 
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Pro of. 
Let -iÀ be a zero of :F(Q) with multiplicity greater or equal to j. Then, for each 
iJ? E ê'(JR-) 

:F(Q * {II)Ul( -iÀ) = t ({) :F(Q)(ll( -iÀ) · :F(Q)U-lJ( -i>..) 0. 
l=O 

So, Q*iJ? E {<I> E ê'(JR-) I :F(iJ?)Ul(-i>..) = 0 forall(À,j) E WQ}· 

•• 
The following result is due to Malgrange [Mal]. A proof can also be found in Ka
hane [Kah2], p.133, or in the context of Laplace transformations in Yamamoto [Y5], 
Appendix B. 

Proposition 5.67 Let <l>1, <l>2 E ê'(JR). Then, the following two assertions are equiv
alent. 

i. :F( <PI)/ :F( <I>2) is an entire function. 

i i. Th ere exists \)1 E ê' (IR), such that <l>1 = <li2 * \)1. 

Now, let {{I E ê'(JR-) be such that :F(<I>)(il(.\) = 0 for all zeros À of :F(Q) with 
multiplicity greater or equal to j. Then by Proposition 5.67, there is \)1 E ê'(JR) such 
that 

(5.37) 

So, speetral completeness of a static SISO-system with pseudo-rational impulse re
sponse Q-1 * P is equivalent to the assertion that the distribution \)1 in (5.37) can 
always be chosen with support in ( -oo, 0]. It turns out that the latter assertîon is 
equivalent toa condition on the support of Q. To this extent, define r(<I>) to be the 
supremum of the ê'(JR)-distribution <I> by 

r(<I>) := sup{t I tE supp(<li)}. (5.38) 

Then for each <I> 1 , <I>2 E ê'(JR), we have 

Theorem 5.68 Let (D+(IR), V( IR-), ê(JR+), !stat) be a pseudo-rational SISO-system 
with impulse response Q-1 * P. Suppose Q and P are approximately coprime. Then 
Estat is speetrally complete ij and only iJ r( Q) = 0. 

Proof. 
First, suppose r(Q) = 0. Let WQ E <G x JN0 be defined by 

(A,n) E WQ {:} F(Q)(1l(-i.\) = 0 foralil :5 n. 
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Let ~ E &'(JR-) be such that :F(~)<il(>,) = 0 for all zeros (À,j) E Wq. Then by 
Proposition 5.67, there is '111 E &'(IR) such that 

(5.39} 

Since r(~) = r(Q) +r('lll) 5 0, we have thl'}t '111 E &'(JR-). Applying by Theorem 5.64, 
we conclude that ~ E ker(C+[Q]) 0

• Hence, by Theorem 5.63 and Proposition 5.66, 
~stat is speetrally complete. 
Conversely, suppose r(Q) < 0. Then t > 0 exists such that Q * Ót E &'(JR-) and 
Q * Ót f/. ker(C+[QW by Theorem 5.64. Since :F(Q * b1)(il(.X) = 0 for all (.X,j) E Wq, 
~stat is not speetrally complete by Theorem 5.63 . 

•• 
Since a static SISO-system ~stat is speetrally complete if and only its smooth subsystem 
~~at is speetrally complete, we ardve at the following result. 

Theorem 5.69 Let Esta.t be a static SJSO-system with pseudo-rotional impulse re
sponse Q-1 * P. Suppose Q and P are approximately coprime. Then ~stat is speetrally 
complete ij and only ij r(Q) = 0. 

The pseudo-rational SISO-system from exan1ple 5.52 is speetrally complete. 

Example 5. 70 Let ~stat be tlie smooth pseudo-rational SISO-system from example 
5.52. Reeall that ~stat has impulse response GE V~(JR) defined by 

00 

G = ·2: b; = (b-1 bo)-1 * bo. 
i=l 

and the static inputfoutput mapping fst~>t of ~stat satisfies 

00 

/stat{ '1/J)(t) = 2: '1/l(t- i) ('1/1 E V(JR-)). 
i=1 

Since 0 * (b-1- bo) + Óo *ho = ho, the pair (P, Q) = (óo, 6-1- éo) is (approximately) 
coprime over &'(JR-). Hence, since r(ó-1 óo) 0, the system ~stat is speetrally 
complete. 

SISO-systems with a single time-delay are not speetrally complete. 

Example 5.71 Let ~stat = (V+(JR), V( IR-), &(JR+), !stat) be the strictly cai.lsal static 
SISO-system with impulse response 61. So, the static inputfoutput mapping !stat of 
~stat satisfies 

fstat('I/J)(t) = '1/J(t- 1) 

Since 61 = ( 6_1)-1 * 60, ~stat is pseudo-rational. Moreover, since 0 * é-1 + 6o * 6o = 6o, 
the pair (P, Q) = (60 , 6_1) is (approximately) coprime over &'(JR-). Hence, since 
r(é_t) -1, the system ~stat is notspeetrally complete. 



A 
GLOSSARY OF VECTOR 
SPACES OF FUNCTIONS, 

MEASURES, AND 
DISTRIBUTIONS 

In this appendix, we discuss briefiy the function spaces, measure spaces and distribu
tion spaces appearing in this thesis. 

Spaces of continuous functions 

C(IR) : The vector space consisting of all continuons functions on JR. Equipped 
with compact-open topology, C(JR) is an F-space. 

C+.n(IR) : The subspace of C(JR) consisting of all f E C(JR) with support in [-n, oo). 
Equipped with relative C(JR)-topology, C+,n(IR) is an F-space. 

C+(IR) : The subspace of C(IR) consisting of all f E C(JR) with support bounded 
on the left, i.e. supp(f) Ç [ -n, oo) for some n E JN. Equipped with the strict 
inductive limit topology of the sequence (C+,n(IR))nEIN, C+(JR) is a strict LF
space. 

C_(JR) : The subspace of C(JR) consisting of all f E C(JR) with support bounded on 
the right, i.e. supp(f) Ç ( -oo, n] forsomen E JN. C_(JR) is a strict LF-space. 

C,n(IR) : The subspace of C(IR) consisting of all f E C(JR) with support in [-n, n]. 
Equipped with relative C(JR)-topology, C,n(IR) is a Banach space. 

Cc(IR) : The subspace of C(IR) consisting of all f E C(JR) with bounded support, 
i.e. supp(f) Ç [-n, n] forsomen E IN. Equipped with the strict inductive limit 
topology of the sequence ( C,n(IR) )nEIN, C.,(JR) is a strict LB-space. 

C( JR+) : The vector space consisting of all continuons functions f on JR+, such that 
limt!O f(t) exists. Equipped with compact-open topology, C(JR+) is an F-space. 

Spaces of differentiable functions 

Let k E IN. 
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Ck(JR) : The vector space consisting of all k-times continuously differentiable func
tions on JR. Ck(JR) is an F-space. 

C!,n(JR) : The subspace of Ck(JR) consisting of all f E Ck(JR) with support in 
[-n,oo). Equipped with relative Ck(JR)-topology, Ci,n(JR) is an F-space. 

C!(JR) : The subspace of C"(JR) consistl.ng of all f E Ck(JR) with support bounded 
on the left. Equipped with the strict inductive limit topology of the sequence 
(C!,n(JR))neJN, C!(JR) is a strict LF-space. 

C~(JR) : The subspace of C"(JR) consist~ng of all f E Ck(JR) with support bounded 
on the right. C~(JR) is a strict LF-space. 

c:(JR) : The subspace of Ck(JR) consisting of all f E C"(JR) with bounded support. 
c:(JR) is a strict LF-space. 

C"(JR+) : The vector space consisting ofall k-times continuously differentiable func-
tions f on JR+, such that limt!O J{l> ( t) exists for l 1, ... k. Ck ( JR+) is an F-
space. · 

Spaces of smooth functions 

t:(JR) : The vector space consisting of all·arhitrarily many times differentiable func
tions on JR. Equipped with compact~open topology, e(JR) is an F-space. 

V+,n(JR) : The subspace of t:(JR) consisting of all f E e(JR) with support in [-n, oo). 
Equipped with relative e(JR)-topology, V+,n(JR) is an F-space. 

V+(JR) : The subspace of è(JR) consisting of all f E e(JR) with support bounded 
on the left. Equipped with the strict inductive limit topology of the sequence 
(V+,n(JR))nElN• V+(JR) is a strict LF-space. 

V_(JR) : The subspace of e(JR) consisting of all f E ê(JR) with support bounded on 
the right. V_(JR) is a strict LF-space. 

V,n(IR) : The subspace of e(JR) consisting of all f E e(JR) with support in [-n, nJ. 
Equipped with relative e(JR)-topology, V,n(JR) is an F-space. 

V(JR) : The stibspace of e(JR) consisting of all f E e(JR) with bounded support. 
Equipped with the strict inductive limit topology of the sequence (V,n(JR))nÈJN, 
V(JR) is a strict LF-space. · 

e(JR+) : The vector space consisting of all functions f on JR+ which are arbitrary 
many times differentiable on (0, oo), such that limt!O J<"l(t) exists for each k E 
JN0 .• Equipped with compact-open topology, e(JR+) is an F-space. 

V(JR-) .: The subspace of t:(JR) consisting of all f E t:(JR) with bounded support in 
( -oo,OJ. 
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Spaces of Lebesgue measurable functions 

Let p :?:: 1. 

Lfoc(JR) : The vector space consisting of alllocally p-Lebesgue integrable functions. 
Lfoc (IR) is an F -space. 

Lfoc,+,n(JR) : The subspace of Lfoc(IR) consisting of alllocally p-Lebesgue integrable 
functions with support in [-n, oo). Equipped with relative Lfoc(JR)-topology, 
Lfoc,+,n(IR) is an F-space. 

Lfoc,+(IR) : The subspace of Lfoc(IR) consisting of alllocally p-Lebesgue integrable 
functions with support bounded on the left. Equipped with the strict inductive 
limit topology of the sequence (Lfoc,+,n(JR))neBV, Lfoc,+(IR) is a strict LF-space. 

Lfoc.-(JR) : The subspace of Lfoc(JR) consisting of alllocally p-Lebesgue integrable 
functions with support bounded on the right. Lfoc,-(IR) is a strict LF-space. 

L~omp(JR) : The subspace of Lfoc(IR) consisting of alllocally p-Lebesgue integrable 
functions with bounded support. ~omp(JR) is a strict LB-space. 

Lfoc(JR+) : The vector space consisting of all functions f on JR+ which are locally 
p-Lebesgue integrable. Lfoc(JR) is an F-space. 

Measure spaces 

M(IR) : The vector space consisting of all Radon measures. M(JR) is the dual of 
Cc( IR). 

M+(IR) : The subspace of M(IR) consisting of all JL E M(JR) with support bounded 
on the left. M+(IR) is the dual of C_(/R). 

/vL(JR) : The subspace of M(IR) consisting of all JL E M(IR) with support bounded 
on the right. M_(IR) is the dual of C+{JR). 

/vlc(IR) : The subspace of M(IR) consisting of all J.t E M(IR) with compact sup
port. Mc(IR) is the dual of C(JR). 

Distribution spaces 

V'(IR) : The space of all Schwartz-distributions on IR. V'(IR) is the dual of V( IR). 

V~,n(IR) : The subspace of V'(IR) consisting of all F E V'(JR) with support in 
[-n,oo). 

V~(IR) : The subspace of V'(IR) consisting of all FE V'(IR) with support bounded 
on the left. V~(JR) is the dual of V_(JR). 
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'D'_(IR) : The subspace of 'D'(JR) consisting of all F E 'D'(JR) with support bounded 
on the right. 'D'_(JR) is the dual of 'D+(JR). 

ê'(JR) : The subspace of 'D'(JR) consisting of all FE 'D'(JR) with bounded support. 
ê'(JR) is the dual of ê(JR). 

ê'(JR+) : The subspace of 'D'(JR) consisting of all FE 'D'(JR) with bounded support 
in [0, oo). ê'(JR+) is the dual of ê(JR+). 

ê'(JR-) : The subspace of 'D'(JR) consisting of all FE 'D'(JR) with bounded support 
in (-oo,O]. 
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SAMENVATTING 

In dit proefschrift staat de vraag centraal of de keuze van de signaalruimte invloed 
heeft op de externe beschrijving van een tijdsinvariant lineair continue-tijd-systeem. 
Het blijkt dat voor een grote klasse van signaalruimten deze vraag ontkennend kan 
worden beantwoord. 

In de "behavioural approach" worden dergelijke continue-tijd systemen gezien als 
translatie-invariante deelruimten van een functieruimte of een distributieruimte. Voor 
een ingangsluitgangs-systeem is er sprake van een lineaire, translatie-invariante af
beelding van de ingangsruimte naar de uitgangsruimte. Onvermijdelijk zal de keuze 
van de signaalruimte en haar topologie een rol spelen. 

In dit proefschrift worden functieruimten beschouwd die kunnen dienen als signaal
ruimten in de "behaviour" beschrijving of in de "ingangs/uitgangs" beschrijving. De 
translatiegroep op deze functieruimten is een c0-groep. Gekozen is voor functieruim
ten met een Fréchettopologie dan wel een strict inductieve limiet-topologie. Zo wordt 
de klasse van transleerbare Préchetruimten van het E(JR)-type ingevoerd en de klasse 
van transleerbare stricteLP-ruimten van het V+(JR)-type. Deze klassen zijn zo gecon
strueerd, dat het C00-domein van de translatiegroep respectievelijk E(JR) en V+(JR) is. 
Eerstgenoemde klasse kan gebruikt worden in de "behaviour" beschrijving, laatstge
noemde klasse in de "ingangs/uitgangs" beschrijving. 

Voor de elementen uit elk dezer klassen worden de gesloten translatie-invariante deel
ruimten en gesloten translatie-invariante operatoren gekarakteriseerd. De verwante 
functionaal analytische concepten, als c0-groep en eo-semigroep, gesloten invariante 
deelruimten en gesloten invariante operatoren, worden in de wijdere context van rij
volledige lokaal convexe topologische vectorruimten beschouwd. Voor een subklasse 
van transleerbare stricte LP-ruimten van V+(JR)-type wordt een factorisatietheorie 
ontwikkeld die een uitbreiding is van een bestaande factorisatietheorie met Lfoc,+(JR) 
als signaalruimte. Het blijkt dat onder zwakke voorwaarden de toestandsruimte in de 
factorisatle wordt opgespannen door exponentiële polynomen. 
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Stellingen 

behorende bij het proefschrift 

SEMIGROUPS, INVARIANCE AND TIME-INVARIANT 

LINEAR SYSTEMS 

door 

M.M.A. de Rijcke 



I. Laat L een continue translatie-invariante operator zijn op de stricte LB-ruimte Li (IR), 
bestaande uit alle Lebesgue-integreerbare functies op IR met links-begrensde drager. Dan 
is er een unieke Radonmaat 11 met links-begrensde drager, zo dat 

L(g) = 11 * g (gE L~(IR)). 

Zij FE 'D~(IR). Veronderstel dat F *ge L'f(/R) voor alle gE L'f(IR). Dan is F een 
Radonmaat met links-begrensde drager. 

Literatuur: S.J.L. van Eijndhoven, M.M.A. de Rijcke, [vEdR]. 

2. Zij (uk) een frame in een Hilbertruimte :H. Dan is er een HUbertruimte 1( en een frame 
(vk) in 1(, zo dat ([uk ffi vk]) een Rieszbasis is in de HUbertruimte :H ffi 1(. 
Deze stelling is een oneindig dimensionale uitbreiding van de volgende bewering: 
Zij U een m x n matrix, m < n, van volle rang, dan .is er een ( n - m) x n matrix V zo dat 
de matrix 

inverteerbaar is. 

Literatuur: Young [You]. 

3. ZijMeen gesloten translatie-invariante deelruimte van COO(/R) en zij peen polynoom. 
Veronderstel dat de operator p(l,) injectiefis opM. Dan is voor iedere f E M de diffe
rentiaalvergelijking 

oplosbaar in M. 

4. Gegeven een lokaal compacte topologische ruimte (X, T), een lokaal convexe vector
ruimte V en een onafhankelijk stelsel continue functies Ut. ... , fnl van X in JR. Dan 
is de collectie 

f!k ® y I y E V, k = I, ... , n} 

gesloten in C(X, V). Hierbij zijn de functies fk ® y gedefinieerd door 

(x EX, y E V) 

en is C(X, V) de lokaal convexe vectorruimte van alle continue functies van X in V met 
de compact-open topologie. 



5. Zij F een transleerbare Fréchetruimte van 'E(IR)-type en zij (pn)nEIN een rij seminormen 
op F welke de topologie van F genereert. Zij 1 de functie op IR gedefinieerd door 1 (t) := I 
en zij I: C"'(IR) .....,. C""(IR) de Volterra operator gedefinieerd door 

(lx)(t) := [x(t)dt (xEC00 (/R)). 

Veronderstel dat I continu is ten opzichte van de geinduceerde F-topologie op C00 (IR). 
Dan brengen de seminormen (qn)nEIN• gedefinieerd door 

qn(x) inf PnUx + a 1) 
aE<C 

(x E C 00 (1R) ), 

een pre-Fréchettopologie 'Top C""(IR) voort. Zij FHl de completering van (C"'(IR), 'T) 
in '])'(IR). Dan gelden de volgende beweringen: 

• FHl is een transleerbare Fréchetruimte van 'E(/R)-type. 

• FHl = {Dx I x E F}, waarbij D de distributionele differentiatie is. 

• F ~ F<-I>. 

Literatuur: Hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift. 

6. De suggestie van Soethoudt in zijn proefschrift, hoofdstuk 6, dat zijn condities C 1, C2, C3 
en C4 nodig en voldoende zijn opdat een "behaviour" in L!oc (IR) afkomstig is van een AR
systeem is een ware bewering. Ze geldt namelijk voor iedere transleerbare Fréchetruimte 
van 'E( /R)-type. 

Literatuur: J.M. Soethoudt [Soe] en M.M.A. de Rijcke [deR]. 

7. "Tractationem calculi differentialis integralium definitorum theoria anteira debet." 

Vrij vertaald: Aan iedere invoering van een differentiaalcalculus dient een invoering van 
een integraalbegrip vooraf te gaan. 

Literatuur: F.G. Frobenius Berolini [Fro]. 

8. "De vernietiging van het verleden, of liever gezegd, de sociale mechanismen die de ei
gen levenservaring in verband brengen met die van vorige generaties, is een van de meest 
kenmerkende en angstaanjagende verschijnselen van de 20' eeuw. De meeste jongeren 
aan het einde van deze eeuw groeien op in een soort onveranderlijk heden, dat geen en
kele organische relatie vertoont met de voorafgaande periode." 

Dit citaat van Eric Hobsbawm [Hob], p. 15, zal begin volgende eeuw wat Nederland 
betreft - mede als gevolg van de invoering van "de tweede-fase" voortgezet onderwijs in 
versterkte mate geldig zijn. 

Literatuur: E. Hobsbawm [Hob] 



9. In de wiskunde bestaat de trend om wiskundige technieken te verwarren met wiskundige 
concepten. Het belang dat daardoor aan deze technieken gehecht wordt kan verengend 
werken. 

10. Een wielrenner kan beter dikke benen hebben dan een dikke buik. 
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